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ABSTRACT
THE ADOPTIVE PARENTING PROCESS:
A STUDY OF THE EXPERIENCES OF PARENTS WHO ADOPT INFANT
GIRLS FROM CHINA
SEPTEMBER 2003
NILI LUO, B.A., TONGLING FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC INSTITUTE,
ANHUI, CHINA
M.A., EAST NORMAL UNIVERSITY, SHANGHAI, CHINA
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor J. Kevin Nugent
Comparatively little is known about the scientific, psychological, or social
issues surrounding children adopted from China and their parents.

The goal of this

study was to seek out links that might exist between the background of adoptive
parents who had adopted children from China and their motives in adopting these
children, and to explore the influence of the parents’ childhood backgrounds on the
way they parent, the changes in relationships within and outside the family after the
adoption, and the developing importance and meaning of the adoption to the
parents.
I used a qualitative research design to look at the real experiences of
American parents who had adopted children from China. I used a topical life
history method using in-depth interviews. I also used a second interview to follow
up on the questions I still had after the first interview. In addition, I used
%

questionnaires to get basic background information (please see attached Appendix
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C). I interviewed twenty American parents in ten families who had adopted
children from China. The condition for inclusion in this study were:
•

The families had a prior, established relationship with me and resided in the
New England area of the U.S.

•

The adopted child had to be a female from China.

•

The child must have resided in the U. S. by the age of 12 months.

•

Each family must contain two legal parents.
At the time of the interviews, these children ranged in age from infancy to

middle childhood.
In this study of ten families, results were both expected and unexpected in
light of the literature on parenting and adoption. Analysis of the interviews with the
parents yielded six major themes: 1) Parents’ descriptions of their own childhood
family structure and childhood experiences; 2) Parents’ expectations, prior to and
during the adoption experience, for the adoption to improve the family unit; 3)
Changes in the parents’ relationships after the adoption; 4) The adoptive parents’
expectations of the adopted child; 5) The most challenging experiences of the
adoptive parents; and 6) the meaning of the adoption for the parents.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
For the past ten years, I have been an associate professor in the Social Science
Department of Anhui Agricultural University, located in Hefei, China. Since 1996,1
have been conducting research on a group of children who had been abandoned and
resided in Welfare Institutions in the central eastern region of China. During my
research, I visited different Welfare Institutions along the Yongzi River in that part of the
country. (Currently in China, the official term for an orphanage is “Welfare Institution.”)
I have gained much knowledge about what kind of conditions those adopted children
have to face inside China.
In 1997, another different research project provided me the opportunity to
contact families in the U.S. who had adopted children from China. I had the chance to
live with over ten families who adopted Chinese children. The experience let me know
first-hand information about family life in America for adoptive Chinese children.
In 1999,1 was invited to serve as a supervisor working in Welfare Institutions
in China for The Half the Sky Foundation, an organization that was developed by parents
of the United States in order to promote the education of Chinese orphans. At that time,
my role was to select the institution for the pilot project and develop the curriculum for
the program. Through my involvement, I gained invaluable experience and knowledge
pertaining to both the adoptive parents and the children who are waiting to be adopted in
the Welfare Institutions.
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As I grew familiar with children who were in orphanages in China and with
families that had adopted abandoned Chinese girls, I gained more interested in exploring
parent-child relationships in these adoptive family units.

Statement of the Problem
While a good deal of information has become available in recent years on pre¬
adoption issues related to international adoption in general, and adoption from China in
particular, information concerning post-adoption issues remains relatively limited
(Rojewski, 2001). Relatively little is known about the scientific, psychological, or social
issues surrounding children adopted from China and their parents (Kim, 1995). For
example, research done by Tessler, Gamache and Liu (1999) mainly focuses on the bicultural socialization of those adoptive families, and a study done by the Rojewskis
specifically focuses on how adoptive parents acknowledge their child’s Chinese heritage.
However, there are no studies on the psychological and behavioral transformations of
parents who adopted Chinese children throughout the various phases of the adoptive
parenting experience. Little is known about how the adoption affects relationships
between parents and children or how the adoption impacts on a parent’s own self-image.
Furthermore, there is no study specifically designed to examine the effect of international
adoption from China on parents’ personal life styles, nor is there one that investigates
what changing meanings adoptive parents attach to adopting a child from China and to
the resulting bi-cultural adoptive parenting.
My study will address the limitations that exist in prior examinations of this
topic. Using qualitative methodology, I interviewed twenty parents (ten families) to
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examine how the adoption and the adoptive parenting process influence the relationships
within and around the family over time, and how the parents’ own childhood upbringings
influenced their motivation to adopt a child internationally from China. Personal and
interactive interviews were used to provide me with rich detailed information about how
these relationships and influences have changed over time. I believe that my heritage,
experience, and cultural understanding all greatly serve to bring a unique and alternative
perspective to this field of study.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research is to examine the meaning of adoption for a sample
of twenty American parents, representing ten families, who adopted female children from
China. This study will seek out links that may exist between their family backgrounds
and their motives in adopting Chinese children. The study also explores the influence of
the parents’ childhood backgrounds on the way they parent, changes in relationships
within and outside the family after the adoption, and the evolving significance and
meaning of the adoption to the parents.
The focus of this study is on how the adoptive parenting process has shaped the
relationships of these parents to their adopted daughters, and how their parenting
experience has changed and developed. The first goal is to examine how, and in what
ways, the parent-child relationship changed over time. The second goal is to describe the
changes in the adoptive parent's relationship with other household members and with
extended family, friends, and co-workers. The third goal is to examine the parents’
%

relationship with the child's (Chinese) culture. The fourth goal is to describe how the
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parent s own sense of identity changed over the course of the adoptive parenting process.
The final goal is to examine what meaning the parents come to place on their experience
of adopting and parenting their Chinese daughters.

Significance of the study
“Successful parenting is a principal key to the mental health of the next
generation. We need to know all that we can, both about its nature and about the
manifold social and psychological conditions that influence its development for better or
worse”(Bowlby, 1988). Little is known, however, about the parenting experience of
parents who adopt, or specifically, parents adopting Chinese infants and little is known
about what constitutes “successful parenting” for these parents. There is no available
information about how the adoption itself, and the continuing influence of the adoption,
impacts on the parenting experience of those who have adopted Chinese infants. Without
this information, we are not able to provide effective support for those parents who have
adopted Chinese children. In addition, information about parents’ motives in adopting
Chinese children and their expectations for their adopted daughters is also very important
for me to bring back to China, since many myths exist on the motivation behind
international adoptions in China. It is also very important to understand how the adoptive
parenting experience, in particular, affects the adopted child’s development in the future.
Lastly, the data will help me to do further research on a follow-up study of the same
families and their adopted children in five and ten years.
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The Concept of Adoption
Definition
According to Webster s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, the word “adopt” is
derived from the Latin word “adoptare,” from ad and optare, meaning, “to choose.” The
first of its four meanings, and the only meaning to be discussed here, is “to take by choice
into a relationship, to take voluntarily (a child of other parents) as one’s own child.”
The Child Welfare League of America (CWLA) defines adoption as “the method
provided by law to establish the legal relationship of parent and child between persons
who are not so related by birth” (Child Welfare League of America, 1978, P.11, as cited in
Cole & Donley, 1990). Bagley extends the definition beyond one focused exclusively on
legal obligations. He defines adoption as “the permanent removal of a child from
biological parents to a new set of parents, who regard the child legally, socially and
psychologically as their own child” (Bagley, 1992).

The Process of Adoption in the U.S.
Development of adoption practices in the United States was fashioned after the
common law of England. The Child Welfare League of America defines adoption as “
the method provided by law to establish the legal relationship of parent and child between
persons who are not so related by birth.” (Child Welfare league of America, 1978. as
cited in Cole & Donley, 1990.) Bagley extends the definition beyond one focused
exclusively on legal obligations. He defines adoption as “ the permanent removal of a
child from biological parents to a new set of parents, who regard the child legally,
%

socially and psychologically as their own child.”(Bagley, 1992)
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In the United States, the process of legal adoption typically involves three sets of
people: the children, the prospective adoptive parent(s), and the birth mother (or the
institution or adoption agency). Let us see who the three sets of peoples are:
(1) The children: The children who are available for adoption in the U.S. must be
orphans or the birth parents give up the parental rights. Children who enter the United
States for the purposes of adoption must be orphans, which the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) define in the following ways: “when a child has no parents
or those parents placed the child for adoption through a child welfare agency; when the
child was abandoned; or when parental rights were terminated.” (Wilkenson, 1995)
(2) The prospective adoptive parents: The adoption process calls for a joint
petition by the adoption parents to the probate judge and the written consent of the child’s
parents, if living, or of his guardian or next of kin, if the parents were deceased. The
passing of this legislation provided for the consent of the birthparents and the adoption of
a child by a particular adult (Costin et al. 1991). This legislation also gave the states
firmer control over adoptive practices and granted permanent status for the child as a
family member, including the right to share in the adoptive parent’s estate. (Costin et al.,
1991).
(3) The birth mother (or the institution or the adoption agency): If the birth
mother gives birth to the child and abandons her or him, the institution hosts the child.
The adoption agency will serve as a bridge to connect the adoptive parents with the
orphan. After the whole adoption process, the adoptive family will be formed.
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In early U.S.A. history, adoption was arranged mostly by volunteer agencies
serving as social service agencies. Early agency practices were focused on making a
correct and suitable “match” for the child and the adoptive family (Costin et al, 1991). At
the time, most agencies believed that negative information might prejudice the adopting
parents against their child and would hinder the parents’ ability to integrate the child into
the home. Traditionally, adoption was kept as secret as possible. Adoptive parents often
did not inform their children about it; as a result, many children learned about their
adoption accidentally, after becoming adults. During the 1970s, there was a growing
recognition of the right of each person to know about his or her own birth identity and
birth parents. Hence, rules regarding the confidentiality of adoption files were softened to
a certain degree (Schechter and Bertocci, 1990). Adoptees now have free access to their
files in England, Scotland, Finland, Israel, and Sweden.
Since the 1970s, there has been an increased interest in studying adoption and its
effects. In 1997, the Center for Adoption Research and Policy stated that there were more
than 5 million adults and children living in the United States who had been adopted. In
the United States, before international adoption became available, about four percent of
women adopted children and about two percent of those who adopted went on to bear
children. The average age of adoptive fathers is thirty-five; the average age of mothers is
thirty. Domestic adoptions are the most dominant. Many factors contribute to the
complication of adoption, including the ages of children at the time of adoption; the
racial, ethnic, and national origins of the children; the connection between their origin
and that of their adopting parents; and even the adoption process itself. Due to these
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intricacies, it is difficult to document the frequency with which adoption occurs in the
United States.
The above information provides a brief overview of domestic adoption in the
U.S.A. International adoption, however, has a different story. In its shorter history,
international adoption has been documented more carefully, because the laws must be
followed very strictly and the U.S. Department of State keeps careful records
documenting the entry into this country of adopted children coming from other countries.

History of International Adoption in the United States
The first wave of international adoption began in the late 1940s, after World
War II, when returning veterans and their families, for humanistic reasons, were adopting
children from other countries. International adoption was viewed as a solution to linking
children who needed families with prospective parents who wanted children. In 1984,
there were 8,327 international adoptions in the U.S. (Butler, 1989).
In the past several years, international adoptions in the U.S. have increased and a
large number of licensed adoption agencies have been formed to facilitate these
adoptions. Overall, the total number of international adoptions per year appeared to be
roughly the same in 1996 as it was in 1985 (10,019), although the number declined after
1988, before increasing once again (P. Purtill, personal communication, August 22,
1996). Although the total numbers are roughly the same, the proportion of adoptions
from specific countries has changed within this eight-year period. For the past three
years, China ranks second only to Russia in the number of international adoptions. The
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following table shows the numbers of international adoptions in the U.S. from 1992 to
1999.

Table 1 - U.S. Adoptions from Selected Countries, 1992-99.
(World Almanac and Book of Facts, 2001)

Source: Holt International Children’s Service.

Country

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

Russia

324

746

1,530

1,896

2,454

3,816

4,491

4,348

China

206

330

787

2,130

3,333

3,597

4,206 4,101

South Korea 1,840

1,775

1,795

1,666

1,516

1,654

1,829 2,008

Guatemala

418

512

436

449

427

788

911

1,002

Romania

121

97

199

275

555

612

406

895

Vietnam

22

110

220

318

354

425

603

712

India

352

331

412

371

380

349

478

500

Ukraine

55

273

164

4

1

NA

180

323

Cambodia

15

1

3

10

32

233

351

248

Bulgaria

91

133

97

110

163

148

151

221

Philippines

357

360

314

298

229

163

200

198

Mexico

91

91

85

83

76

152

168

137

Ethiopia

37

30

54

63

44

82

96

103

Brazil

138

161

149

146

103

91

103

103

Haiti

16

51

61

49

68

144

121

96
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Historical Review of Adoption in China
As we mentioned, China ranks as one of the top countries that has provided
children to be adopted in the U.S. over the past few years. However, the history of
adoption in China dates back to 145 B.C. in the written record. In the very beginning,
adoption in China was inextricably linked to abandonment. The text Siji, Zhou Bengji,
written in 145 B.C., speaks of the child Ji, whose mother believed that he would not bring
her good fortune because she did not know the identity of the father. In fear, she chooses
to abandon him in the forest and sets him afloat in a nearby river. As birds hovered
around the floating child, a girl named Jiang found him. She adopted the child and
named him “Ji,” which came to mean “abandonment” in the Chinese language. In
Chinese history, it was the first time that people used the word “adoption” and
“abandon.”
In China, people came to call such adoptees without blood ties “mingling zi,”
which literally means "mulberry insect children"(Johnson, 1996). The term is used to
refer to adopted children, particularly, children adopted outside the close circle of
patrilineal relatives. It came from the idea that the wasp took the young of the mulberry
insect and transformed them into young wasps, making them its “own children.” Thus,
one who becomes the child of someone other than his birthparents is known as a
“mingling zi.” The metaphor is remarkable in its near total rejection of the significance
of heredity in shaping the child, and it emphasizes the general transformation of the
biological offspring of one set of parents into the likeness of adoptive parents by virtue of
being raised by them (Johnson, 1996).
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Confucian emphasis on upbringing and cultivation as the key to character
provides further support for ties built on nurturing and social relationships rather than on
biology and heredity. According to Chinese folk belief, children become like the people
who raise them, even in their physical appearance.
According to Chinese records, most adoptions in ancient times occurred for two
reasons. First, many adoptions served as a means for continuance of the male line to
allow families to keep political power. The book Siji addresses many adoptions that
transpired in the emperor’s house. For example, in the following story written in Siji, the
emperor Ming desired a son. When his queen became pregnant, she gave birth to a new
baby girl and the citizens of the kingdom rejoiced. At the same time, one minister had a
newborn son. The queen wished to see the newborn baby, and the minister gladly
obliged. When the child was returned to the minister, he found he had a baby girl instead
of his baby boy. He remained silent, however, for he understood that the entire kingdom
believed that the king had had a new baby boy.
The second reason for male adoption is that, among the common people,
adoption is used as a way to continue the family name, because Confucians believed that
only the male could continue the surname. Raising a girl seemed like a wasted
investment. There is a long tradition of “throwing away” baby girls in Southern China,
especially along the Yongzi River. The custom of baby girl infanticide has existed in
China for almost 3,000 years (Li, 1980). The history books and folktales all state that as
soon as the second baby girl was bom, the mid-wife would hand her out and someone
would kill her without giving her a glance. Though heartbroken, the mother did not help
*

her own newborn daughter. Confucians emphasized “San Cong Si De,” requiring that the
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woman must listen to her father when she is young and, after she marries, she needs to
listen to her husband. If her husband dies, then she must listen to her son. This is
considered a basic virtue for women in China.
Just as traditionally in China only the male can continue the family line, it is also
the traditional responsibility of the son, especially the eldest, to take care of his parents as
they age. Although the current national law states that every child is responsible for
taking care of his or her parents when they are old, and people are told that girls also can
take care of elderly parents, most people in the rural areas, especially peasants, still
believe in the old traditions. For example, they believe that a girl cannot work hard in the
fields because she has less physical strength. That lack of strength is also believed to
hinder the daughter’s ability to care for her aging parents. Therefore, girls are not as
valued as boys, and are more likely to be put up for adoption.
There have been, however, certain reasons in China for adopting girls. The
primary reason for female adoption was that an adopted girl for a childless couple would
"bring in" a son to the family or practice - a process called “NaXu,” which means, “to
bring in a son-in-law.” In the process of Naxu, parents will find a man who is willing to
marry into his wife's family and allow his son to carry his father-in-law’s family line
instead of his own. The child then becomes his father-in-law's heir. Other people may
have looked down upon such a man, and he was considered to be in a position lower than
that of a common man, but a poor family with more than one son might be willing to
marry one of the sons in this way for economic reasons. In addition to Naxu, families
often superstitiously believed that adopting a girl was just like planting a seed in the
family’s garden, and the family would then have more children of its own later. The
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belief was that the adoptive girl would be like a good-luck charm to help the family to
have a biological son. If the biological son did not survive, the family at least had a
daughter who might serve as a possible way to practice Naxu.
Another common reason for female adoption was to take an infant girl in order
to raise her as a future daughter-in-law, in a practice called “Tongyangxi.” This custom,
practiced regularly before the 1949 revolution, avoided the high ceremonial expenses of
the normal form of marriage. In a normal marriage, the husband’s family had to pay a lot
of money to the girl’s family and buy clothes for the girl; this was not required in
Tongyangxi. The Tongyangxi practice also had the advantage of providing the in-laws,
especially the mother in-law, with greater control over their daughter in-law, so that she
would be less likely to disrupt the crucial relationship between the parents and the son.
In some Chinese communities in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
these various practices were so widespread that the majority of girls were adopted and
few people raised their own birth daughters (Wolf and Huang 1980). Tongyangxi still
exists in some poor areas today, although it is now illegal. Another tradition that
resembled adoption involved buying girls as household servants. These girls were not
"daughters," but were often treated as household members and, like daughters, had
marriages arranged for them by the household head (Johnson, 1997).
Before 1949, the chief reason for abandonment of girls in China was that girls
were seen as having no practical value for the family. Instead they were regarded as
something akin to “spilt water,” meaning here “ the daughter is gone forever.” In
traditional Chinese belief, as soon as the marriage takes place, the daughter will belong to
the husband’s family. She has just lost the natural relationship with her birth family.
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Johnson’s (1998) study shows that the number of adoptions increased greatly
during a war or a bad harvest year, indicating that the abandonment of girls was strongly
associated with poverty. The number of girls abandoned grew dramatically in times of
famine and economic hardship, because the parents were either unable or unwilling to
raise them. If a family lacked enough food, often the first idea to occur to the parents was
to get rid of the girls in the family. The parents might marry the girls out early, send
them out as Tongyongxi, or simply abandon them.
Current female abandonment in China is related to the official one-child onefamily policy. Evidence suggests that adoption and abandonment rates of girls decreased
significantly in China in the 1950s and 1960s. At that time, Chairman Mao stated that the
more people that exist, the more power people will have. It was therefore understood that
the family containing more children was the superior one, according to the government.
Not until the 1980s, after Mao’s death, did the government realize that over-population
was placing a burden on a developing economy that had aspirations to compete with the
Western economic powers. Thus, the government implemented the "one-child onefamily" policy in the 1980s, mandating that every family can have only one child. An
exception was made for those living in rural villages, who were allowed a second child
only if the first was a girl, and after a period of three to four years. After the one-child
one-family policy was implemented, more female babies were abandoned or put up for
adoption.
Johnson's (1996) study concludes that there are two primary reasons for the
abandonment of females in China today. One is rooted in the traditional attitudes toward
boys and girls in Chinese culture; the other relates to the "one-child one-family" policy
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that is enforced by the Chinese government. The prevailing, rigid childbearing laws that
currently exist in China must be softened, Johnson asserts, to allow more “voluntary birth
planning policies.”
After nearly a decade of China’s one-child policy, U.S. families began to adopt
infant Chinese girls. At first, the local welfare institutions arranged these adoptions
informally. Then, in 1992, the process was centralized in Beijing. Also in 1992, the
Chinese National People’s Congress approved the Adoption Law, allowing adoption by a
person who is over thirty-five and childless, married or unmarried. In April 1999, the
revised Adoption Law changed the age to thirty, and allowed Chinese people who have
had one child to adopt an orphan.

Difference between Biological Parents and Adoptive Parents
Perhaps more than any other country in the world, the United States is a wellknown “melting pot” because of its different ethnicities, races, and cultures. Mixed into
this melting pot is that in the last twenty-five years, the U.S.A. has become even more
diverse in terms of family structures. There are many different kinds of families: twoparent and single parent families, divorced families, stepparent and blended families,
inter-racial and inter-religious families, grandparent families, adoptive families, families
formed through surrogates, and families formed through a variety of assisted
reproduction technologies.
No matter what kind of family a child is in, parenting is a very important
component in her or his development. It is commonly believed that there are huge
differences between biological parents and adoptive parents. If we look at the origins and
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meanings of the words “adopt,” “birth,” and “parent,” we immediately note that the major
difference is that the biological parent is parenting a child from her womb, and the
adoptive parent is parenting a child from another woman’s womb. According to
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, the word “birth” means “the emergence of a
new individual from the body of its parent.” The word “parent” is from the Latin
“parerewhich means to “give birth to, one that begets or brings forth offspring.” As
noted previously, the word “adopt,” from the Latin “ad optare,” meaning “to choose,” is
“to take by choice into a relationship, to take voluntarily (a child of other parents) as
one’s own child.” From the terminology alone, therefore, one would expect that a
parent’s social, psychological, and emotional relationship with his or her child might be
different for biological and adoptive parents.
In the following section, I will review some of the literature about the parenting
experience, including the transition into parenting; and about adoption, including the
choice to adopt, transracial adoption, and families with adopted Chinese children in the
U.S.A. In my research, I will examine the parenting experience of mothers and fathers in
ten families, that all fit into the categories of two-parent families, adoptive families, and
inter-racial families. All of these families had a mother and a father who were married to
each other, and several of the families had both biological and adoptive children. I
examine the parenting experience of these adoptive mothers and fathers to discern if it
was different from biological parenting, and to uncover the particular challenges and
rewards of adoptive parenting.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter will review the literature in four areas related to parenting and
adoption. First, I will examine literature concerning developmental approaches to the
study of parenting, especially the studies about the transition to parenting. Second, I will
look at the more recent literature on adoptive parenthood and family relationships within
adoptive families. Third, I will present data on trans-racial international adoption,
focusing on adopted children from India, Korea and China. Fourth, I will review studies
conducted within the past thirteen years on families in the United States who adopted
Chinese children.

The Transition to Parenting
The parenting experience moves step-by-step, as parents cope with significant
transitional moments and developmental tasks as they occur. In order to better
understand the nature and development of the adoptive parenting experience, it is
important to first review developmental approaches to the study of parenting, especially
the transition to parenting.
There is ample available literature concerning the transition to parenthood. The
arrival of a child can elicit emotional responses, which may be expressed differently
(positively and negatively) for mothers and fathers. On the positive side, the changes in
responsibilities associated with the addition of a new family member can enrich life and
support personal development. For example, Miller and Sollie (1980) discuss the
“emotional benefits” of the arrival of a child, which is perceived to be a source of
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feelings that are constructive and gratifying for parents. They enjoy watching the child,
playing with him or her, and participating in his or her discovery of the world. The
interdependent nature of the child-rearing tasks can support the development of an
increase in family cohesion and identity. (Olson & McCubbin, 1983).
On the negative side, the demands of the change in household duties and the
sense of personal responsibility toward another life can take its toll on the individual and
the spousal relationship ( La Rossa & LaRossa, 1981). New parents may have difficulty
in accepting their own ability to look after the new baby. There is some evidence to
suggest that women bear more of the emotional cost and that this contributes to the strain
in the interpersonal relationship of the parents. (Entwisle & Doering, 1981) Women are
often the primary caregivers. Because of this, they may face greater changes, both
positive and negative, in themselves and in their lives than fathers may. Mothers may
face more change in their daily routines, moods, sense of themselves as parents, and
feelings of autonomy, competence, and sexuality (Cowan et al, 1985; Harriman, 1983;
Weiss, 1985). Mothers with a chronically mentally ill child report more distress than
fathers (Cook, 1988). In any case, the presence of a newborn can be a moment of growth
for the new parents both as individuals and as a couple (Cusinato, 1994).
In addition to their emotional responses to parenthood, the parents bring their own
identities and personal histories into the parent-child relationship in the form of hopes
and expectations. These factors are brought to bear (both positively and negatively) on
the relationship that emerges with their children (Lewis, 1988).
The addition of a child to a family has the potential to lead to enrichment and
development for the parents — in other words, to broaden and deepen the meaning of their
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lives. Parents are spurred to be more responsible and to think of the future (Olsen and
McCubbin 1983). In fact, perhaps the most intriguing consideration is the opportunity
for growth that parenting presents as the individuals, the couple, and the family are called
upon to face specific developmental tasks.
According to Cusinato (1993), there are two different kinds of developmental
tasks that each parent has to face: “relational tasks” and “organizational tasks.”
Relational tasks include accepting the child into the family system, adjusting the
relationships with the parents’ family of origin, adjusting the ways the couple
communicates, and adjusting relationships with the outside world. Organizational tasks
include adjusting one’s life to the presence of the child, organizing models of shared
responsibility, and organizing shared housework, free time, and relations with one’s work
and with society. Table 2 shows a breakdown of these developmental tasks.

Table 2. Developmental Tasks of Parents (Cusinato, 1993)

Relational Tasks

Organizational tasks

Accept the child into the family system

Adjust life to child’s presence

Adjust relationships with family of origin

Organize models of shared
responsibility

Adjust communication ways with the
couple

Organize sharing of housework

Adjust relationships with the environment
(friends, work, service, etc.)

Organize free time
Organize relations with own job

Adjust relationships with the environment
(social services, etc.)

Organize relations with society
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Studies show that the future atmosphere of the family, as well as the individual
and relational welfare of its members, is affected by the ways that parents face these
tasks. Various studies suggest that couples that delay having children may have more
problems during their children’s adolescence (Balswin and Nord, 1984; Rossi, 1980).
The studies quoted above are about biological parents. Questions remain,
therefore, about the experience of adoptive parents. My questions are, what does adoptive
parenthood look like, in view of the fact that most adoptive parents are older at the time
of adopting than birth parents, and some have experienced a very sad and difficult
process in their efforts to be biological parents?

Data on Adoptive Parenthood
The opportunity to be a parent has been described as one of the most important
developmental milestones in a person’s life (Heinike, 1995), deepening the sense of self,
broadening connections to the community, and acting as a bridge to past and future
generations (Brodzinsky, 1997). As true for adoptive families as it is for biological
families, the addition of a new life into the family construct can bring an enormous
amount of optimism and joy to both the child and the parents.
“Adoption is more than the way a child joins a family; it is an event that subtlety
affects the ways children and parents view themselves, their families, and their place in
the world” (Brodzinsky, 1997). Once an adoption takes place, a host of adjustments are
required of the parents, in addition to what would be expected in biological parenting.
These include integrating a non-biological child into the extended family and community,
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sharing adoption information with the child, and dealing with the relinquishment and
possible grieving reaction of the child (Brodzinsky, 1997).
The literature on adoption tends to focus on the deficit rather than enriching
status of adoptive parents — that is, on the fact that many who choose to adopt were
unable to have their own biological child and wish to restore the loss. “They (parents)
are coming from a state they experience as one of deprivation, that is, childlessness in the
face of infertility. Having a baby relieves this deprivation.” (Brodzsky, Schechter, &
Henig, 1992). Adoption does not cure infertility, but it is a means for overcoming
childlessness (Pavao, 1998). Adoption can also provide additional children to a family
that already has biological children, and can be a way to make up the “missing gender,
missing culture, etc.” a family may experience (Pavao, 1998).
When the opportunity to have children is challenged through reproductive failure
(infertility), the consequences can be devastating (Eugster & Vingerhoets, 1999). “The
search for parenthood by infertile people has been compared to a terminal cancer victim’s
quest for a cure.” (Lasker and Borg, 1947). Brown quotes one parent saying, “We’ll sell
the car, the house even, if it comes to it.... There was nothing I wouldn’t give up if it
meant we could have a child.” (Brown and Freeman, 1979).
Brinich (1990) notes that the major gratification of children is that, “in creating
and loving our children we recreate and love part of ourselves.” Infertility brings the loss
of an image of oneself or of one’s partner as biologically intact and capable of conceiving
a child. There is the loss of the hoped-for status of biological parent... and there is the
loss of the hoped-for biological child, a child who carries both one’s own genes and one’s
%
%

own dreams.” (Brinich, 1990, Brodzinsky, 1998).
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According to the social role theory (Kirk, 1964, 1981), adoptive relationships of
infertile couples are built on loss for the adoptee as well as the adopters. Loss of fertility,
loss of the desired biological child for the parents, and loss of birth origins of the adopted
child are thought to lead to pathogenic relationships.
The question remains, what is the effect of adoption on parenthood and family
life? In the literature, over the last 100 years there have been a total of 393 journal
articles on adoption. In the last ten years, there were 213 articles, pointing to the
increased attention that is being paid to this issue. However, much of the research
focuses on the effects of the adoption on the children’s development. From 1992 to the
present, there have been only three articles available on the parenting of adoptive
children, and two books concerning family relationships within adoptive families.
A study conducted by Grotevant (1999) describes parents’ perspectives on
adoption and is based on interviews with couples. Study participants included the
husband, wife, and one target child in 27 adoptive families. The sample of families was
drawn from the larger Minnesota Texas Adoption Research Project (Grotevant et al.
1994, Grotevant & McRoy, 1997). The target children, all adopted by their first birthday,
were between the ages of four and eight years, and the parents were married to one
another and had been so since before the child’s arrival in the family. Children that were
adopted trans-racially, internationally, or with special needs were not included in the
sample. One-third of the families had confidential adoptions, in which there was no
communication after the placement of their adopted child; one-third had ongoing
mediated adoptions, in which no identifying communication was exchanged through a
%

third party (such as an adoption agency); and one-third had fully disclosed adoptions in
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which there was ongoing, identifying communication and contact after the adoption. All
the parents were married and well educated. The mother’s mean education was 15.3
years; the father’s wasl6.3 years. The mother’s mean age was 38.4 years, and the
father’s was 39.2. Each family was seen in its home by a team of two interviewers.
Three separate interviews were standard coded for each of the 27 families - each
adoptive parent’s individual interviews and the couple’s interview.
The study demonstrated that narrative coherence variables provide an interesting
and useful window into examining the family process and the individuals’ attitudes about
their family. Adults have varying levels of coherence in their individual narratives about
their families. Each spouse brings that quality into the marital relationship, in which the
coherence can remain the same, be enhanced, or be reduced. The interdependence
involved in a long-standing marital relationship suggests that the partners’ individual
narratives might be enhanced when they are together, as found in the social psychological
research on transitive memory (Wegner, 1991). On the other hand, one spouse might be
reluctant to state his or her point of view, especially if it had been devalued in the past. Or
one partner might feel that his or her role is to bolster the spouse, even at personal
expense.
One of the findings is that narrative coherence is consistently related to the
degree of openness in adoption, which refers to the variation in contact and
communication between members of an adopted child’s birth family and adoptive family.
Three interesting conclusions have been drawn from Grotevant’s (1999) research. First,
the differences in child outcomes across openness levels were very weak, and out of the
%

24 mean comparisons, differences by openness were not statistically significant in 21 of
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the tests. Second, when differences were significant, openness was assessed through the
eyes of the children rather than the adults. Third, when significant differences were
found, they were on variables related to adoption, curiosity about birthparents, and an
understanding of adoption, rather than on general adjustment variables such as self¬
esteem, emotional control and social isolation.
The existing eight studies of Grotevant show that fully disclosed open adoptions
can work well if both the adoptive parents and the birthparents desire it. These studies,
however, are based on domestic adoption within the same race instead of interracial and
international adoption. Over the last few years, there are many adoptions that result in biracial families, as Caucasian families adopt non-white children of American or foreign
lineage. Although Grotevant’s studies do not directly apply to these adoptions, it can
give us a picture of how such parents and children might view the disclosed open
adoption.
A study conducted by Martin, Kelly, and Towner-Thyrum (1999) highlighted
the varied perceptions of adoptees concerning adoptive family life. Interviews were
developed and given to 51 college-age adoptees that agreed to participate in the study.
They were all undergraduates from three mid-sized public universities in the mid-Atlantic
and Southeastern United States. Selected for the study were 32 female students and 19
male students. The racial breakdown of the adoptees was: 36 Caucasian, 8 AfricanAmerican, and 7 Asian. They had an average age of 20.2 years, and an average of 2.4
years of completed study. Their average age at adoption was 1.3 years, with the average
age of being informed of their adopted background as 3 years. Of the adoptees, 18 had
%

experienced a family disruption (e.g., divorce or death in the family). Employing the
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Family Environment Scale (FES), Second Edition, which is a widely used family
assessment measure developed by Rudolf and Bernice Moos to evaluate the social
climate of families, Martin, Kelly, and Towner-Thyrum attempted to learn more about
the relationship between general characteristics of family environment in adoptive
families and the nature of their approach to addressing adoption-specific family tasks like
self-identity issues, emotional adjustments, etc. The focus of the study was on young
adult adoptees who are in the midst of the developmental task of leaving home and
separating from their families. These adoptees were asked for their perspective on the
overall environment that characterized their family life as well as their perceptions of
how their families dealt with tasks unique to their adoption. Each of them completed the
FES and complete a structured face-to-face interview based on Kirk’s (1964, 1982)
interviews. FES, which addresses ninety true or false questions pertaining to social and
cultural activities, is based on a conceptualization that family environment consists of
three dimensions. The relationship dimension includes subscales such as cohesion,
expressiveness, and conflict. The personal growth dimension includes family functions
such as independence, intellectual-cultural orientation, active-recreational orientation,
and moral-religious emphasis. Finally, the system maintenance dimension consists of
issues such as control (such as rules and procedures that run family life) and organization
(such as structure in family activities and responsibilities) (Allision 1995).
David Kirk’s (1981) surveys were the basis for the audiotape, structured
interviews that took place in the Martin, Kelly, and Towner-Thyrum study. The
participants were rated in one of the following ten categories: presence of a major family
*

disruption, presence of interracial or intercultural adoption, adoptee’s age at the time of
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adoption, adoptee s desire to search for birth parents, adoptee’s age when told about the
adoption, adoptive mother s comfort in discussing adoptee’s questions about adoption,
adoptive father s comfort in discussing these questions, adoptee’s satisfaction with her or
his adoption status, adoptee’s openness about acknowledging differences in the life
experiences of adopted versus non-adopted persons, and adoptee’s attitude about the birth
mother.
The study yielded several key findings, as follows:
Adoptee satisfaction was positively correlated with family expressiveness,
intellectual cultural orientation, active recreational orientation, cohesion, and
moral religious emphasis; and negatively correlated with conflict.
The adoptive father’s level of comfort discussing the adoption was positively
correlated with intellectual cultural orientation and active recreational orientation.
The adoptive mother’s comfort discussing the adoption was negatively correlated
with the degree of control in the family.
The adoptee’s desire to search for birth parents correlated negatively with moral
religious emphasis.
The age the adoptee was told of his or her adoptive status correlated with
achievement orientation.

The Kirk factor, a scale for measuring adoptee satisfaction (David Kirk, 1981),
was also utilized to predict the adoptive family's environment in the case studies.
Adoptee satisfaction was most related to the following family characteristics: high levels
of expressiveness, active recreational involvement together, religious emphasis, and low
conflict levels. Also, adoptee satisfaction and the father’s comfort level in discussing
adoption were the best predictors of family cohesion and intellectual cultural orientation.
The Martin, Kelly and Towner-Thyrum were an interview-based study. It
sought to consider the perceptions of adoptees about adoptive family life. However, it
was not without its drawbacks. Several Kirk factors failed to accurately predict family
environment, notably that of general family environments which included major
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disruptions, the adoptee s desire to search for birth parents, the age of the child at the
time of the adoption, and the acknowledgement of differences on the part of the adoptee
at the time of adoption. Perhaps most significantly, in terms of relating to my study, the
Kirk factors failed to adequately predict environments that included interracial adoptions
and the adoptees’ attitudes about their birth mothers. As noted by Martin, Kelly, and
Towner-Thyrum themselves, “Information concerning the influence of cultural
differences on adoptive family functioning is an area where much remains to be learned.”

Data on Trans-racial Adoption
The first wave of international adoption began in the late 1940s, after World
War II. In 1984, there were 8,327 international adoptions in the U.S. (Butler, 1989).
International adoption is a process that transports and incorporates children cross-racially
and cross-culturally into a family in another country (Wilkinson, 1995). Historically,
international adoption has been associated with disasters, natural or man-made, and the
poverty that follows thereafter.
One study relating to international adoption was conducted by Goodman (1999).
The study, The American Adoption of Indian Children from Mother Theresa’s
Orphanages, explores the family backgrounds and personal motives of 70 families who

adopted Indian children from Mother Theresa’s orphanages during thel970s and 1980s.
From 1973 to 1987, about 340 children from Mother Theresa’s orphanages in India,
MOC (Missionaries of Charity), were placed for adoption in the United States under the
auspices of Kathy Screedhar, a private American citizen. The children who came to the
%

U.S. from the MOC were varied in age from three months to twelve years and varied in
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physical condition, ranging from healthy to multi-handicapped. All the adopted children
from these orphanages had some degree of special need.
The purpose of the study was to explore what sort of people knowingly
volunteered to accept serious lifetime “risks” - that is, to adopt a child with special needs
and disabilities that could be challenging to handle or even life-threatening. They
contacted each of the 340 families, and 94 initial letters were returned with no forwarding
address. Of the remaining 246 families, 111 filled out the preliminary questionnaire,
which gave basic family information and identified those children who had a disability.
They sent out a detailed, eleven-page questionnaire to the parents collecting in-depth
information on themselves and the adopted children. Seventy families returned this
more detailed questionnaire.
The results show that the chief motive to adopt was that the respondents wanted
to offer their home to a needy child (53 percent). Although these families were not
deliberately requesting a child with special needs (only one had), neither were they
attempting to avoid such an adoption. Although Ms. Screedhar, the American contact for
the adoptions, had written a letter to the parents beforehand warning them of potential
special needs of the children, 71 percent of the respondents agreed with the statement, “I
did not care about the problems.” They still wanted to adopt the children.
Goodman’s study showed that all the parents described their own economic
backgrounds as unexceptional: 62 percent were from average-income families, 13
percent saw themselves as below average, and 25 percent described themselves as being
above average. Of the adoptive mothers, 54 percent were housewives or homemakers,
%

and 16 percent were teachers. Of the adoptive fathers, 24 percent were skilled or
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unskilled laborers, 13 percent were farmers, and 13 percent were in business, sales, or
real estate. Two respondents were adoptees themselves, and two had siblings who had
been adopted. Most of the adoptive parents had come from stable homes, although six
had lost a parent during childhood and five had divorced parents. Of the respondents, 21
percent grew up in an urban area, 26 percent in suburban areas, 30 percent in small
towns, and 23 percent in rural communities. They included 48 percent who were
Catholic and 32 percent who were Protestant. The majority, 83 percent, agreed that they
had had a happy childhood, with 41 percent strongly agreeing.
The parents of the respondents were perceived as having good relationships with
each other. Of the respondents, 61 percent said that they had lived in an “exceptionally
close” family; 65 percent stated that they were exceptionally close to their mothers and
58 percent to their fathers. Of the total, 66 percent perceived their parents as strict, and
66 percent said that during their childhood they had had “lots of responsibilities at
home.” The vast majority, 94 percent, agreed with the statement, “Growing up I did what
my parents expected of me,” with 62 percent strongly agreeing.
The picture of “good kids”- a healthy combination of independence without
rebelliousness — is reflected in the respondents’ answers about their own development
and accomplishments. How do obedient, conforming, well-adjusted and non-rebellious
kids grow into adults who are willing to take on big risks in order to raise a dark-skinned,
often ill child from India? And most of the adoptive parents were Caucasian. To find the
answer, Goodman also asked about the respondents’ parental backgrounds, emphasizing
religion, ethics, and family values, as shown in the following tables.
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Table 3. Adoptive Parents’ Perceptions of Family Religiosity

Parent’s Family Religiosity

N

%Who Said
Very High

Respondent’s mother’s religious
involvement

70

26%

21%

Respondent’s father’s religious involvement

69

17%

9%

Respondent’s religious involvement

70

30%

29%

Respondent’s mother’s personal religiosity

69

16%

33%

Respondent’s father’s personal religiosity

67

13%

22%

Respondent’s personal religiosity

69

19%

39%

%Who Said
Above
Average

From Table 3, we can see that the respondents rated themselves somewhat
higher than their parents; 59 percent thought they had above average religious
involvement, and 58 percent thought that they were currently more religious than most.
Of the total, 49 percent viewed their mothers as above average in personal religiosity, and
*

•

47 percent viewed their mother as religiously involved. Besides religious involvement,
the respondents’ questionnaires also show strong involvement in moral aspects of life.
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Table 4. Parent’s View of Family’s Values (RANGE, 70)

Parents’ family values

N

Strongly

My family members were good citizens

70

66%

My family fostered my morality

69

61%

39%

My family was highly ethical

69

62%

33%

My family shared with others, altruistic

69

38%

52%

My family was concerned about social justice

70

47%

40%

My family was progressive on issues of race

70

30%

43%

My family was fun loving

70

17%

54%

My family was involved in frequent family
Activities or events

70

23%

47%

My family was politically conservative

69

16%

42%

My family placed emphasis on recreational
activities

68

12%

44%

Somewhat
Agree
29%

Table 4 shows that 95 percent of the respondents viewed their parents as highly
ethical people, including 62 percent who strongly agreed. They all agreed that their
parents fostered their morality, with 61 percent strongly agreeing, and 47 percent of the
respondents strongly agreed that their family was concerned about social justice.
Goodman found that 70 families adopting high-risk children from India
represent, to a high degree, the description of altruistic individuals. They shared salient
similarities:
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the description of their backgrounds and their own life choices as ordinary, the
description of early development and early family relationships as extremely
mentally healthy, and the highly ethical orientation of their lives combined with a
lack of specific ideological commitments. The parents came to the adoptions as
well-adjusted, secure people with a strong sense of self. This group of remarkable
adoptive parents generally disregarded warnings and put aside all “conditions” of
adoption once they saw a photograph of a waiting child. They had no difficulty in
making the decision to adopt a special-needs child.
The limitation of the Goodman study is the absence of control groups, such as
parents who have adopted from within the U.S. and parents who have adopted
internationally from other countries besides India. Also, Goodman used questionnaires,
not face-to-face interviews. The data come only from those who were willing to fill in the
questionnaires. As a result, we have no idea about those who did not respond. More
importantly, there is no information here about how the meaning of the adoptive
parenting experience changes over time. Nonetheless, this Goodman study has proved
helpful in guiding the development of some of the questions I decided to raise in my indepth interviews concerning adoption motives and parental background, including
rearing, demographics, religion, ethics, and family values.
Wun Jung Kim (1994) examined the international, trans-racial adoption of Asian
children. One of the topics he discussed was how the adopted children formed their
identity. It also considers to some extent the psychological issues inherent in the
adoption experience and how that affects the development of the children. He
recognizes, in particular, conflicts in terms of ‘genealogical bewilderment,’ ‘identity
formation,’ and ‘parent-child relationship’ as developmental issues for the adoptee. He
also says that in the available literature these complexities are presumed to be more
emotionally burdened and complicated in trans-cultural adoptions than in same raceadoption. His study examines that notion for a particular group of trans-cultural
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adoptions - Korean children adopted in the U.S. and other western countries. Some
consideration is also given to the temperaments of adoptive parents.
First and foremost he points to the proportion of females that are orphaned in
Korea. Somewhat akin to China, the majority of abandoned children in Korea are indeed
female, which prior studies have shown to have a lower risk of behavioral problems than
their male counterparts. More startling still is his view of the temperamental difference
examined by empirical research that may reside within Korean children. Kim points to
the stereotypical view of Asians as being pensive yet vigilant in their personalities and
ethical practices. Also, he views the other side of the equation by examining the
temperament of those who choose to adopt Korean children. In general, most of the
prospective adoptive parents are of a solid, middle-class status with healthy mindsets and
clear goals, all of which may aid in the transitional adjustments made by the children.
Kim’s study suggests that some of the possible reasons for the success rates in
adoption of Korean children germinate in Asia. This may, in fact, relate to commonly
held stereotypes. Asians, he notes, are perceived to be “quiet, trouble-free, responsible
and achieving people.” Of interest to me is whether the interviews of the parents in my
study will support this stereotype. His study does not go into enough detail about the
adoptive parent to be of use to me. There are no details about how the adoptive parenting
experience changes over time. There is also no information about how inter-racial
adoption shapes the role of parenting.
Christoper Bagley (1993) dealt with adoptions from China with placements in
Great Britain. His study was conducted in 1981 on 67 Chinese girls who had been
adopted by British citizens during the early 1960s. Initially, they made contact with 76 of
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the 90 sets of parents who had adopted the 100 girls (some parents adopted more than one
child). Due to limited funding, the sample selection was governed by the fact that these
families lived not more than a day’s drive from London. Once located, the parents were
very cooperative, and 67 of the 76 returned the initial questionnaire inquiring about
educational and social progress and various problems encountered. For the initial report,
51 of the parents and their 53 adopted children were interviewed personally, a few more
than once. The male researcher interviewed the parents while the female researcher
interviewed the daughter. Some standardized testing of self-esteem, identity, and
adjustment was undertaken with the girls.
Though little was known about the adoptive family backgrounds of these girls,
interviews that were conducted with them during the following years revealed both a
numerous of adjustments and many consistencies. One finding was that the young
women seemed to become very much a part of Great Britain’s culture in terms of
language and identity. Many spoke with regional dialects, and shared common interests
with their British peers, even in families where a strong awareness of Chinese culture was
sustained.
Other aspects varied, such as their recollections of teasing from schoolmates.
For some, the issue was damaging and intense, while others recalled little such
occurrences. Yet many prejudices seemed to evaporate by the time the girls entered high
school. Reaction from relatives also varied greatly in scope. Some were overtly
condescending, viewing the adoption as something of an act of charity, while others
downright rejected the process.
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After nine years, the researchers interviewed as many of the Chinese adoptees as
they could locate — 44 of the 50 young women originally interviewed. They asked these
women to reflect on their lives and on the experience of growing up adopted; to list their
current occupations, educational levels, and status of their adult family life; and to
complete a number of standardized measures of mental health, self-esteem, self¬
sentiment, and self-actualization or self-development.
Two groups of random control subjects (88 in all) were selected for each adoptee.
All of the controls were white and had British, Irish or other European ethnic origin.
There was no significant difference between the adoptees and the controls on the
following measures, the Middlesex Hospital Questioners (Bagley, 1980) and Shostrom’s
(1964), which was a kind of IQ test. These findings were confirmed and solidified in
follow-up interviews conducted with the women when they entered their twenties, when
almost all of the women were deemed to have made “excellent” adjustments.
In summary, Bagley’s research focused primarily on children adopted
internationally and trans-racially well after their adoption, as teenagers and then as young
adults. The research was generally about the adjustment, in particular the self-esteem, of
the adopted child. It does not address the initial adoption experience. While it does
consider some of the attitudes and biases of the adoptive parents, it does not really
address the intercultural experience beyond recognizing that the children became
ultimately well adjusted and Anglicized.
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Families with Adopted Chinese Children in the United States
Since 1989, an increasing number of Chinese children have come to the United
States through adoption. For example, in 1989, only 201 Chinese children came to the
U.S to be adopted, but by 2001 that number had increased to 4,750. By 2002, a total of
27,000 Chinese children had been brought to the U.S. through adoption over a period of
thirteen years. So far, there are only two published scholastic books about those families
and children. The first one was conducted by Dr. Richard Tessler in 1996 and published
in 1999. The second one was done by Jay W.Rojeski and Jacy L.Rojeski in 1999. In
each study, surveys were conducted over the Internet. Tessler focuses on the bi-cultural
socialization of adopted Chinese children in the U.S. The Rojewskis asked a series of
questions related to the practices and beliefs of adoptive parents about acknowledging
inter-country adoption and Chinese cultural heritage to children adopted from China. In
addition to the web survey, they also conducted several focus interviews.
Having adopted two children from China himself, Richard Tessler sought to study
the process by which American parents raise their adopted Chinese children. In 1996,
Tessler completed a survey of 526 adoptive parents. There were no specific age ranges
of the children. He used questionnaires to conduct his research. Tessler’s research
questions were communicated to participants in the following words: “The current study
aims to explore how American parents try to cope with raising a Chinese child in an
American society. How, if at all, do parents encourage bi-cultural socialization? What
opportunities are available to them? What barriers do they encounter? What challenges
do adoptive parents face in nurturing emerging identities and self-esteem in their Chinese
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American children?” (Tessler, et al.1999). Tessler focused on the importance that
Americans attach to nurturing and reinforcing their children’s connection to their birth
country. He viewed the children as immigrants.
From the description of U.S. adoptive parents (N=536) in Tessler’s sample in
1997, 81 percent were married, with a median age of 42.7 years, placing them far above
the age of the average biological parent with children of similar ages to those in the
study. These parents, by and large, had stable incomes and good-paying jobs, with
earnings well above the median average of other Americans. The surveyed parents had
an average yearly wage of $80,000, with the upper 24 percent earning upwards of
$130,000. He also studied the reasons for adoption. Please see Table 5 following, which
shows the rank order of why the adoptive parents had chosen to adopt.
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Table 5. Reasons for Adopting: Rank-order by Importance (n=536)

Thinking back to your decision to adopt, how important were each of
the following factors:
1. Wanting a baby

Mean and
Range
3.66

2. Wanting to have a parenting experience

3.41

3. An infertility problem

2.71

4. Wanting to pass on your values to the next generation

2.57

5. Wanting to provide a child with opportunities that you did not have

2.41

6. Wanting to have someone to count on emotionally as you get older

1.79

7. Not wanting to add to the world’s population

1.75

8. Wanting to give another child a sibling

1.66

9. Not wanting to live alone

1.42

10. Wanting to have someone to take care of you as you get older

1.37

11. Wanting someone to fulfill your unrealized dreams

1.35

12. Wanting someone to carry on your family name

1.31

13. Desire for an older child

1.29

14. Family pressure

1.16

15. Wanting to have someone to count on financially as you get older

1.12

16. Pressure from your peers

1.06

Note: Response Categories: 1= not at all important; 2= a little important; 3= somewhat
important; 4= very important
From Table 5, we can see that Tessler’s study presented sixteen reasons for
%
%

adoption as a way to create or expand a family. Data resulting from his survey showed
the mean (or average) scores for those sixteen reasons for choosing adoption. As shown
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on his table, the highest ratings were given as, on average, between “somewhat
important” and “very important.” Included among the higher ratings were: “wanting to
have a baby, wanting to have a parenting experience, wanting to pass on values to the
next generation, and wanting to provide opportunities for a child that the parent did not
have.” (Tessler et al., 1999) Those parents seem to reflect a typical, traditional model for
making the decision to adopt. On the low end the scores fell between “not at all
important” and “a little important.” Among the scores that were lowest were pressure
from peers and family. Tessler notes that, while wanting to provide a sibling to another
child is not important to most parents, it is for some.
In addition to examining the reasons the parents had for adopting, Tessler also
studied the reasons why they chose to adopt children from China. See Table 6 for this
data.
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Table 6.Reasons for Choosing to Adopt from China (Tessler,et al., 1999)

When you decided to adopt from China, how important were each of the
following factors

Mean

1. Availability of healthy children

3.68

2. Meeting eligibility requirement

3.39

3. Desire to give a child a family

3.38

4. Feeling secure that birth parents could not change their mind

3.21

5. The quickness of the adoption process

3.16

6. Low risk of fetal alcohol syndrome, drug abuse, or AIDS

3.11

7. Wanting a child of a specific age

3.06

8. Interest in Chinese culture

2.85

9. Not wanting to deal with birth parents

2.77

10. Liking the appearance of Chinese children

2.38

11. Recommendation of adoption agency

2.05

12. The opportunity to visit China

2.02

13. Knowing other families who adopted from China

1.99

14. Believing a Chinese child would be more intelligent than a child of another
ethnicity

1.39

15. Believing a Chinese child would be easier to raise

1.27

Note: Response Categories: 1= not at all important; 2= a little important; 3= somewhat
important; 4= very important
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As shown on Tabic 6, Tesslcr rank-ordered the fifteen reasons parents gave for
choosing to adopt from China. The highest rating was due to the availability of healthy
children. Meeting eligibility requirements was the next highest reason these prospective
parents chose to adopt from China, especially since, if an individual fell outside the
requirements, he or she could still adopt a ‘special needs’ child (i.e., a child with a
medical condition). The least important considerations were “believing a Chinese child
would be more intelligent than a child of another ethnicity” and “believing a Chinese
child would be easier to raise.”
According to Tessler, the families with adopted Chinese children vary
considerably from the traditional Chinese-American family unit. He termed these
families “American & Chinese.” These families, formed through the mechanism of
international adoption, are not like traditional Chinese-American families in which the
ancestors of one or both of the parents emigrated from China. The “ampersand” in
“American & Chinese” is used to represent the intimate connection between these nonChinese-American parents and their Chinese babies (Tessler,et al.) He views the Chinese
children who come to the U.S. through adoption as immigrants. Although the reasons for
their emigration are very different from other Chinese immigrants, they might experience
the same negative societal reaction that other Chinese have faced.
Tessler’s survey focused on the importance that American parents attach to
nurturing and reinforcing their children’s connection to their birth country. Tessler used
both quantitative and qualitative data to describe various attitudes toward bi-cultural
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socialization. He examined attitudes towards Chinese socialization by asking parents to
say what was most important to them as adoptive parents, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7 - Selected Attitudes towards Chinese Socialization (Tessler,et al., 1999)

1. How important is it to you that your child (or children)

Mean

2. Is proud of his or her Chinese heritage?

3.86

3. Is exposed to Chinese culture?

3.73

4. Is aware that he or she looks like other persons of Chinese
descent?
5. Learns about the area of China from which she came

3.51

6. Become friends with other Chinese children?

3.37

7. Learns about modem Chinese history?

3.26

3.46

Note: Response Categories are 1= not at all important; 2 = a little important; 3=
somewhat important; 4 = very important.
Tessler’s survey listed a total of thirty-two items of Chinese socialization, and the
adoptive parents assigned each of them a level of importance ranging from “not at all
important” to “very important.” Table 7, above, shows the mean scores of the six items
that were most important to the parents. From the survey, we can see that parents were
especially likely to agree that it is very important that their child be proud of her Chinese
heritage and that she be exposed to Chinese culture. It was also vital for the child to be
aware that she resembles other Chinese, to learn about the area of China from which she
came, to become friends with other Chinese children, and to learn about modem Chinese
history (Tessler et al., 1999).
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Tessler also asked parents about the opportunities they had for promoting Chinese
socialization. He asked, In general, how much opportunity do you currently have to
provide opportunities for your children to learn about his or her Chinese heritage?” Less
than 1 percent answered, none at all, while 15 percent answered, a little. Slightly more
than 50 percent answered, some opportunities, but not as much as they wanted, and 33
percent replied that they had all the opportunities that they wanted or needed. When
offered the chance (in an open-ended question) to describe additional opportunities they
would like for their children to learn about his or her Chinese heritage, parents frequently
responded by saying that they wished for more interaction with Chinese-speaking adults
and families (Tessler et al., 1999).
Tessler also conducted research about attitudes held by the adoptive parents
toward American socialization. Table 8, shown below, summarizes the significant
findings.

Table 8 - Selected Attitudes towards American Socialization (Tessler et al., 1999)

How important is it to you that your child (or children)

Mean

1. Becomes friends with many ethnicities

3.82

2. Knows his or her extended family

3.79

3. Forms close relationships with people outside of the family

3.68

4. Learns about American history

3.61

5. Learns the American attitude of valuing healthy self-esteem

3.56

6. Has a Barbie doll or a batman figure when his or her friends do

1.69
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Note: Response Categories are 1= not at all important; 2 = a little important; 3=
somewhat important; 4= very important
Tessler s study found that if a parent scored high on Chinese socialization, he or
she tended to score high on American socialization as well. The scale for American
socialization has a mean score of 2.81, which is closer to “somewhat important” rather
than to “a little important,” and is slightly higher than the mean score for Chinese
socialization (2.76). Tessler also pointed out that if an American child were raised in
China by Chinese adoptive parents, it was very unlikely that they would be concerned
about their child’s American socialization. The key to this cultural difference may lie in
the fact that America is a heterogeneous society composed of many ethnicities and
subcultures, each with its own customs, values, and beliefs, whereas China is far more
homogenous with respect to race and ethnicity (Tessler et al., 1999).
In summary, Tessler conducted the first survey of bi-cultural Chinese-American
adopted children that examined the implication of these new “American & Chinese”
family relationships. However, his research did not analyze the psychological and
behavioral transformations of adoptive parents throughout various phases of the adoption
experience, specifically how the parents’ own personal backgrounds impact their choice
or ability to adopt and their subsequent parenting. Tessler himself notes that his study
provides a “cross-sectional snapshot,” but that the “theoretical issues really invite a
longitudinal study which tracks children and families over time.”
Having adopted two Chinese girls themselves, Jay W.Rojeski and his wife, Jacy
L.Rojeski, conducted the Chinese Adoption Study from November 1999 to April 2000.
They administered an Internet-based survey that focused a series of questions related to
the practices and beliefs of adoptive parents about acknowledging inter-country adoption
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and Chinese cultural heritage to their children adopted from China. The parents
completing the survey represented 339 Chinese adoptees (323 are females). At the time
of the survey, the age of the adopted children ranged from a low of two months to a high
of 13.3 years, with a median age of 3.1 years. Almost half of the adoptees were 3 years
of age or younger (n=160). The survey consisted of four parts: general information
about the adoptees, demographics data on the parents (family), questions about the
parents’ attitude towards adoption, and a cultural attitude survey. After collecting the
survey, the Rojeskis used several qualitative sampling techniques to look for both
“typical and extreme cases” among the respondents. They then conducted focused
interviews from those responding to their adoption survey using several qualitative
sampling techniques. They usually looked through open-ended written responses, to
obtain multiple perspectives about the post-adoption issues they studied. They used a
constant comparative method to examine interviews. New information was compared to
emerging categories in a continual cycle of categories linked together by theory; it is
applicable when developing descriptive categories as well (Gall, Borg, & Call, 1996).
The Rojewskis note that the separate data from these studies represent an apparent
indication of the same general population of adoptive families. The paramount finding is
that the majority of the adoptees are female. They also note the inherent bias (using a
non-random sample) of their study and the fact that the parents who completed the survey
were most likely to show an interest in the cultural heritage of their adopted child. Kirk
(1984) also pointed out a positive bias of parents responding to adoption-related mail. He
concluded, “We can now feel confident that the response rate is an index of the degree of
%

involvement in the adoptive parental role.”
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Like the Tessler study, the Rojewskis’ study also asked the reasons for adoption
from China. Tessler and colleagues (1999) reported that “eligibility, health status of
prospective children, and cultural and personal interests may all be involved, among other
factors, in leading one to adopt in China.” (Tessler et al., 1999). The Rojewskis’ study
shows that out of a variety of reasons cited as primary influences, one-fourth of the
parents in their study cited a humanitarian reason for deciding on China (number of
children needing home). Other reasons, like problems with U.S. adoption law, wanting a
girl, no possibility of parent claims on the child in future, and respect or admiration of
Chinese culture, were also fairly highly selected. (Please see Table 9 below for the
primary reasons that the parents chose to adopt from China.)

Table 9. Primary Reasons for Parents’ Decision to Adopt from China (Rojewskis’, 2000)

Reasons

N

%

1. Number of children needing home

79

23.3

2. U.S. Adoption Laws

43

12.7

3. Wanting a girl

41

12.1

4. No possibility of parent claims on child in future

33

9.7

5. Respect/admiration of Chinese culture

32

9.4

6. Not Sure

7

2.1

7. Other

93

27.4

Note: Missing data, n= 11. Total does not equal 100 percent because of missing data and
rounding errors.
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The Rojewskis study also addresses questions about the parents’ thoughts on
emphasizing Chinese cultural heritage. The study shows that most adoptees, regardless
of age, had received some degree of exposure to Chinese cultural heritage. For example,
49.5 percent of the youngest children were exposed to cultural artifacts and events on a
weekly or daily basis, while 59.1 percent of children between 27 and 46 months of age
and 71.4 percent of the oldest age group experienced similar levels of exposure to
Chinese culture. Over one-half of responding parents with the youngest children (n=57)
felt that their children were relatively unaware of their Chinese background. Over half of
parents with the oldest children (N=63) felt that the children were very aware of their
cultural heritage. Most of the parents tried a balanced approach to acknowledging their
child’s Chinese heritage. Their findings are that parents with children around 26 months
or younger were least likely to acknowledge cultural heritage issues, while parents with
children 47 months or older were most likely. The critique of both studies conducted by
Tessler and the Rojewskis are based on self-selected samples and the technique of the
internets.

Overall Summary of Literature
From the above review of literature on the transition to parenthood in general,
adoption and Chinese adoptions, we find studies that give information about the
transition to parenthood, including the developmental tasks of parents; about adoptive
parenthood, including infertility issues of adoptive parents and open and closed adoption;
about trans-racial adoption, including motives and parent backgrounds of parents
adopting internationally and trans-racially, college-age transracial adoptee perspectives
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on adoptive family life, psychological development of trans-racially and internationally
adopted children, and mental health, experience of prejudice, and cultural assimilation as
seen in teenage and young adult Chinese adoptees. In particular, we have learned a lot
about the adoptive families of Chinese children in the U.S., including the motivation for
the adoption and the expectations the parents have for their children concerning Chinese
and American socialization.
However, these studies ultimately fail to address some of the issues that I seek to
flesh out in my study of adoptive parents. In general, the available literature is limited
with respect to the parenthood experience of adoption. Almost no studies have included
research on the psychological and behavioral transformations of adoptive parents
throughout various phases of the adoption process. Also, there is no study specifically
addressing the evolving meaning of international adoption on the parents’ lives. Tessler
and the Rojewskis methodology all depend greatly on the internet, the web, etc, lacking
of the personal approach. I will use the in-depth life story telling qualitative study
method to bring out more personal information since adoption is a life event as well as a
very personal decision. I do think only the qualitative study can bring out richer
information about the children and the parents.
The purpose of my study will be to address some of these gaps that exist in prior
examinations of international adoption of Chinese children. I believe that my heritage,
experience, and cultural understanding of related issues will all greatly serve to bring a
unique and alternative perspective to this field of study. My study will bring together
information on the changing meaning of adoption during the parenting process. It will
%
*

investigate some of the expectations of the adoptive parents and how this shapes the
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rearing of their children. I propose to find out how the adoption changes the relationships
both within and outside the nuclear family, including the parent-child relationship and the
relationships of parent-child-partnership, parent-child-extended family, and parent-childfriend, co-worker and community. I will combine the necessary factual observations with
the more intrinsic emotional responses in order to construct and present a more cohesive,
comprehensive study. As I stated in Chapter 3,1 have used a qualitative research design
to explore the actual experiences of American parents who had adopted children from
China. In order to gather information on the experience of adoption from the parent’s
perspectives, I used a topical life history method using in-depth interviews. All these
families have had long term relationship with me, they were very supportive and willing
to participant in this study. Furthermore, I will consider how the adoption impacts the
parent’s own self-image over the parenting process.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
In my study, I used a qualitative research design to explore the actual experiences
of American parents who had adopted children from China. In order to gather
information on the experience of adoption from the parent’s perspectives, I used a topical
life history method using in-depth interviews. Topical life history is a research method of
looking at life as a whole, while serving to carry out an in-depth study of the individual’s
life. The rudiments of the life story narrative include the perspective of our life and
experience that we want to pass on to others, the part that we had come to understand and
look at as the essence of our whole experience. It highlights the most important events,
experiences, influences, circumstances, issues, themes, and lessons of a lifetime
(Atkinson, 1998). The structure of the life story interview, used in this study, includes
three parts: life history, present life experience, and reflections on its meanings (Seidman,
1998). The process of going through three distinct phases of interviewing allows both the
interviewer and participant to plumb the experience of the individual subjects and to
place these experiences in context (Schuman, 1982; Seidman, 1998). I also used a
second interview to follow up on the questions I did not clearly understand after the first
interview. In addition, before the first interviews, I asked the participants to fill in
questionnaires to gain basic background information, such as demographics on adoptive
parents, parental opinions concerning family relationships, parents’ views of family
values, and demographics on adopted children (please see attached Appendix C).
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Topical life history is well suited for this proposed study because it can clearly
serve as a primary means for understanding the pattern of a given life (Atkinson, 1998).
When we tell a story from our own life, we discover deeper meanings through the process
of reflecting and putting the events, experiences, and feelings that we had lived into oral
expression (Atkinson, 1998). Similarly, when we ask participants to reconstruct details
of their experience, they are selecting events from their past and, in so doing, imparting
some meaning to them. When we ask participants to tell stories of their experience, they
frame some aspect of it with a beginning, a middle, and an end, and thereby make it
meaningful (Seidman, 1998).

Sample and Settings
In my study, I used a purposive sample of twenty parents - ten married couples —
who adopted infants from China. The ten men in year 2002 ranged in age from 36 to 64
and the women ranged in age from 37 to 59. There was one adoptive mother woman who
is totally “pure Irish”. Two fathers came from the Italy family. The rest of the other father
and mother are bi-racial or muti-racial. Among these families, one adoptive mother’s
father was immigrated from China. However, all of them were American citizens living
in the New England area of the United States. They all formed muti-racial families before
their adopted Chinese girls joined them. Data were collected by interviewing those who
had lived the experience of parenting children who are adopted from China. The criteria
for inclusion in this study included the following:
•

The families had a prior, established relationship with me and resided in the New
England area of the U.S. I had already known the families for at least six months,
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and had developed a good rapport with them. This help deeply based on the fact
of willing to share the personal background stories with me. In order to conduct
the future research and help proving effect resources for those parents. I will keep
the long-term relationship with each family.
•

The adopted child must be a female from China.

•

The child must have resided in the U. S. by the age of 12 months.

•

Each family must contain two legal parents.
The locations for the interviews were chosen by the participants, either in their

residences or in my home, whichever was the most comfortable and relaxing place for
them. I went to the homes of five families, and the other five families came to my
apartment to finish the interviews.

Data Collection Schedule and Procedure
Individual, private, in-depth, and tape-recorded interviews were conducted to
obtain data about the experience of parents who adopted children from China. Before the
collection of data in the community settings, the study and its procedures were approved
by the appropriate persons and review boards at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.
I took the first step in contacting potential participants by phone, giving a brief
introduction of the study formally although they already have had some ideas about my
study. During the telephone contact with participants, if they agreed to take part in this
study, arrangements for the interviews were made at that time. It is important to have an
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initial conversation before the actual interview, since I already have had an established
relationship with them, it still helps to build a foundation for the interview relationship.
Prior to the interview, details about the study were clarified with the participants.
They were asked to sign an informed consent form, which described the purpose,
procedures, possible risks, and benefits of the research project and explained the rights of
the participants (Appendix A). Confidentiality, participants’ rights, and protection of
identity were also discussed orally. They were assured that no identifying information
would appear in the transcripts, dissertation, or any subsequent publication. In addition,
the use of audiotape recording was discussed.
Those involved were also asked to fill in a participant information form, which
asked for the participant’s name, age, gender, marital status, birthplace, religion,
education, resident status, and length of time living in the U.S.A. (Appendix B).
The participants also filled in questionnaires that included four forms (Appendix
C). Form 1 requested information about the demographics of the adoptive parent: marital
status at the time of adoption; current marital status; education; occupation; religious
involvement; respondent’s mother’s and father’s education, occupation, and religious
involvement; and the numbers of children adopted from China, of other adopted children,
and of biological children. Form 2, about the parent’s view of family relationships, asked
if the participant strongly or somewhat agreed or disagreed with fourteen statements
about his or her self as a child and his or her childhood family and upbringing. These
statements had to do with discipline, responsibilities, happiness, and closeness. Form 3
concerned the respondent’s view of his or her parents’ family values, including morality,
%
%

ethics, good citizenship, political leaning, and values of love and sharing. Form 4 asked
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for demographics on the adopted child, including her current name, her age when she
arrived in the orphanage and when she arrived in the U.S., the place in China she came
from, and the length of the adoption process,
Before the interview commenced, I obtained the forms that were filled out and
the participant had a few minutes rest before the interview began.
I interviewed all the participants alone. I interviewed the father separately from
the mother. With half of the families, I conducted the father’s and mother’s interviews
on the same day, while the two interviews for each remaining family were finished on
different days.
The primary interview lasted between one hour and one and a half hours each.
The schedule of the interviews was based on the participants’ conditions and needs.
Thus, the three parts of the interview were completed in one sitting. To prevent the loss
of data, two tape recorders were used at the same time during the interviews.

The Three-Part Interview and the Follow-up Interview
In this study, each participant was asked to complete two interviews. The first
one is a three-part interview, consisting of a life history, present life experience, and
reflection on its meaning (Seidman, 1998). This interview design allows the interviewer
and the participant to plumb the experience and to place it in context (Schuman, 1982;
Seidman, 1998). The first part of the interview establishes the context of the participant’s
experiences by exploring her or his life history. The second part allows her to reconstruct
the details of her experience (in this case, as an adoptive parent) within the larger context
%
%

in which it occurs. The third part of the interview encourages the participant to reflect on
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the meaning that the experience holds for her (Seidman, 1998). While Seidman
recommends three separate interviews, in my study I had one in-depth interview
containing the three parts. In addition, I conducted a second interview with each of the
participants by phone or email or personal interview as a follow-up with each of the
families to clarify my understanding of the interview data depend on their convenience.
I conducted 5 families by phone, two families by email, three families by face to face
second time interview.

Part One of the Three-Part Interview:
Part One of the interview focused on the participant’s life history. In this step, I
elicited the proper context of the participant’s experience by asking each of them to
disclose as much information about herself or himself as possible up until the time of
considering adoption. Initially, the participants were asked to respond to the opening,
“Tell me as much as possible about yourself before you made a decision to adopt a
child.” The findings of this part included:
•

Parental background: Demography (urban, suburban, small town, rural;
job, income, and marital status of her or his own parents; etc)

•

Parental Background: Upbringing and childhood family relationships, to
gain information about adoptive parents’ personal childhood experiences.

•

Parental Background: Religion, ethics, and values of her or his parents, to
find out their parents expectation for them as well as their family heritage.
Trying to find the foundation of parenting philosophy originated.
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Part Two of the Three-Part Interview:
Psrt Two of the interview focused on the participant’s life since becoming an
adoptive parent. The purpose of this step was to concentrate on the concrete details of
the parent’s state of living with her or his adopted child since their meeting. At this
point, the participant was asked to consider the following: “You have been an adoptive
parent for several years now. Could you break down your parental experience into three
time periods: the first year, the second period after the baby was not ‘new’ to you any
more, and the past six months?” I then posed several open-ended questions about each of
these time periods, as follows:

The first year with the baby
Regarding the first time period, the first year with the new baby, the participant
was asked to respond to the following: “Please tell me about the first years of your
adoptive parenting experience, including your trip to China. Explain about the first time
you saw your daughter and the process of bringing her home. Please describe your
relationship with your new baby, including her relationship with those outside of the
immediate family, and your relationship with your partner and with the child’s birth
culture. Finally, how do you think the adoption impacted you?”

The second year and up with the child, until six months ago
In regard to the second time period, I referred back to the first set of open-ended
questions, but asked the participant to consider the period covering the second year with
%
%

the child up until six months prior to the interview. Again, I asked the participant to
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describe her or his relationships with the child, the partner, and the child’s birth culture,
and the child’s relationship with those outside the immediate family. I asked, “How
much (if at all) did the answers to the questions change once the child became familiar to
you and her new surroundings?

The most recent six months with the child
The next set of open-ended questions referred back to the previous ones, but
were asked within the context of the most recent time period. I asked, “Please describe in
detail how these answers have developed within the past six months?”
Additionally at this time, I also asked the participant to respond to the following:
•

Why adopt?

•

The impact of the adoption on your personal life.

•

The effect of the adoption on your parenting experience

Part Three of the Three-Part Interview:
Part Three, the final part of the first interview, focused on meaning. In this step, the
participants were asked to reflect on the meaning of their parenting experience. The
questions in this step of the interview were future-oriented (Seidman, 1998). For
instance, the participant was asked to respond to such open-ended questions as: Where
do you see yourself going in the future? Please imagine when your daughter becomes
twenty-one. How do you expect your relationship with her will be then? How will your
relationship with her have affected your relationships with those outside your family?
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How will it impact her marriage? How has the meaning of the adoption evolved for you?
Is it still one of the best things that you ever did? What sense does it make to you?
These final questions yielded findings about the following:
•

Parent’s goals for the child.

•

Parent’s picture of the ideal child.

•

Parent’s long-term expectation of the adopted child.

In addition to posing the initial questions in each part, I applied interview skills
to extend the participant’s narrative. For example, I would say, “Tell me more about
that,” “Can you give me an example?” or “What does that mean to you?” I always
encouraged the participant to share his or her stories as much as possible, and the
interview was only terminated when the participant indicated that there was nothing more
to share.

The Follow-up Interview
The follow-up interview was conducted by phone or e-mail in order to clarify any
questions that might remain. One of the main follow-up questions concerned the naming
of the adopted child, including how and why the parents had chosen the particular first
and middle name they had given their daughter.

Achieving Saturation
For a qualitative study, rather than sampling a specific number of individuals to gain
significance based on statistical manipulation, the investigator looks for saturation which
%
%

refers to the repetition and confirmation of previously collected data (Morse, 1994;

Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). Data collection is continued until the investigator is
assured saturation has been achieved, that is, when no new theme has emerged from the
participants and the data begins repeating (Streubert & Carpenter, 1999). For this study,
data were collected over a period of fifteen months (July 2001 to September 2002).

Data Management
After finishing an interview, I first reviewed the materials, including the
participant information form (Appendix B), the written consent form (Appendix A), the
questionnaire (Appendix C), and the audiotapes. I checked the completion of the
participant’s information form, made sure that the written consent form was copied and
filed in a safe place, and insured that labeled audiotapes were filed accurately. I gave
every life story an access number. I also managed a file that would keep the materials
accessible and secure.
In addition to this, I prepared for the managing of future transcribed data. In
order to make tracking and accessing the transcribed data easier and cleaner, a completed
participant information form accompanied each in-depth interview transcript. This form
included the audiotape number, the transcript accession number, and the interviewee’s
name, age, gender, marital status, birthplace, current resident status, education, and
religious affiliation.

Data Transcribing
To address potential concerns about the accuracy of meaning, the interview data
*

were transcribed verbatim (Atkinson, 1998; Seidman, 1998). All nonverbal signals, such
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as coughing, crying, laughing, silence, telephone rings, and various other interruptions,
were duly noted on the transcript. In addition, the transcriber and I confirmed the
accuracy of the transcription by replaying the tape while reading the transcript and
insuring that everything was transcribed correctly. The participant information form was
the cover page for each transcript. A summary of the narrative was filled out on the
cover page. In addition to the hand-written transcripts, I managed an extensive computer
file to document the stories.

Data Analyzing
Narrative analyses were used to examine the data for this study. Two major steps
were taken in this phase. Data from the interviews were analyzed during and after the
period of data collection. I analyzed the data as soon as I finished the interview, and then
I sent back to the interviewees the transcription as well as a list of questions on what I did
not understand. When I received confirmed answers, I recorded them. This analysis
helped me to cycle back and forth between interviews when I was thinking about the
existing data. In addition, I conducted a number of interviews by phone or otherwise, to
make sure the data collection was complete and accurate.

Interpreting Data
According to Josselson (1995), the ultimate aim of the narrative investigator of
humans is the interpretation of experience. Essentially, there are two aspects of
interpretation — validation of the story itself and an explanation of its meaning (Atkinson,
%

1998).
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It is expected that the transcript of a life story interview will generate an
enormous amount of text and will have to be reduced to what is most essential (Miles &
Huberman, 1994; Seidman, 1998). Reducing the transcript data is a beginning step to
shape material into a form that can be shared and displayed (Miles & Huberman, 1994),
then analyzed and interpreted (Wolcott, 1994).
All responses to a text are interactions between the reader and the text, as well as
a beginning of making meaning of it (Seidman, 1998). Thus, I approached the transcripts
with an open attitude in order to find what energies were vital and of interest in the text.
In this way, I interpreted participants’ meanings without preconceptions.
The procedural steps for data analysis were based on Atkinson’s (1978)
suggestions. First, I made sense of what was significant in the transcript. I read all of the
participant’s descriptions line by line and at least three times in order to obtain an overall
understanding of the life story and to extract the note-worthy statements. I used a code to
mark the specific words, sentences, and paragraphs that were of relevance. Significant
items about the participant’s sense of meaning in life were extracted, and the meanings of
each statement were formulated.
Secondly, I re-examined the original transcript and its formulated meanings.
Then, clusters of themes were organized from aggregated meanings. Also, in-depth
descriptions were written. In order to verify the integrity of the interpretation, I invited
my committee members at the University of Massachusetts - Amherst to review the data
and the interpreting process. Finally, I returned findings to the participant for validation
of the description, and I incorporated new data revealed during the validation into an
exhaustive written description.
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Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness of the data was established by using Lincoln and Guba’s (1985)
criteria: credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability. I had a
background in teaching families from different cultures, thus providing a base for
sensitivity and an understanding of participants. I had already had a course in qualitative
research methods. I had visited and been in contact with the subjects multiple times prior
to the first interview, so the participants had learned to trust me before the interview
process. I not only analyzed the data, but also discussed it with my faculty advisors. For
concerns about the cultural relevance and consistency of my understanding of the
participants’ spoken English, since Chinese is my native language, two Americans
assisted me in checking and validating the language connotations.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) stated that it is not the goal of the qualitative researcher
to establish transferability in the way that a quantitative researcher should aim to do.
Instead of producing generalizations, the researcher should aim to produce a detailed
description (Geertz, 1973) of the data so as to increase the understanding in a given
arena. Thus, the same techniques that establish credibility can be used to provide,
ultimately, the thick, detailed description that Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Geertz
(1973) discussed.
Dependability and conformability were compiled by ongoing consultation with
the participants to verify and validate the data and interpretation, and by maintaining a
detailed and thorough audit trail.
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Protection of Human Participants
The study involved human subjects. The form of interaction with the subjects
was participant interviews conducted by me. The potential risk of this study was that it
might evoke the participants’ emotions associated with infertility problems, among other
personal matters.
The study and its procedures were approved by the appropriate persons and
review boards at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst before the data was
collected. Participation in the study was voluntary, and participant identities have been
kept confidential. The rights of the participants and the protection of their identities were
discussed prior to the interviews. Participants were assured that no identifying
information would appear in the transcripts, the dissertation, or any subsequent
publication. In addition, a written consent was obtained prior to each interview.

Summary
A qualitative design using the topical life histories method to obtain in-depth life
story interviews was used to explore the experiences of American parents who had
adopted children from China. Participants were recruited from communities that are
located in the New England area in the United States. A purposive sample was utilized to
gather data in this study.
I completed two interviews. The first interview, which was in three parts, focused
on the parent’s life history, current life experience, and its meaning. A second interview
was conducted by phone or e-mail to address any questions that remained after the first
interview. The interviews were tape-recorded and took place either in the participants
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places of residence or in other places in the community. The follow-up interview lasted
one half hour or more, depending upon need.
Data were to be collected over an expected? period of six months. However,
because I felt that the collection of data was insufficient after that period, I continued to
collect until data was satisfactory - a total period that went from July 2001 to September

2002.
All data were transcribed and analyzed using narrative analysis. Data analysis
procedures were based on Seidman’s suggestion, in that themes on parenting were
obtained and discussed. The trustworthiness of the study was established by using
Lincoln and Guba’s criteria of credibility, transferability, dependability, and
conformability.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

The focus of this study is on the process of the adoptive parenting experience in a
sample of American parents and how this experience has shaped the relationships of
these parents to their adopted Chinese daughters. It also investigates how the adoptive
parents’ experience has changed and developed throughout this process. The first
objective of the study was to examine how, and in what ways, the parent-child
relationship changed over time. The second objective was to describe the changes in the
broader family context of the adoptive parent's relationship with other household
members and with extended family and the community. The third objective was to
examine the parent’s relationship with the child’s native (Chinese) culture. The final
objective was to describe how the parent's own sense of identity changed.
In order to reach these objectives, a qualitative research design was used,
comprising a topical life histories method, coupled with in-depth interviews with twenty
adoptive parents (ten fathers and ten mothers). All the families studied have one or two
female children who were adopted from China before the children were 12 months old.
At the time of the interviews, these children ranged in age from infancy to middle
childhood.
I used the three steps to analyze the data: first Data from the interviews were
analyzed during and after the period of data collection.
significant in the transcript.

I made sense of what was

Second, I re-examined the original transcript and its

formulated meanings. Finally, I reported findings to the participant for validation of the
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description, and I incorporated new data revealed during the validation into an exhaustive
written description.
Analysis of the interviews with the parents yielded six major themes: 1)
Parents’ descriptions of their own childhood family structure and childhood experiences;
2) Parents’ expectations, prior to and during the adoption experience, for the adoption to
improve the family unit; 3) Changes in the parents’ relationships after the adoption; 4)
The adoptive parents’ expectations of the adopted child; 5) The most challenging
experiences of the adoptive parents; 6) And the meaning of the adoption for the parents.
The findings provide unique information that will help us better understand and
serve adoptive parents with Chinese daughters. The findings should also provide a solid
foundation for a more comprehensive understanding of the adoptive parent-daughter
relationship and the changing meaning of adoption throughout the parenting process and
parenting experience, both inside the family and in broader social contexts. This chapter
contains the description the findings organized according to the six themes, which
emerged from the interviews, and reflecting from the data transcription.

The Back2round Introduction of the Ten Families
Before I describe the themes, I will give a brief description of the ten families. I
assigned a number to each family, from No.l to No. 10. I used the term No.l father or
mother , or the term father (mother) in No.l family, instead of using the parents’ real
names. In all the families, the parents had been married for more than ten years.
Educationally, one mother had completed twelfth grade, three mothers had bachelor’s
degrees, six mothers had graduate degrees, five fathers had master’s or doctoral degrees
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and the remaining five fathers had their bachelors degrees.
Three families describe themselves as Catholic (Ca.), three as Protestant (Pr.), one
as both Catholic and Protestant, one as Episcopalian (Ep.), and two as Jewish.
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Table 10. Demographics of adoptive parents of ten families
Variable

N

Marriage /Current Statue

20

Education
Mother
Ph.D.
MA
College/BA
12th Grade
Father
M A/MB A
College/BA

2
4
3
1
5
5

Profession:
Professor /Teacher/Social Worker
Mother
Father
Business Administrator/Manager
Mother
Father
Stay at home parent
Mother
Father
Postman/Driver/Pharmacy technician
Mother
Father
No. Of the Children adopted from China
More than one child
One child
In the process of adopting a second child
No. of children adopted in the U.S
No. of children adopted from the other countries
besides China
No. of biological children
More than two children
One child
Family Religion
Catholic
Protestant
Buddhist
Jewish
Episcopalian.
No Religion
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4
1
2
7
1
2(When Children was under
one)
1
2
2
8
2
1
1
2
4
5
4
1
2
1
2

Theme 1. Parents’ Childhood Family Structure and Childhood Experiences
The interview transcripts reveal, among other things, information about the
structure of the adoptive parents’ childhood families, the family's religion, and the way
the adoptive parents' own parents had raised them, and the expectations that the parents
had held for them. Among the twenty parents, ninety percent grew up in a traditional
family structure with a birth mother and father. Most of their families of origin shared
four characteristics: they lived in stable two-parent families; the parents placed a strong
emphasis on religion and values; their upbringing was strict; and the parents had
expectations related to education, careers, marriage for their children and close
relationship among the families. The adoptive parents felt that their experience of family
and the values they learned as children influenced their interest in becoming parents and,
ultimately, their decision to adopt.

Two-Parent Families
Among the twenty interviewees, all were from stable two-parent families with no
incidence of parental divorce when they were young. Only one family (Family No. 1)
had a husband and a wife who did not grow up with both a birth mother and a birth father.
As a child, the wife had lost her birth mother, and her father remarried. She still has a
close relationship with her stepmother. In the same family, the husband had lost his
father at the age of three but his mother never remarried. Eighteen adoptive parents came
from a family where they had one or more siblings, and the parents in these families
emphasized the closeness of the relationships with extended family members as the
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children grew up. Ninety percent of the mothers in these families stayed at home while
the children were young.
All the interviewees had had what they considered to be a happy childhood. Even
the adoptive father whose own father died while he was three stated, “I had a very happy
childhood. Even though my father died when I was very young, my mother never let us
feels sorry for ourselves. We did well in spite of that event. We had a very happy
house.” No. 5 father said, “We were raised in a home that was very comfortable. We
weren’t wealthy, but they always provided very well for their five children. We never
seemed to lack for anything as we were growing up. We all had chores that we had to do.
My mother stayed home and pretty much raised the children and my father worked.”
No.6 father said, “My dad seemed to work a lot. You know, he would come home at like,
6 o’clock at night, you know, pretty regularly. Ah, so for the most part, my mother pretty
much ran the family, and when and where necessary, my dad would, you know, would be
involved with helping, you know, with discipline, but ahh, we were around my mom an
awful lot of the time. So my dad, when he was there, he didn’t have to do a lot of
disciplining because, for the most part, you know, we weren’t really bad kids. Um,
Saturdays he might play golf, Sundays we went to church. Sundays was when we also
would spend time together, we’d visit our grandparents, his mother. His mother’s still
alive. And my mother’s grandparents -- her parents were still alive, so we visited them.
Ah, I remember visiting with other family members, aunts and uncles, you know, sort
of... sort of regularly.”
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Among the twenty interviewees, only one father did not have a good relationship
with his parents. His grandparents gave him the most important family values and taught
him how to be a loving and caring person. He said, “But my father and I really didn’t get
along very well. He was a very strict man. Very prejudiced. My mother was also very
prejudiced. They raised me, put a roof over my head, but the values and stuff that I have
today and the person who I am is not because of my mother and father. My mother and
father, I don’t consider them, they raised me and put a roof over my head and they fed
me, but I don’t really feel that they were good parents as far as developmentally of me. I
would have to say the most important family value that I had when I was growing up was
the love that I shared with my grandparents. My mother’s mother and father. I really
enjoyed being around them, and I did a lot of things with my grandmother and my
grandfather, and my mother’s brothers. They let me understand what loving and caring
were.”
Among all the interviewees, they all have close relationships with their
grandparents, cousins, aunties and uncles. For example, No.5 father said, “ They
(Grandparents and Aunties) were closest to us. You could always go over there and stay
there. If something was going wrong in the house, they lived very close by so you could
just walk over. They lived very close by. So you could just walk over there and stay
there. They were very nice. They were very nice people. Very caring, very loving, very
kind.” No. 3 father said, “Closeness in the family was important. Always be together.
Always share certain times together as a family. Required to be there for family events.
Holidays always together. ”
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From the adoptive parents’ childhood family structure and experience, the
modeling of family life seems to have led them to want a family life with children when
they grew up. As No.2 mother said, “ a family without children is like a book missing
the chapter, it lets me feel empty inside my heart.” All the family have shared the family
values of the closeness in family relationship, this will be another reason for them to have
the desire of more children so that the children will have the chance to build up the close
relationship with each other. As we know, the adoption is another way to provide more
children for those parents who do not want to give birth to their own children, or for those
parents who are unable to have their own children for certain reasons. All these fostered
an interest in adoption when the parents who have had the value of the close family
relationship find they cannot have the ability to have or have more children.

Religion and Values
In this section, we will look at the religion and values of the adoptive parents.
Ninety-five percent of the adoptive parents were raised in church-going families and
grew up having had exposure to religion. Thirty percent went to Christian (or parochial)
school before they went to college. Seventy-five percent of the adoptive parents had kept
their childhood religion.
There are five families who practice Catholicism. No. 8 father was an example
of one who had had a Catholic upbringing. He said, “We were raised Catholic. My
parents made sure that we’d go to church all the time. We were educated in parochial
schools — at least, I was educated in parochial school. Up until 1960, we lived in (...), and
%

I went to parochial school. Then we moved away to (...). We lived in Vermont for three
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years; we attended parochial schools there. When we came back to Massachusetts in
1963,1 finished my high school education at a Catholic high school”.
During childhood, these adoptive parents were encouraged by their parents (or
grandparents) to be loving, caring human beings - for example, they were encouraged
“... to be nice to others” and to “help those who are homeless.” No. 2 father described his
father as "a very compassionate...generous man.” No.l father spoke of how his mother
"always stressed being nice to people whom other people might not be nice to. Always
be nice to the kids who don’t have parents. Always be nice to the kids who other kids
pick on.” No. 2 father said, “I just think my mother had very high expectations for me
personally as far as being a good moral person and someone who respects the rights of
others.” No. 4 mother recalled how her parents emphasized, “Being a person of integrity.
Being a person whose word is good, was a very strong value that was imparted to us. To
do what you say you're going to do. To respond as you promised. You know, just to keep
your word in a sense.” No. 5 father stressed his parents’ emphasis on, “Caring about
each other, I think. Having good feelings about each other. Close family connections.
Always making sure the family was close. That was very important.” No. 5 mother said
she learned from he parents the importance of, “Being honest, taking care of other
people, being respectful of other people, not being selfish, taking care of others, helping
others and just being a good person, being a good person, someone who you could be
proud of.”
No. 7 father, whose grandparents impacted him deeply, said, “My grandmother,
she always taught me to be honest, and to always tell the truth and to never hide my
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feelings. I would have to say that that was the most important value that she ever
impressed upon me.”
Overall, the values that were emphasized in the adoptive parents’ childhood
homes were to be loving, good, compassionate, generous, helpful, honest, and respectful
of other people. They were taught to help others, to take care of other people, to respect
the rights of others, and to not be selfish. In addition, their parents taught them to value
close family connections and to make sure the family was close. In essence, each of them
was taught to be “a good moral person,” “a good person,” “someone whom you could be
proud of.”
All the adoptive parents interpreted what they had learned, applying it to their
parenting when they were adults. It is likely that the values they learned made more open
to adopt. Three of the families already have more than two biological children, and yet
adopted more than one child. One of the main reason is that they wanted to help, they
wanted to provide a happy home for a child who needed It.. In their eyes, adopted
children give them an increased sense of self-esteem. No. 5 father, who have had four
biological children and adopted another two girls from China, said “it made me feel very
good about myself. That we had done this thing, that this little girl maybe wouldn’t have
lived, maybe, and we kind of saved her life. And it felt really nice to be able to help. I felt
good about myself.” Similarly, No. 6 father, who already had two biological children of
his own and had adopted three children from China and one child from the U.S, said “.
The other reasons we kept going back were, again we decided that there are an awful lot
of children available for adoption in that country as well as in other countries; many of
%

them are girls. Um, our experience adopting our first one was a very positive one, and we
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knew we could raise children and give them a good home and develop a family unit and,
uh, that’s what we decided to do”. In the study, there is one set of parents who actually
choose adoption instead of having their own, for reasons that were based on
compassionate and a desire to be helpful. The mother described the motivation for her
decision to adopt in this way, “ I was doing research one summer, and I was living there.
I discovered they had an orphanage there. I didn’t know that before. .. .1 thought I
wanted to see. Let’s visit. Once I saw, I really, once I saw the babies I felt that the
situation is right for us to do this. We have the economic means. We have everything to
provide for this child. And my husband really wants to be a father. More and more I felt
I would like to be a mother. Once I saw those babies, immediately, actually I wrote my
husband a letter. I said, “Your going to be very happy, (laugh), I’m sure now. I’m sure
that I want to do this.” So we immediately, that fall, we started the process of adoption.”

Upbringing and Discipline
The most common description given by the adoptive parents as to how their own
parents raised them was "strict." No. 2 mother recalled her parents as

.. extremely

strict. Very, very strict. ...they were very strict.” No. 4 mother said, “My parents had
high expectations of our behavior. I would not call them overly strict. I would say they
were reasonably strict parents. A strong sense of right and wrong. Again, a strong
respect for education. Their politics were always Democratic. Although I would not
really call them Liberals. They are kind of middle-of-the-road Democrats, but they had a
respect for individual freedoms and rights. I would say generally adhered to the golden
rule of treating others as you would have them treat you.
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A variety of methods were used for punishment and discipline in their childhood
homes. All the adoptive fathers had experienced being spanked; seven of the adoptive
mothers had experienced being yelled at and being spanked. All of them had had “time
out” and “removal of privileges.”
No. 5 mother said, “My parents would yell. They would be very strict. They had
rules. I usually behaved. Occasionally, when we were young we would get a spanking,
or I was sent to my room, or had my privileges taken away.”
Other parents also described corporal punishment for misbehavior. No. 2 father
said, “My father and mother would, if we did something they didn’t want us to do, they
might hit us to get us to stop doing that. My mother more so than my father.” No. 3
father said, “There was some corporal punishment. There were some spankings. Not
very often.” No. 7 father said, “He believed in some, today it would probably be
considered child abuse, but back then when I got disciplined, he had a barber belt (laugh),
and I would get, I’d have to pull my pants down, and I would get spanked with a barber
belt. It was pretty bad, so I tried not to do bad things because, you know, you got
whipped with the barber belt.”
During the interviews, three fathers, when they described being spanked, tears
filled their eyes. One father suddenly stood up and gave me a hug, saying he could not
understand why his father hit him so badly. One father still does not have a good
relationship with his parents to this day because of the painful memory of the spanking.
Parental Expectations and Modeling
For the male interviewees, the expectation from their parents had tended to be that
they go to the college, have success in their careers, and be caring, loving people. For the
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female interviewees, 90 percent of the parents held the above expectations for them as
well. One mother said, “I don’t know that education is a family value, but that was a
very, very big part of my parents striving for both my brother and myself. Because again,
they suffered from not feeling highly educated and felt ashamed about that.”
On the other hand, one of the mothers felt that her parents had wanted her to get
married and have a happy family with a child earlier than in her late 30s or early 40s. As
No. 4 mother said, “I frankly think she wanted me to be married and have children just
like she did!” No.2 father said, “I think they wanted me to be a lawyer. They wanted me
to make a lot of money. They want me to have a prestigious job. Um, they wanted me to
be a Catholic. They probably would have liked it if I got married a little younger and
have children like them.”
In sum, the first theme, which emerged from the interviews, concerned the
childhood family structure and childhood experiences of the adoptive parents. As stated,
all the interviewees in this study grew up in stable families, and 80 percent of their own
parents had had a good relationship with each other. Almost all of the adoptive parents
had had one or more siblings, and they felt that they had had happy childhoods in which
close relationships with extended family members were emphasized. In addition, most of
them grew up in church-going families and were taught values of loving, caring,
respectfulness, integrity, and helping others. They had had strict upbringings and
received a range of types of punishments for misbehavior, including time-outs, loss of
privileges, being yelled at, and spankings. In nearly all cases, their parents expected them
to go to college and have successful careers. There was also the modeled expectation of
marriage and family life with children.
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The adoptive parents all agreed that their personal childhood backgrounds had
impacted a lot on their development and created a basis for the desire to have children
and for the sub-motivation to make the adoption decision. For example, for all the
interviewees, having more than one sibling around childhood and being close to their
extended family was part of their childhood life. A primary influence on the decision to
have children and, subsequently, to adopt was the values they learned in their families,
including the quality of love in a marriage and having a family with children.

Theme 2. Parents’ Expectation, Prior to and During the Adoptive Parenting
Experience, for the Adoption to Improve the Family Unit

From the interviews, we can see that the adoptive parents’ experience during the
adoptive parenting process was very complicated and involved deep psychological and
emotional struggles. To the parents, the adoption made their family life seem more
exciting and fresher than before. Despite the struggles they may have had before making
the adoption decision, and despite worries that remained up until meeting their daughters,
the parents overall exhibited a sense of excitement and happiness as they described their
process of preparing for the adoption. The following four aspects of the early adopting
experience demonstrated their expectation that the adoption of their daughter would
improve their family unit: the motivation for adoption, the reasoning behind adopting
from China, their psychological changes during the adoption process from prior worry to
joy at meeting their child, and how they named the child.
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The motivation for the adoption
The interviews show that the parents’ motivation to adopt encompasses one or
more of the following five categories: 1) The desire to have children; 2) The desire to
provide a home for unfortunate children; 3) Loss of the ability to have children
biologically; 4) Parents who already had biological children, but wanted to have more
children; 5) Parents who had the ability to have their own birth child, but wanted to share
responsibility equally in bringing a baby into their home.

The desire to have children
From their childhood experience, many of the parents had come to feel that a
family with no children could not be a perfect family. As one adoptive mother said, “We
had a nice life; both of us make a good salary. It was nice. I definitely wanted to have a
child. When I saw children, babies, I was really aching. ... It was something missing.
You know, here is my Book of Life; the major chapter of it is missed. You know, it is
missing.”
The adoptive parents revealed that they wanted to have the experience of
parenting, to pass on their own values and experiences to their child. No. 2 father said,
“The way I would describe it is, I’ve learned some things in life and I have something to
teach a child or children.” No. 1 mother said, “It was important to us to have a family
because we are not self-centered people, children are joyful to have.”
Of those in this study, all parents came from a family in which they had one or
more siblings. This may be a factor in the interest that many of the adoptive parents had
%
%

in having more than one child. In fact, after having adopted one child, half of the
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families expressed interest in adopting another, and 30 percent had done so and 20
percent were in the process of adopting the second child. One family has adopted three
Chinese daughters. The reason most families gave for subsequent adoptions was the wish
to have another sibling for the child. Parents wanted their adoptive child to develop a
close relationship with a sibling, in order to better understand sharing and love. Parents
also expressed the desire to gain more parenting experience with a second child.

The desire to provide a home for unfortunate children
Eight of the families stated that they wanted to provide a home for unfortunate
children. No. 5 mother, who works as a social worker, said, “I had always helped other
families to adopt, and I just felt like it was something I wanted to do for myself after
having helped all the families to do that. Then I decided that I really wanted to, so we
decided to do it. It was hard to do because I was older and we had four children and we
didn’t have a lot of money, so agencies didn’t want to help us because it was hard. They
didn’t think we would be good to do that. They didn’t want us to adopt, we had four
biological children, they didn’t want us to adopt across racial lines, so they didn’t want us
to adopt like a trans-racial, a black child, or a Chinese child. They felt it wasn’t good to
do that. .. .1’ve always been interested in Asian culture, and I started to hear about the
orphanages and a lot of children available. And so I found the doctor. An independent
doctor. In those days you could do an independent adoption. And so I went down to
China,_, with this doctor, I met this doctor there. And then I adopted through

[him]...”
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No. 3 mother said, I was doing research one summer in China, I was living there.
I discovered they had an orphanage there. I didn’t know that before. Then I discovered I
had a cousin working in the orphanage (laugh). So my cousin took me to visit. I thought
I wanted to see. Let’s visit. Once I saw, I really, once I saw the babies I felt that the
situation is right for us to do this. We had the economic means, We had everything to
provide for this child.”

Loss of the ability to have children biologically, either due to infertility or because
they were past childbearing age.

For a variety of reasons, some couples did not have a child together in their
younger years. Reasons included repeated miscarriages or having a late marriage or
second marriage, or they put off trying because of involvement in their careers. After
several years of marriage, though they realized that they wanted to have a child, they
discovered they could not have one biologically - due to having infertility problems or to
being past childbearing age.
For example, No. 4 family had several miscarriages while the family was
traveling for a singing job. “After my husband and I married, he began to travel
extensively as a singer and so we were apart a great deal. Then when we decided, fairly
quickly on, to try to have children, I traveled with him...He was with,... there was
always this trying to have children... As I said, my husband and I went through several
years of trying to have a biological child and having no success. We began trying to have
«

a baby around when I was forty. That was two years after we were married. I had three
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miscarriages.”
No. 2 mother said, I went to all the normal testing of infertility. There was
nothing wrong and I was still relatively young. I tried to get pregnant when I was thirtyseven. It was a little old, but it was not so old to consider all the tests. My husband was
tested. And when I got thirty-nine, they said a factor called FSH was very high, that
meant that your eggs couldn't be fertilized. Because the FSH was very high, they told me
to do the donor egg. If someone told me they were doing donor egg, I would say that
would be good for you because I know how hard that is to do. For me, I do not want to
do that. I would not give birth to someone’s child, since there are so many children that
need to be adopted.” And her husband said, “The first reason is that I’m not able to have
children biologically, and we want children, and we wanted to adopt an infant. So
adoption was the way to become a parent.”
No. 7 father said, “My wife and I both wanted to have a child, and we knew that
she kept having miscarriages, and we just wanted to have a child so we decided to adopt.
Originally, I was the one who presented the idea to her, and she didn’t want to do it at
first. She thought about it for about a month and then she decided that she wanted it.”
No. 6 father said, “We began talking about how we saw our lives, as a married
couple, unfolding if we didn't have any children. What would we be doing? Well, I had
never seen myself, I had never pictured myself as being the kind of person that would be
terribly excited or interested in going out to dinner on a regular basis with other people,
um, or traveling or seeing the sights. That’s not my personality, so the thought of
watching the rest of my life unfold doing that, those two things, didn’t seem to be terribly
*

exciting; it seemed to be kind of hollow, empty. My wife had already done a fair amount
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of traveling on her own, before she got married, and so that didn’t seem like anything that
she was really interested in continuing for the rest of her life and she was working, but
she didn’t seem as though, she didn’t see herself as a career woman, and the kind of work
she was doing ...she was working for Goodwill Industries, helping people who really
couldn’t help themselves because they were a lot of handicapped people, they had limited
opportunities in what they could do for work so -- the kind of work that she did was good
work, but she would never really make a lot of money doing it. So the thought of just
staying there for twenty years until she retired, that didn’t seem to be terribly exciting to
her. There needed to be something else. So we began talking about the issue of adoption,
and we talked about adoption because she couldn’t have children biologically. So if we
thought that, um, that our lives could be made meaningful by raising a family, the family
would have to be a family that would be from adoption, because we had no other options.
And so we began talking about what we had to offer as a couple, um, you know we had
our... We felt that we had a loving relationship that we cared about one another. We had
good physical space; we both came from family upbringings, which instilled good values
in us, about the things that were important, you know, as you grew up, the things that
were valued. And so we thought that what would maybe be really meaningful for us as
we continued to grow and age together would be to share what we had with kids that
don’t have anything, that don’t have any parents. Who are going to grow up, and be
released into the world, but are pretty much going to be released into the world all by
themselves, not having any family. So that’s when we began thinking. The more we
thought about it, the more we decided that raising a family was probably the best way
that we could spend the time that we had together, and so we began to explore...
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The parents already had biological children, but wanted to have more children.
Some couples already had biological children together, but decided to enlarge
their families. At that point in their lives, they may have lost the ability to have
biological children, or they did not want to go through childbirth again.
No. 1 mother told me, “You know... five years later or four years later,... I just
thought it would be a nice way to add on to our family. It wasn’t important to me
whether my children are biological or adopted.” Her husband agreed: “We had talked
about having more children, but [my wife] was reluctant to go through childbirth again,
but we did want more children. It just seemed like a great idea that someone half way
across the world would want parents, and we wanted a child. It just seemed like a
wonderful idea. But our life was very good before we made the decision to adopt. ...Like
I said, the desire to have a second child and the desire not to go through childbirth a
second time. That was really the driving force.”

The parents have the ability to have their own birth child, but want to share
responsibility equally in bringing a baby into their home.

One family in my study chose not to have a biological child because they wanted
to share equally in preparing for and parenting a baby, rather than placing the
responsibility of pregnancy and nursing an infant on the mother. This is what the
adoptive mother told me: “I was very worried about having children, because my job
%

was so demanding. I couldn’t imagine how, you know, of course now, now I could
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imagine it because I’m doing it, but before you had children you couldn’t imagine how
you can work a full-time job and raise children. I wasn’t keen on it, but I knew my
husband really wanted children.... So we talked a lot about it and we decided to adopt
because adoption seemed to us the best way to start a family so that we could equally
share the burden. We could equally share the burden, right? I’m not the one who has to
carry the baby for nine months and there’s the baby for another year, you know. So we
thought if we adopt we could start a family in a way that we can really share the
experience, and the burden won’t fall on my shoulders.” Her husband agreed, “I
think.. .my wife was holding a very important job. And we thought that it was not a good
time for her to have a baby yet.”
All ten couples studied wanted to have a child or an additional child in their
families. As Table 11 shows, the decision to adopt was motivated by one or more of the
following reasons: first, by the desire to provide a home for unfortunate children (eight
families); second, the desire to have more children to add to the biological children in the
family (five families); third, issues related to infertility (four families); and fourth, the
decision for the mother and father to share equally in the early parenting responsibilities
(one family).
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Table 11. The reason for adoption
Reason for adoption

Number of Families

1. Wanting to have Children

10

2. Provide a home for unfortunate children

8

3. Able to have a biological child but want to have
more

5

4. Not able to have a biological child

4

5. Able to have a biological child yet choose to adopt to
share more responsibility for parenting

1

The reasons for adopting from China
In this section, I examine the reasons why the parents in the study chose to adopt
from China. Only a few of the parents had had any previous connection with China.
Among the ten families, one had had experience living in Hong Kong and had been to
mainland China. In another of the families, one adoptive father had been to Hong Kong
for four months, but did not go to the mainland. Another father had taken a class on
Chinese history while in college.
Except for those mentioned above, none of the adoptive parents had been to
China. Eighty percent of them admitted that they had had no real thoughts about China.
“We really had no relationship with China.” “It’s an area of the world that I never
thought I would visit until we made the decision to adopt.” No. 7 father said, I really
didn’t know too much about China except that they were a Communist country.

No. 5

mother put it this way when asked about her knowledge about China: “Not that much. I
%

read a lot, um, I had been doing a lot of reading (about China), but I had never been there.
My parents had gone there and they loved it, and they told me how wonderful it was.
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And I just decided that that would be a good place because there were a lot of kids that
needed homes.”
For the families, the decision to adopt from China was motivated by one or more
of the following reasons: 1) The potential disruption of a domestic adoption; 2) Infant
health; 3) Seeing other families’ success adopting Chinese children; 4) Prior knowledge
of or desire to learn about China; 5) Wanting it to be obvious that their child is adopted;
6) One partner convinced the other they should do it; 7) A previous positive traveling
experience and adopting experience in China.

Potential disruption during domestic adoption
For some families in this study, domestic adoption was too difficult to pursue or
had too many restrictions. For example, all the parents were over 35 years old at the start
of the adoption process, which makes it more difficult in domestic adoption. As No. 4
father said, “We spent about the next year pursuing a domestic, a U.S. domestic
adoption. Since we were both over 35 years old, we couldn’t go through an agency. We
had to do it on our own. We found it very frustrating and difficult. And after more than a
year of attempting that kind of adoption, we decided to look abroad.” No. 4 mother said,
“At about 43 V2, we began to try to adopt in the United States, and that was, um, we got
absolutely nowhere with that. It was very frustrating because we were older, and that’s
not a very popular thing to do in the United States.”
Although some parents considered open domestic adoption, in which
arrangements are made directly with the birth mother, they were worried about the
%

possibility of the birth parents disrupting the adoption or, later, the adoptive family. One
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parent said, A lot of [U.S. adoptions] are open adoptions, and the birth parents can come
into your life, which for some people can be a very positive thing, but it was something
that we didn’t want. So that sort of led us to a foreign adoption.”

Infant Health
Most of the infants in Chinese Welfare Institutions are very healthy, unclear as the
main reason for child abandonment in China is due to politics, not to poor health or
parental neglect or abuse. No. 4 mother said, “At 45 we finally decided upon China.
One of the reasons we decided upon China, we heard good reports about the health of the
children.” No. 1 mother stated, “...with the one-child policy, that was important because
I felt that was a reason why the girls were abandoned. That it wasn’t because their
mothers were alcoholics and that they didn’t have drug problems and that there weren’t
diseases. I just felt that China had more respect for their children. I don’t know how to
explain that. (Laugh) But, um, I just felt really strongly about it, that our baby had to
come from China. And I still feel that way, because if we go back we definitely will go
back to China.”

Seeing other families’ successes in adopting Chinese children
Nine of the families in the study had had the chance to meet other families with
children adopted from China and they had received very positive responses about the
experience from them. As one mother said, “Well, I was influenced to adopt from China
mostly because I met other families. I met this one woman who adopted her daughter
from China, and she’s the cutest little thing. And she had wonderful
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things to say about China.”
Another mother said, “What happened is that Brightside had an open house about
adoption, I did not read the whole ad which was about Chinese adoption. What
happened, there was an event there. There are so many beautiful little girls; ten of them
ran in front of us. Suddenly my life made so much sense to me. I should not go to
Russia, and I should go to China. My life makes sense. As you know, if you went
through the infertility process, nothing is guaranteed. The pregnancy rate is very low,
like twenty or thirty percent. But if you go to an adoption, they will tell you that you
were going to have a child, it might be this year or next year. Very positively, that it is a
great experience. And I was attracted to that little girl. They are so beautiful.
Immediately I thought that I had a daughter that she is in China. That she is there and I
should go. And I went home and told my husband, we should go to China. And he said
to me, yes. He immediately goes with this idea. And we never talked about it any more
even though it was a very important decision in our life. He just said, yea, let’s go to
China.”

Prior Knowledge of or Desire to Learn about Chinese Culture
Only 10 percent of the parents in this study had had prior exposure to Chinese
language and culture. One mother’s father was an immigrant from China. In addition to
these parents, others also had an interest in learning more about Chinese culture.
As one father stated, “I actually think it’s an opportunity to, urn, learn to become
more intimate with another culture. To really learn about a culture. Our daughter has
brought us this opportunity to learn about the Chinese culture. .. .1 guess for one thing
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because I do practice meditation and I know something about Buddhism and I studied
Buddhism in college. Urn, I took one course. It’s not like, you know, that I felt like I
knew. I know nothing about Romania. I know almost nothing about Russia. I know
things about Spain, Italy, France and China. So those are really the only countries I
really feel like I had any kind of knowledge about. And China has an adoption program.
And the Chinese culture seemed very interesting to me and something that’s very much
worthwhile leaning about.”
No. 4 mother said, “And we had had, you know, we were interested in the
Chinese culture, we enjoy Chinese art, Chinese movies, things like that. ... I think both
my husband and I would say we had some interest and respect for Asian people. We
were interested in their culture. His parents, my husband’s parents had traveled
throughout China on one lengthy trip and were quite taken by it. I can’t say that I knew
very much about China other than the kind of basic things you might read in the paper.”

Wanting It to Be Obvious They Had an Adoptive Family
Two of the families in the study chose to adopt a child from China because they
wanted any adopted child they had to look different from them, so that it would be
obvious theirs was an adoptive family. No. 4 mother put it this way, “We wanted a child,
to be very honest, we wanted an adopted child who looked different from us because we
didn’t want a child that would ‘pass’ as our child. In other words, I wanted, if I was
willing to adopt a child, I wanted the world to know that this child is adopted without
having to explain it. I mean, we thought about Romania, we thought about Russia. The
health reports were bad. And again, a Romanian child, say, could possibly pass — I had
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dark hair when I was younger - could possibly pass as my biological child. And in a
way I wanted, both my husband and I decided that we wanted a child that was obviously
not our biological child.”

Being Convinced by the Partner
In two of the families in the study, one partner had convinced the other to adopt
after they had more than one biological child. No. 5 father said, “And that’s when [my
wife] said maybe we should try adopting a child. And I was very much against it. I
didn’t want to do it. I had four kids. I was through. But she convinced me to do it.” He
also told me that, “I had four kids; it’s a lot of kids. I was pretty happy about that. I
didn’t want to adopt any more kids. She convinced me to do it. She thought it would be
a really nice thing to give a child who didn’t have a nice home maybe a good home, and
she convinced me. I didn’t... I didn’t want to.”

A Previous Positive Traveling Experience in China and the Success of the First
Adoption There

Because the Chinese government requires that adoptive parents go to China to
adopt their children, all the families in the study had to make the trip. Four families that
pursued a second adoption decided to adopt from China again partly because they had
had a wonderful experience in China. As said by No. 6 father, who adopted three
daughters from China after he had two biological children: “The people were very
hospitable, very friendly, even though there was a language barrier. I can t remember one
instance where I ever felt uncomfortable being around anyone in a country in which I
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stood out obviously so different. Um. So it was a good experience. I think that was one
of the reasons that we stayed with the China program. The wanting to find out more
about the country, the opportunity to go and travel there and see what was there because
it is huge, is one of the reasons we kept coming back. The other reasons we kept going
back were, again we decided that there are an awful lot of children available for adoption
in that country as well as in other countries; many of them are girls. Um, our experience
adopting our first one was a very positive one, and we knew we could raise children and
give them a good home and develop a family unit and, uh, that’s what we decided to do.”
The interview transcripts show that the parents present seven reasons why they
chose to adopt a child from China. The reason brought up most often is the potential
disruption of domestic adoption, especially because of the age limitation on parents
wanting an infant, and also because of the risk that the birth mother will take the child
away or intrude on the adoptive family’s life. The second most important reason in their
decision to adopt from China is that the infants available for adoption in China are, for
the most part, healthy. The third reason is that they had seen other families who had had
the successful experience of adopting Chinese children. The least important reasons to
the parents were prior knowledge of or interest in Chinese culture, wanting it to be
obvious that they had an adoptive (interracial) family, and being convinced by the partner
to adopt from China. The top reason for second-time adoption in China is the positive
travel experience the parents had had there along with the success of the family’s first
adoption in China.
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Parents’ Psychological Changes During the Process of the Adoption
In this section, I will review the psychological changes of the adoptive parents
during the adoption process. From the beginning of the adoption process until actually
meeting the adopted daughter, 90 percent of the parents experienced excitement in
anticipation of meeting their children. However, half of the parents also felt very worried
and anxious before the initial meeting. The parents shared the following three concerns:
(1) Were they ready to be parents, especially adoptive parents were very worried about
their readiness to be the parents; (2) The health of the child; (3) Would they accept each
other - that is, would the child love them, and would they be able to love the child?
Despite these concerns, all the parents pointed out that they instantly fell in love with
their adopted daughters. During the interviews, when I asked them to describe their first
impression of their daughters, they were still very emotional. Seven of the fathers
described that moment in tears.

Preparedness to Be A Parent
Before meeting their adopted daughters, several of the parents wondered whether
they were ready to be parents or, for those who already had their own birth children, if
they were ready to be adoptive parents. One father said, “Before we were in Guangzhou
I was worried about, was I ready to be a father, ready to be responsible for a child. Do
we have enough money to raise a child the way that we wanted to? Was I ready to give
up sort of the other things that I was doing in my life? I mean, all the sort a typical father
thinks.”
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Health of the Child
Before the adoption, parents also worried about the health of the child. Said one
mother, “I remember that my husband was paralyzed about whether she would be
healthy. We had a very serious conversation about it. .. .How about when we went to
China, there was something happened? I kept telling him, every thing will be fine I just
had a version about she was a beautiful healthy girl in China. And when we got the final
refer that she is a lovely beautiful child. Of course, she is, I just knew it. So she is every
thing that I knew it.”

Acceptance
During the adoption process and until the initial meeting with their daughters,
parents worried about whether their daughter would love them, or whether they would be
able to love her. Several of the parents who had a birth child worried about whether the
biological child would accept the adoptive sister.
No. 2 father stated, “Somewhere in the back of my mind I did also feel like, well,
am I going to love this child the way I would a biological child. I had some doubt about
that." No. 1 mother expressed her concerns: "And then the week before we left for
China, suddenly the doubts start coming up and you start saying to yourself, what if I see
my daughter and I don’t like her. What if she doesn’t love me? What if, you know,
what, what, and what if? And it was funny, because I felt that way myself. And then one
day we talked about it and it was just funny because my husband felt the same thing."
After the first real impression of the adopted daughter, however, all the worries
and concerns were gone. No. 4 father said, “It was being an instant parent. I mean, I
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guess every parent becomes an instant parent. Their child is bom or you adopt. You’re
given a child and it’s overwhelming at first, but I felt an immediate bond with our
daughter. And she was very easy, a very easy child. She didn’t have any health
problems. She seemed to adapt to us right away.... And that was it, and we were instant
parents and incredibly happy and blessed by the presence of our daughter.”
No. 2 father said, “And then when, um, the people from the orphanage came to us
and put her in my wife’s arms, she was crying. I just immediately grabbed her away
from my wife and said, let me hold her, and just let me comfort her. I just immediately
felt really responsible like I wasn’t going to give up. I’ll do whatever it takes to help her
be happy.”
No. 1 mother said, “When I saw her she was so tiny. And I thought this little girl,
she needs me. She needs all of us. And I just, I fell in love with her the very minute we
saw her. And you know, a lot of adoptive families, they say that they decide to do this
and with your full force you know this is what you want to do.”
No. 1 father said, in tears, “There were probably eight or nine babies in the room
when we walked in to get her, and they could have had a thousand babies in that room
and [my wife] and I could have picked out whom our baby was. She looked just like her
picture. The first thing she did, [my wife] kneeled down in front of her, she was on a
person’s lap, she put her arm out onto [my wife’s] shoulder, and we really fell instantly in
love. And then a couple of minutes later, she wasn’t wearing a diaper, she was wearing
slippants, she christened [my wife’s] lap a couple of minutes later. She peed on my
wife’s lap. I really thought during the whole process that, okay, we were going to get this
little baby, and she’s not going to know who we are and we’ll have never seen her before.
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This is going to be our daughter and we’re going to love her, but it’s probably going to
take a few hours, a few days, a few months maybe for us all to kind of bond. It was
almost instantaneous. It just felt like this was our little baby and she was right from the
minute we got her. It’s been wonderful.”
No. 5 father, who already had four biological children, said, “All I could see was
her face. She had a smile and it just warmed me up really fast. And she just looked at
me and I held her and she allowed me to hug her and I was very happy. I was very
happy.” No. 5 mother said, “I thought that we could handle a trans-racial adoption even
though a lot of the agencies here didn’t think that that was a good idea, as I said.
Biological children wouldn’t fit in with the Chinese child, and that wasn’t the case at all.
It works great. Everyone is very loving, and the family is very connected.”
No.5 mother said that “But once I saw my daughter she was wonderful. She was
wonderful. I was in love. Majorly in love. She was very sick. She had pneumonia when
I got her so we had to get medicine for her. But, I adored her. The first year was
wonderful. I took off time from work so I could spend time with her. It was wonderful.”
No. 7 father said, “I had little tears coming out of my eyes. [My wife] got to hold
her first, and I was just overjoyed. It’s the best way to put it. I was just overjoyed by
seeing her the first time. I was so proud of her I printed out pictures like crazy, and we
put them up all over the house. I took them to work with me. As you can see I’m still
printing them out. I’ve given you pictures. She’s everything to me. Both of them are.”
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Naming: Combining Cultural Heritage and Family Heritage
This section describes how the parents chose names for their daughters. Before
going to China for the adoption, all the parents had named their babies. Four of the
families had spent almost one year choosing a name. In all the families, the choosing of
the daughter’s name reflected the belief of the parents that their newly adopted child
would be a beloved part of their family.
As part of another topic we talked about, one parent described how their daughter
had been named. No. 4 father, he was second generation from Italy, said, “Maybe go
and live part of the year in Italy because I love Italy. And hopefully she’ll love Italy too.
Her name is sort of a just an amalgamation of Chinese sounds and Italian sounds,
f

_. Her middle name is more Chinese,_. When we were in Hong Kong on
the way to China to get her, we wanted her to have a middle name and we had none, so
we went into a bookstore and just got the naming book out. And quick, quick, we found
something that’s beautiful. So we wanted her to be proud of her Chinese heritage when
we adopted her.”
One mother gave her daughter a name meaning “Worthy of Love” as her first
name; other parents gave names that mean “Bright shining light,” “Beautiful,” or “Pure
heart.” All these names given, express parent’s best wishes for their daughters. Some
named their daughter after one of their deceased relatives or close living relatives. Some
people gave her a name they had always liked. However, nine of the families still kept
their children’s Chinese name as a middle name, and one as the first name.
In sum, the second theme that emerged from the interviews with the adoptive
parents is the parents’ expectation, prior to and during the adoptive parenting experience,
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for the adoption to improve the family unit. Despite the emotional struggles some of
them had before reaching the adoption decision, they came to feel certain that adoption
was a good way to add children to their family. The findings that came out of the
transcription reveal that the parents’ primary motivation to adopt was to provide a home
for an unfortunate child. The main reason to choose adoption from China was the
limitations of domestic adoption, especially discrimination because of the parents’ age or
concerns about birth parent disruption of the adoption or the family. The interviews also
found that the psychological feelings of the adoptive parents before and after the adoption
moved from excitement and worry to joy and happiness. Finally, from the way the
adoptive parents name the children, it was found that they generally try to combine the
children’s cultural' heritage with the adoptive family’s heritage. Each family
demonstrated, in the care with which the parents prepared for and welcomed the daughter
and chose names for her, that she was considered a treasured child who would add
happiness to the family.

Theme 3. After the Adoption, the Changes Perceived by the Parents in Their
Various Relationships

In this section, I will present the parents’ perceptions of changes within
themselves and within the family, as well as changes in their relationships with those
outside the immediate family, and with Chinese culture during the adoptive parenting
experience. What is striking in the interviews is the predominance of positive change
perceived by the parents, often in ways that they had not anticipated before the adoption.
Within the family, the parents felt that their self-image and relationship with their
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partners were enhanced, while their life style had to be adjusted to accommodate the new
baby, and their economic situation in some cases became more difficult. Outside the
immediate family, relationships with the daughters’ grandparents were highly enhanced,
and those with friends, co-workers, and members of the community were affected by the
ability of these people to accept the new child in the family. The most dramatic change
was in the relationship of the adoptive parents to the Chinese culture; whereas previously
most of them had little connection to China, now the parents feel highly motivated to
make Chinese culture a more important part of the life of their families.

Adoption Changes the Factors Inside the Families
This study examined the ways that adoption has changed certain factors within the
family, including the adoptive parents’ self-image, the relationship between the partners,
the life style of the family, and the economic situation of the family.

The Adoptive Parent’s Self-image
The adoption changes the fate of the adopted girl and at the same time brings
direct, deep influences on the parents’ lives. All the adoptive parents agreed that
adoption has had one of the biggest, and most positive, impacts on their life
First, parents felt that as soon as they met their adopted daughter, they became
instant parents. Being parents has allowed them to experience feelings not attained as
deeply previously, such as feeling more loving, feeling responsible for another person,
wanting to think of things from another person’s perspective, and not feeling so self*

centered. As No. 4 father said, "Becoming a parent has changed me immensely in all
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ways. You’re no longer number one, there’s somebody else who is number one and who
you're taking care of and they’re it."
No. 4 father put it as this way: “It’s changed the whole focus of my life. People
have said to our daughter, ‘Oh how lucky you are,’ or, ‘How lucky your daughter is to
had come to such a loving home in the United States which has such a high standard of
living...Bla-Bla-Bla.’ Well, you know, immediately I feel like I’m the lucky one and my
wife is the lucky one that we’ve been able to adopt this beautiful girl. It’s changed our
lives certainly. You know, it makes you more of a human being, a parent. Not that
you're not a human being if you don’t have children, but it just makes you, it gives you a
more of a full life experience being a parent.” He even quit his singing career. “One of
the reasons I stopped performing and auditioning after we adopted, was because I wanted
to be home, you know, with my daughter especially. It didn’t seem appropriate to. So
now I’m pursuing, I’m doing a landscaping design. So I’m putting my creative urges into
that, and I’m still singing on the side. I’m still going to pursue some singing, but it won’t
be my main focus.”
His wife said “But I know her as a delightful, loving, sweet, beautiful child who
has changed my entire life. She has brought so much to us. She is, you know, I couldn’t
possibly love a biological child more than I love her. I mean, she is absolutely,
completely my daughter, and that is how I feel about her. She has changed my life and, I
know my husband would say the same thing, in just completely wonderful ways. And
has brought us so much in caring for her and in learning about her culture too.
No. 5 mother stopped her clinical practice and started a new job in the adoption
%

field after she adopted her daughter. “My life has changed dramatically. I gave up my
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practice, my clinical practice. I gave that up and just started doing the adoption work. I
had an office. I closed my office. I just stayed home doing the adoption work and taking
care of the kids. So my life changed drastically.”
Second, the parents all viewed their experience as adoptive parents as very
special. Whether they were first-time parents or they already had biological children,
they felt good about having adopted after the child arrived. Adoption seems to instill a
feeling of higher self-esteem in the parents.
One father said, “I think that’s something special about me. I feel quite good
about that! Many people say they would like to do it, but I don’t think they would. The
average person I don’t think would, so in that respect I think of myself as being a bit
exceptional, you know, but not to say that that’s something special.”
No. 5 father said, “It made me feel very good. She was a very nice little girl, and
she really loved us and we really loved her a lot, and it made me feel very good about
myself. That we had done this thing, that this little girl maybe wouldn’t have lived,
maybe, and we kind of saved her life. And it felt really nice to be able to help. I felt
good about myself.”
No. 5 mother said, “And then I got more involved in the adoption...and then at
that point we adopted [our daughter], and then everything changed after that. My
business changed. I became an adoption worker. I saw all the children in China and I
decided I wanted to come home and help place the children. I worked with an agency
and we started doing adoption work.” She also said, “Well I think it’s been good,
because I think I feel good bringing home these children. And so I feel good about the
%

work that I do. I feel good that I have another two children that I love. So that makes me
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feel good. And I feel good that I m able to help all these other families to become
families, so my self-image is good. My working with families has been good for me. I
feel happy.”

The Relationship Between the Partners
According to the parents in this study, the relationship between the partners was
strengthened with the arrival of their new daughter from China. The families who
already had biological children especially emphasized this point. No. 5 father said, “I
think it made us stronger. We had all these children and now something new was going
on in our life and... it brought us closer together. I think it... brought us closer together.”
No. 5 mother said, “It was very nice because he was in love with the baby, and it was a
very nice time. We both were very excited. We had had four children biologically. We
had never adopted. He did it for me. He did the adoption for me. It wasn’t his idea. He
was finished with kids. He was very gracious. He did it for me because he knew I
wanted to. And he was madly in love with [her] the minute he saw her. We sat down at
the airport, I remember it was 3 o’clock in the morning when we got off the airplane, and
he had just been talking with me and he had never seen her, and knowing he had no
pictures, when I went to get her we had no pictures, no nothing, I just went, and I just
didn’t care what she looked like, I just went, I was just driven, I don’t know, and he saw
her and he just sat down on the floor at the airport and just cried. He was just so in love
with this little girl. He just couldn’t believe how much he loved her from the second he
saw her. He said, ‘Oh, this is my daughter. It’s wonderful.’ There we are in the airport
and he’s crying and crying. ”
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No. 6 father said, “It's definitely closer, cause we’re not.... I think it has to be
closer, because we had three kids and we need to be working together on managing so,
yah, we’re closer, we just had different ideas on how to handle the same situation and the
I

idea is that, the difference doesn’t generate any conflict, it just is different ideas.”

I

The Changes in the Family Life Style
Before the adoption, the parents in my interviews enjoyed their own personal
?

lives. Illustrating this point, No. 2. father said, “We spend a lot of time at home. I play
piano, and that’s very important to me. Um, my wife and I would work together.
Whether she would be gardening and I would be cleaning up or making some physical
improvement to the house. We probably travel, we would go camping in the woods, we
would go for hikes in the woods, we would, I don’t know, we would go to concerts. We
would go out and hear musical performances. We might go to the theater. Um, you
know, we did a lot of things outside of the house.”
No. 2 mother said, “Mostly spending a lot of time with my husband to do the fun
things, and had a lot of personal time. I love to read and I love to volunteer and I love to
give back to my community, doing a lot of things with school, basically take it easy.”
All the parents agreed that after the adoption, they did not have time as a couple
because their lives became very busy with child-centered activities. One mother said,
“Our house is not clean; the paper work needs to be organized. Both my husband and I do
not have much time to do our work. Time for each other as a couple is much less. Time
for ourselves does not exist.” No. 5 mother said, “So I haven’t been seeing that many
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friends. I don t do a lot of social stuff. My social stuff will be having another family
who has adopted. We’ll have the family over and have dinner together. That’s my social
life”
No. 4 mother said, “Of course our lives changed tremendously, you know, we
stopped going out, we didn’t go to movies anymore, we didn’t do any of that. But we
expected that. We knew that would happen. Even now we don’t, you know, we do
things as a family the three of us... you’re always trying to find, as you well know, you
try to find a balance.”
But they all enjoy their lives, and believe their lives are much happier than before.
No. 4 father also joked that “There are certain times I wish I could have done something
maybe I couldn’t have done, but I had to take care of a child. That’s just normal.
Generally, she was a joy to be with and easy. I never really resented it. I don’t think we
ever resented that. You know, we would joke about the fact that we hadn’t gone to see a
movie. We used to always see every new movie that came out when we were, you know,
especially living in New York City. And then after we had a child, you know, you don’t
see another one (laugh). You never go out again (laugh) all right, but you laugh about it
and go that is part of what being a parent is about. It’s happening now. ... If we’re going
out with friends somewhere, you know, she’s with us. All our friends love her. It’s
really, if anything it’s maybe improved the relationships.

Changes in the Family’s Economic Situation
Some of the families felt that their economic situation become harder after
adopting, but that they could get by. All the families [who adopted children from China]
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considered themselves as the middle or upper-middle class. They all made good salaries
before) the adoption. After the adoption, 30 percent of the parents changed their jobs to

;

be with the daughter. One father even quit his career in order to have more time at home
Three mothers changed their jobs in order to stay home with their daughters.
No. 2 mother said, “Well, we don’t have any retirement at all, we do not go out.
We do not have much money because of the daycare cost. We have a lot of fun, I mean
ten times more fun than we expected.”
/

Two families already had four children of their own, but still adopted more than
one Chinese child. No. 5 father said, “Financially, it’s always hard, because we don’t
make any more money, and yet there’s more kids around. So financially it's hard, but we
get by, it’s okay. Emotionally, ah, I love them to pieces.”
One parent even had to borrow money from his mother to finish the adoption
process. He said, “I knew I didn’t have enough money to do this myself, and I knew that
I was going to have to borrow money, so I figured what I would do was I asked my
mother to help us out. I was going to borrow money from her and pay her back. So I
wrote her a letter, because I just didn’t have the guts to go face to face, you know,
because she’s very tough. Ah, so I wrote her a letter, and in the letter I explained what it
was we needed, and I explained how I would plan on paying it back to her. And, I ended
up getting the money from her, $5,000 was what she loaned me, and there were never any
words about the money. She just made it available and she didn’t think that, she didn’t
think that it was something probably that we ought to be doing, because I was older and I
already had four kids, but she gave us the $5,000. I didn’t find out she gave me the
money until after she died.”
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Adoption Affects the Relationships outside the Family
Adoption not only affects the parents’ personal self-image, the relationship
between partners, and the life style and economics of the family, it also has an impact on
the relationships of the adoptive parents with their parents and with their friends,
coworkers, and community. Overall, the study shows, that most relationships became
closer.
Grandparents’ Relationship
Different attitudes were expressed by the adoptive parents’ own parents before the
adoption. Some of them were in agreement with the adoption or voiced no opinion, some
of them were shocked or questioned the decision, and one set of grandparents felt very
disappointed. In those families that already had more than one biological child, the
grandparents had difficulties in understanding the decision to adopt a child. However, all
the grandparents fell in love with their beautiful (adoptive parents description of their
daughters) Chinese granddaughters as soon as they saw them.
No.5 father said, “They (the grandparents) weren’t sure what to make of it. They
weren’t very happy with us about that. They weren’t very happy. They didn’t like the
idea. We already had four kids, why would you want more kids, why would you want to
adopt someone that is Chinese? So they weren’t very happy about it.”
No. 1 father said, “Probably the most difficult person for me to tell was my
mother. My mother is very traditional, a very conservative person. I didn’t know how
she would react to having a Chinese granddaughter. I knew she’d be fine in the long run,
and she loves my daughter. But when we first made the decision I wasn’t sure how she d
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first react. I went over to her house to tell her and I explained that she was going to have
a grandchild, but my wife wasn’t pregnant, that we were going to adopt and that we were
going to adopt a baby girl from China. She looked at me and smiled and said, ‘Oh!
That’s wonderful and I’ll have a granddaughter.’ And that was really all I needed to hear.
All of my sisters, all of my wife’s family, everyone was very excited about the baby. I
can certainly understand where some families would have a member or two that wouldn’t
be happy or feel differently, but in our case everyone was really happy for us and
everyone was thrilled. My daughter has been greeted and welcomed as a member of the
family, and, if anything, an honored member of the family. She’s a very cute one-yearold girl so she gets a lot of attention from both sides of the family. So it’s been really
good.”
No. 6 father said, “When we came home, of course we had a lot of people meet us
at the airport. My wife’s mom and dad were there. My mom was there. I’m trying to
remember if my daughters were there, or did we wait. But when we got home and
everyone finally got a chance to meet at my daughter’s reception, the response was good.
My mother, who initially disagreed. My wife’s mother was real excited about the, about
the idea of our adopting. My mother, I think, had, you know, she gave us the money, but
I’m not sure she was absolutely convinced that this was the best thing for me to be doing
cause I had already raised four children. But once my daughter was home, she got very
attached to her very quickly.”
No. 3 father said, “My immediate family, father, mother, sisters and brothers, all,
I think, are very supportive. And I think that they feel not surprised that I would do this.
None of the brothers or sisters had adopted any children. Not that it s something they
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wouldn t do. Because our family is very close they would want us to have our own
children. I guess their own children had provided them with enough satisfaction so they
don t think of adopting. As far as my extended family, beyond brothers, sisters, mother
and father, I had, no one has ever asked me anything like, why? But, I think, because
their family, they just don’t feel comfortable in doing that. They respect my decision, my
choices, they don’t ask. They may wonder something. They may wonder why. They
all, I think, have a good relationship with my daughter.... My parents were, you know,
like a lot of parents when they might be a little disappointed at first and that, you know,
you're not going to have your own child so to speak. But they just took to my daughter
immediately. My dad especially because my dad is crazy about kids. He would just
spend as much time and draw with her.”
No. 5 mother said, “First my parents were not in favor of it because we had four
children already and we don’t have a lot of money, and they thought it was crazy. But
they understood that I was going to do it, but they weren’t in favor. They said, This is
not a good thing for you to do. You shouldn’t be doing this. You don’t even know what
this baby is going to be like.’ And then I brought her home, my daughter, brought her
home and my parents came over and in one second they fell madly in love with her.
That’s all their life is, my daughters. They just adore them. Every day they are calling
me, ‘What are the girls doing?’ It’s funny because when I adopted my first daughter, my
parents said to me, and my daughter was sick, she had a very serious heart condition, she
had surgery, that’s why she was left by her family, because she was dying of heart
failure. We were worried that something could be wrong with her because she was really
%

sick. When I adopted her she was almost three years old, and she only weighed 17
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pounds, so she was very skinny, very malnourished. And then she came home and she
had these warts all over her face. It was a virus. She was very sick. But my parents were
madly in love. They loved [her] so much that they just fell in love with [her sister]. So,
since the adoption, they totally talk about them, think about the kids. My brothers and
sisters are also very close to the children. So it’s been very good. Everyone has
welcomed the children into their hearts.”
In one family, before the adoption, the adoptive father really had difficulty with
his parents-in-law; they almost did not talk to each other. However, after he and his wife
adopted their little girl, his relationship with them improved. He told me, “We now have
a very close relationship with each other. I always wondered whether the grandparents
were the same humans before. They laugh so much with the little girl; play all the silly
games, etc.” He described the change in his in-laws like this: “We had a relationship
with my wife’s mother and father, but it was kind of rocky at times. My wife and I
always felt that they should have been acting a little different because we were going to
adopt, and this was going to be their first grandchild. I don’t think that they really
realized what we were doing or the reality of it. When we got back and they actually saw
[our daughter], I think it was like a reality check. They finally realized that this isn’t just
something that they’re talking about; it’s something that is for real! But they had
changed completely. My father-in-law and mother-in-law, I sometimes ask my wife if
they’re the same people. (Laugh) Because they don’t act like the same people that they
were before we went to China. When we got back they were completely different. My
father-in-law does stuff that he would never have done before. I mean, he gets on the
%

floor and rolls around. He acts like an idiot, you know. (Laugh) But he would have
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never done that before. Now he doesn’t care. He doesn’t care what people think, you
know. They’re both very happy to be grandparents. Sometimes I wonder if they’re
really the same people. Sometimes I think some aliens came and dropped some new
people and took the old ones away. (Laugh) Yes, they’ve changed a lot and have
changed for the good. We’re not opposing one another anymore. It’s like we’re both
embracing one another and we’re embracing the fact that [our daughter] is part of all of
our lives now. But it’s brought all of us a lot closer.”
No. 4 mother also said that her relationship with her mother changed after the
adoption. “Like the fact that I did not marry for so long. I did not have a child, shall we
say, in a traditional way though we tried. I did not just become a wife and mother out of
college. Those things in some sense, although she was proud of me, caused problems,
some of those developments in my life. We don’t always see eye to eye. She is much
older now. She is eighty-five. We had come to a good period of rapprochement, of
coming together. We get along better now. I think we try to appreciate each other more
because she is getting older and, you know, so am I. Especially after I had my daughter.
(Laugh) But my mother, who I must say, at first was not happy about it. She did not
want us to adopt from China. I don’t think she wanted us to adopt. But she, I think, she
felt unsure about an international adoption. However, she’s absolutely crazy about [my
daughter] now, and immediately, you know, adored her upon meeting her. I think it was
just the idea, you know, a disappointment. A severe disappointment as a grandmother
that I couldn’t have biological children. But, again, once she met [my daughter] she
adored her. And then my husband’s parents are very crazy about her. Very, very crazy
%

about her. And then my brother’s sister and her husband, who we are very close to, are
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extremely close to [my daughter]. So [my daughter] has a very exalted position in our
family. (Laugh) She’s our only daughter, she’s like the only grandchild, and she’s the
only niece. She’s like, you know (laugh), the only kid, shall we say. So she gets a lot of
attention, and handles it well though, I think, and is very much loved, I think.”

Relationships between Friends, Co-workers, and the Community
The parents in this study found that their relationships with friends who had
children became closer, while their relationships with friends who did not have children
became more distant. There is no evidence of a relationship with friends who were
unable to accept their daughter. “They move away, those who don’t have children.”
“But we made one, we had one family that we became very close friends with and we
still had a close friendship with them. Another couple, they’re teaching in Hong Kong.
They had two kids. We didn’t become friends with them until after we had children.”
No. 5 mother said, “My good friends, we stayed connected. A lot of other friends
we didn’t because I didn’t have time anymore, and my friends all had children like my
biological children's ages. We had kids together. So they were all finished with
parenting and then I was starting all over again, so they thought I was crazy. So we went
separate ways. And my friends became the friends who did adoptions and those
remained my friends.Everything was just focused on adoption because I changed
my job, and all we talked about in the house.”
One mother told a story about her niece who at the beginning was the only one
who was against the adoption from China. However, she went with the parents to China
%

to see the adopted child, and after the trip, she started to learn the Chinese language. This
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adoptive mother also said, With someone who had an opinion about my daughter, she
wasn’t a guest in our home, she was our daughter.”
No. 7 father said, As a matter of fact, they are very happy about the adoption,
and they have actually bought my daughter presents and stuff. My boss has bought her
presents.”
Although their experience with people outside their families has been mostly
positive, thirty percent of the adoptive parents encountered some form of prejudice in the
community. Some people went to them and asked how much they had paid for their
daughter, why they did not have their “own” child, or why they did not adopt inside the
U.S. However, all these parents still believe that as long as they love their own daughter,
the opinion of others is not important.

Adoption from China Impacts on the Parents’ Relationship with China and
Chinese culture
Perhaps the most unexpected change the parents experienced after the adoption
was their relationship to China and Chinese culture. Before the adoption of their
daughters, most of the families in the study had had no relationship with China. When
they traveled to China to meet their new daughters, they felt a deep interest in and
connection to the country, and have become very committed to nurturing the relationship
of the family to China and Chinese culture, particularly for their daughters’ sakes.

China - A Warm Spot in Their Hearts.
When the parents traveled to China to adopt, many were amazed by Chinese
culture and by the warm welcome they received. Those whose daughters were from the
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countryside and who were able to visit these rural areas especially fell in love with China.
They all agree that China became part of their lives after their daughters arrived in the
United States. No. 1 father said, “I have a very warm spot in my heart for China.” No. 3
mother said, “It’s just a part of our lives.”
No. 4 father said, “The fact that the government saw it necessary to make a onechild or two-child policy. And the fact that girls are so undervalued, you know, in
Chinese society, and those boys are more important. But, if anything, it makes me more
sympathetic. I wish there weren’t so many Chinese girls that needed to be adopted, of
course, you know. I don’t feel more negatively towards China because of this at all. I
think the more you know about a country or a subject or anything, the more you can
sympathize with it and understand it.”
No. 5 father, although he was not able to make the trip with his wife to pick up his
daughter in China, also said, “Now I have a much closer feeling and understanding about
the country, about the people, and about the children particularly, and what goes on there
a lot more. My feelings are very different now. It’s become a part of our life because of
our children, because we need to make sure they continue their understanding of what
goes on there, and keep up certainly the cultural aspects.”
No. 6 father, who adopted three daughters from China after he had raised four
biological children, said, “And I certainly don’t feel badly about the culture because my
daughters are Chinese. If I had negative feelings about the country and the people, I
wouldn’t continually look to adopt children from that country. So my experience is
generally positive.”
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Ways Parents Attempt to Keep a Relationship with Chinese Culture
The parents were trying to maintain a relationship between their families and
Chinese culture in a variety of ways, including planning to revisit there, learning more
about China and celebrating Chinese holidays, making friends with people from China,
decorating their homes with Chinese artifacts, helping children in China, and studying the
Chinese language.

Make Plans to Revisit China
All the families in my study want to revisit China or even live there for a certain
period of time in order to experience Chinese culture. One mother said, “I’m trying to
make sure that we keep going back and forth so that they understand also what it really
means to be Chinese. Not what the stereotype of a Chinese means, but what it really
means to be Chinese. She has to be able to live with Chinese people in a Chinese
environment to understand that. So we have to keep going back and forth. It’s the only
way.”
No. 1 mother said, “When people ask me about China, I say it’s a wonderful
place, and I’m not saying that because you're Chinese, or because this has got to do with
the adoption, but we had a wonderful time in China. People are very, very friendly. I
never really realized that how, I kind of feel like the whole country is, they're kind of
behind, you know. They don’t have the resources that we have here. There is a lot of
poverty and all that, but I mean, I think it’s a wonderful country and we will definitely
bring my daughter back. And we’re going to bring up my daughter to be proud that she
*

came from China. Not to think, that, ‘oh, I was there for nine months, nobody wanted
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me, I do not want anything to do with it.’ Because, it’s part of her heritage and she
should know, and she should go back to China and see what it’s like there. Because it’s
so different than here in the United States.”
No. 5 mother said, “I feel like its part of my family. I love China. I love going to
China. I can’t wait to go to China this summer. I’m so excited. We’re hoping to stay for
a long time if we can, go and stay for a few weeks at least or maybe a month. It’s hard
for me to leave because there’s no one to take care of my business. I got to keep working
with the families and helping them. So I’m trying to see how I can do that. We’re all
going back. I’m taking my whole family back. All my children. Some of their friends
are coming also. Everyone is very excited. My love for China I have shared with
everyone, so they’re all very excited to go. So we have this great trip planned. If it all
happens. The last minute things could fall apart, but right now we’re planning on going
and we just can’t wait. We’re saving our money, and we’re really excited about doing it.
I love China. I tell parents, ‘When you adopt a child you adopt a country.’ Our girls will
probably never know their birth parents, but they could at least know their birth country,
and they could at least have that. So I always try to tell parents to love the country, enjoy
your trip, go sightseeing, really love it because it’s important for your child that you love
their country where they come from so you can give that to them.”

Watch News about China, Read about Chinese History and Culture, and Celebrate
Chinese Culture and Holidays, Such as the Chinese New Year.
Even before their trip to China, all the parents in the study started to learn about
the culture and history of China. No. 4 father said, “I had read articles about China and
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I’d read the newspaper every day, so I knew politics. I got National Geographic for 30
years, so, you know, an article about China, I’d read it usually. But I was not a student of
Chinese history or culture. Since we adopted, we have a lot of books. Different types on
China history, and so we know a lot more now than we did certainly.” No. 5 mother said,
“We learned a lot about Chinese culture. We learned about the country. We read books.
We did a lot. So our life changed a lot.”
Most of the parents also try to involve their family as much as possible in Chinese
culture and to celebrate Chinese holidays, such as the Chinese New Year, the mid¬
autumn festival, and all the other important Chinese festivals. I have attended several of
the celebrations; it seems that the adoptive parents put in more effort to celebrate these
holidays than do Chinese immigrants in the U.S.A.
No. 4 mother said, “We try to make sure that she knows and plays with other
Chinese girls as well as, you know, as kids from the U.S. But we do not, shall we say,
attempt to have a Chinese household. We try to celebrate Chinese New Year with the
dragon, or the Moon Festival. You know, I might make dumplings, I might, you know,
buy rice cakes.... and we try to do, you know, small celebrations to keep the Chinese
culture alive. We give her Chinese lessons. We love to go to Chinese festivals or there’s
a big culture day in New York which we had always gone to.”
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Make Friends with People from China
All the adoptive families have friends from China with various ways meaning? In
order to have more Chinese around in the community, two families even moved the
location they used to live. No. 3 mother said, “We have many, many friends who are
from China. For example, I am one of their Chinese friends; they send me greeting cards
or family photos for the seasons, invite my family for dinner, and invite my daughter to
play over in their house. ”
Two families even have Chinese students to live with them for more than two years,
and there are another two families looking for Chinese students to live with them. As
No.6 mother said “We’re very, very open to learning more and more about Chinese
culture and holidays. We actually had a Chinese foreign exchange student live with us for
just over two years because we thought it would be a wonderful way for the girls to be
exposed to Chinese Culture more than something, so that worked well in our family. He
now lives, he moved from China to here, stayed with us for just over two years. Now he’s
living in California. They come back every Christmas, so that’s really nice and we see
them every Christmas.”

Chinese Artifacts
All the families I interviewed had various Chinese artifacts around the house. The
daughter’s bedroom, especially, is filled with artifacts. Some families even shipped
furniture from China, including two who had their dining tables shipped from there.
*

No. 5 mother said, “Our house, you know, we started to think a lot about China and
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we had Chinese things around so the girls would feel comfortable. So our lives changed
drastically. One hundred percent turn around. My whole life now is just revolved around
China and adoption and children. So it was a very big change for us. My husband and I
had always been very close so we kept going.”

Try to help children inside China.
Half of the families in the study are involved in helping children inside China.
No. 5 mother even started a non-profit foundation to raise money for helping orphans in
China to get an education. No. 6 and No. 8 mothers both are volunteers for another
foundation that raises money to help children inside China to get good education and
health care.
No. 6 father said, “So I think it’s been a real good thing. We think about the
plight of children that are without parents, and naturally our concern focuses on China
because our daughters are from China. I know there are children all around the world
that don’t have parents that are in orphanages. But any of the energy that we choose to
put in to helping children without parents is going to be directed to China because that’s
where our kids came from. So one could say, ‘you know there are kids in India that don’t
have parents, can you help them?’ and you could, but our allegiance right now is to China
because that’s where our daughters are from, and we try to instill the same idea into the
girls’ minds that, there are an awful lot of children around the world that don’t have
moms and dads, and we’re not sure why they don’t, we just know that they don’t and
someone needs to be caring for them.”
*

No. 7 father said, “I’m very grateful to China. China has a very special spot in
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my heart and in my wife’s heart. We would do anything in the world to help anybody
that had anything to do with China. We feel like China is our second home because
that’s where N. is from. We’re going to make sure that she knows that’s where she came
from, and try to instill a little bit of her heritage into her, not just have her raised as an
American. We want her to understand that she’s Chinese-American. But we’re very
thankful to China. You know, without them and the program that they had, we wouldn’t
have today, and we feel very, very thankful for that. We are very indebted to China.”

Learn the Chinese Language and Be Involved in Other Activities with Chinese People.
Many of the parents in the study are learning Chinese together with their adopted
daughters. No. 2 father even started learning earlier than his daughter did. He said,
“Number one, learn to speak the Chinese language. I need to spend more time with
Chinese people who are Chinese-Americans. And I need to actually also learn the things
about China that I’m interested in. Tai Chi for example. I do meditation. Um, and as
well as history, culture and traditions. I know a little bit, just a little tiny bit about
Chinese history. But, I need to learn a lot more about it. The basic thing is this: if I’m
interested in China and my wife is interested in China and Chinese culture, then my
daughter will be interested in Chinese culture. And she’s gonna, you know, if it actually,
it rubs off. As she grows up, in order for her to feel good about herself. I mean, she’s
Chinese; she’s in a culture predominantly non-Asian, so in order for her to feel good
about herself she needs to feel good about being from Asia and being bom in an Asian
culture. So how is she going to do that? Well, she’s only going to do that if she learns
about it. And she’s only going to be interested in learning about that if I m interested in
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learning about that and my wife is interested in learning about that. But, I was interested
in learning about Asian culture before she came to us, so that’s good.”
Two families even moved to an area where there were Chinese classes available.
No. 4 mother said, “We wanted her to at least have the opportunity, shall we say, to learn
the language and things like that. And then she, the classes around where we live, they
pretty much stopped at the age of five. And then we moved here to Massachusetts and
our friends told us that there was this class available. My daughter enjoys the class. And
her friends are in the class.” Another family is going to move to Hawaii so that their
daughter will be exposed to more Chinese culture.
One family went to a church where there was a Chinese congregation within the
church. The father said, “We try to do things to keep the girls aware of the fact that they
are Chinese. Um, and ah, we try to do a number of things, some of which did not work
well (laughs). We went to a church that has an active Chinese congregation within the
church; there are so many Chinese people in the church that they had there a separate
service. And after that service, they had a Chinese school, like this, except that it’s a lot
more focused on language.”
To sum up, the third theme that emerged from the interviews with the adoptive
parents, concerns the changes perceived by the parents in their various relationships after
the adoption. These include relationships within the family and with their parents,
friends, the community, and Chinese culture. In summary, adopting Chinese children
brings a new dimension to the adoptive family that is not based on the biological or
cultural heritage of the parents.
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The adoption served as a major event in the family, making the parents “instant
parents,” bringing them new perspectives, and greatly impacting the family’s former life.
The adoption changed the parents’ self-image in that they felt more loving, more
responsible, and less self-centered. Also, it increased their self-esteem and made them
feel good about themselves. While the adoption strengthened the partner relationships in
this study, it also changed the family life style. The parents felt that they had less time
for themselves and with the partner. For three families in the study, the economic
situation became harder for them after the adoption, though they were still able to get by.
The adoption also affected the relationships outside the families, including the
adoptive parents’ relationships with their own parents and with friends, coworkers, and
the community. Relationships with the adopted child’s grandparents became closer than
before, and in a couple of cases cleared up some misunderstandings between the different
generations.
The adoptions had the greatest effect on the parents’ relationship with China and
with Chinese culture. Before the adoption, 80 percent of the families had no personal
relationship with China. Having gone to China to adopt their daughters, they all had a
positive travel experience and became interested in Chinese culture. All the parents plan
to revisit China with their adopted children. They all now watch news about China, read
about Chinese history and culture, make friends with people from China, and display
Chinese artifacts in their homes. Fifty percent of the families were involved in helping
children inside China to get a better education or better health care. Forty percent of the
families are learning the Chinese language with the whole family. They all feel very
grateful to China because of their adopted Chinese daughters.
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Theme 4. The Adoptive Parents’ Expectations for the Adopted Child
Many of the adoptive parents in my interviews had not thought about their
expectations for their adopted children until I asked the question. They needed a while to
think before answering. Their responses show that in general they had the following
expectations for their children when they grew up: good morals and values, success and
happiness in a career, pride in their Asian racial identity and Chinese heritage, marriage
with a loving and caring partner, close relationships with the extended family, and, when
they choose to become parents, to consider adopting children.
Expectation of Good Morals and Values
All the adoptive parents wanted their daughters to be happy, self-confident, caring
people, who helped others. They also hoped their adopted daughters would get at least a
college education, have great interest in life, and become a complete human being
without giving up part of her cultural heritage to be happy and successful in the society..
No. 7 father said, “My only goal is just to give her a very good home, a very good
education, a lot of love, and to try to raise her the very best that I can with the best
values." He also said, “I just want her to be a very honest person. I really believe that if
you're honest and straightforward, I really believe that you can accomplish anything that
you want as long as you're honest with yourself about it and honest with everybody else
and strive for that. There are a lot of things of value that I want to instill in her.”
In response to the question about his expectations for his adopted children, No. 5
father said, we wanted them to be “Loving and caring towards each other, respect for
%

each other. That they make the most of whatever their abilities are. That if they re real
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smart, they should go on in school and make something of themselves. Make their lives
worthwhile.”
No. 5 mother said that she wanted her children “to be kind and respectful. Not to
be selfish. To take care of other people. To be aware of other people. And to be kind to
other people.” She also said, “I want them to be happy, independent. I’m hoping that
they get a good education so that they can be able to work and get fulfilling work in
whatever they want to do. I want them to be honest, good people. I think they already
are. If they just keep growing the way that they’re growing, I’ll be fine. My expectations
are who they are right now. I think they’re great kids. I think they are very caring.
They’re very sensitive. They’re very kind. They’re very gentle to other people. They
don’t hurt other people. They are very careful to be kind. So they’re doing great. I hope
that they’ll just keep growing and be healthy and happy and be good. If they want to go
back to China, because [one of my adopted daughters] has said to me that she might want
to go back to China. She’s only seven years old, but if she wants to go back to China and
live there, that’s fine. I have no problem with any of that. Whatever they want to do is
fine. I support them. If they feel like moving to China is where they want to be, then
that’s fine with us. We just want them to be happy, be productive, and be good for the
community, and give back to the community and help.”
Parents who had biological children had the same expectations for the birth
children as for the adopted children. No. 6 father said, “I would expect them to do the
best that they can, in whatever it is that they try. I would expect them to be respectful of
those people that they come into contact with, um. To try to be good people, treat other
people as though, the way they would want to be treated. So I don’t think that the
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expectations that I would have with my adopted children would necessarily be different
than the expectations that I had with my biological children.”
No. 6 father also said, I think that if we can raise our children to be ever-mindful
of the fact that there are people that are going to be less fortunate than they are, and to be
willing to do what they can do to help someone else out. I think that would be a great
way to live your life. Rather than thinking about... instead of putting ‘me’ first, you think
about those that need to be put ahead of you. That don’t have some thing, whether that
be material goods, or emotional support, what can you do to better their circumstance. I
think that would be important to raise children to be thinking about those kinds of things
as opposed to how best to make a lot of money, or how best to have the best house on the
street. Because I don’t think those things ultimately contribute to your sense of happiness
and satisfaction in your life.”

Expectation for Child to Be Successful at a Career She Enjoys
All the adoptive parents felt that they would not push their children to choose a
certain job, like lawyer or doctor. However, they expected their children to finish college
and do what they enjoy. No.l father said, “For both my children it would be the same. I
hope I have happy well-adjusted children. I certainly have hopes that they have
successful careers and lives. If my son or daughter becomes a lawyer, fantastic, or a pro
athlete, fantastic, or a janitor, fantastic too. I hope they’re happy with what they do. I
hope they find careers that are happy. I hope they find a mate in life that makes them
happy. I can’t say that I have a specific goal — like we really want [my son] to be a
%
%

lawyer or my daughter to be a doctor. They will find their own path in life. I just hope
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that they treat other people well, and that they are successful people. By that I don’t
mean monetarily. That they are good to us and good to each other and have fun.”

Expectation for Child to Have Pride in Her Asian Racial Identity and Her Chinese
Heritage
The adoptive parents in each family want their daughter to be proud of her
Chinese heritage and her Asian racial identity. Although their daughter may be in the
minority in her community in the U.S.A., they hope that she will have self-esteem and
self-confidence in her ability to be actively engaged with the world.
No. 1 mother said, “I want her to go to school without fear, and I realize that I
fear where she’s going to go to school she could be the only Asian child. I want her to
feel comfortable. I want her to not feel any different than anyone else at school. And I
want her to go to high school. And enjoy herself, and do all the social things, date, play
sports, you know, go on to college. Pick whatever she would like at college. Take her
time. Live on her own, and have a career for herself. Be comfortable with herself. Get
married. Have children. Adopt children. (Laugh)”
No. 4 mother said, “We try to always instill positive information and cultural
things about her background because we are very proud of it. And we want her to be
proud of it, and I think she is.”

Expectation for Marriage with a Loving and Caring Partner
Overall, the adoptive parents hoped that their daughters would find a loving and
caring partner who shares the same values and goals in life and who would treat them
well. Seven of the fathers joked about the question, saying, for example, “lock her at
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home, etc.

Three of the mothers wished their daughters would fall in love with Chinese

men. Four out of the ten families expressed concern about racial problems their
daughters might encounter in dating and marriage.
One mother put it this way: “I’m always thinking, oh, everyone's as open-minded
as I am. But I do realize that it doesn’t work that way, but I hope that my daughter
doesn't run into it often, that come Prom night she’s not going to be sitting home because
she’s Asian and none of the Caucasian parents want their sons to be dating her.”
No. 4 mother said, “Everybody’s got to get married, everybody’s got to get a job,
I mean she’ll just have to. I hope she’ll have the strength of character to find her own
way. What she wants to do. I hope she’ll always know that no matter what she does that
I will always love her.”
No. 5 mother said, “I want them to marry someone who is good to them. I don’t
care if the person is Chinese, Caucasian, or African American. It doesn’t matter to me. I
want them to have a good life, and to have someone who will care for them, be kind to
them, and be able to provide a good living and have a good job of some sort. That’s
really what I care about. I don’t care if it’s here. I don’t care if it’s over in China. I
don’t have any desire that they have to live a certain way. I just want them to be content
and find what’s right for them, and that’s good for me.”
No. 7 father said, “I don’t care who she marries as long as that person loves her
very much, and can take care of her and provide for her. That’s my only requirement.
And I know that that’s just my requirement. It’s just what I would like, but that’s not a
demand or that I’m imposing anything on her. It’s just something that I would ask.
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I don’t really care who she marries as long as she loves that person and that person loves
her and can provide for her. I don’t know who she’s going to marry.”

Expectation for Close Relationships with the Extended Family
All the adoptive parents hope that, even when they are grown, their daughters will
keep close relationships with the family, including the adoptive parents, siblings, and
grandparents.
No.l mother said, “She’s the princess of the whole family. And everybody treats
her very fairly. Hopefully, by the time she’s twenty-one she’ll be away at college, and
she’ll be excited when her parents come to visit. She’ll be excited when her mom calls.
And hopefully, she’ll remember to call her mom once in a while too. And, you know, as
long as she remembers, at twenty-one, hopefully, you know, she’ll still feel that being
with her family is important too. Being with her brother too.”
No. 4 mother said, “I would like to be closer to my daughter at twenty-one than I
feel my mother was to me. And where my mother was afraid of differences, I hope that I
will be, because we are different people, I hope that I will be more open to those
differences, and that I will not allow them to threaten me, which will just undermine my
relationship with my daughter.”
No. 5 father said, “I think that it's going to be very, very close, because
everybody’s very close to her. Both girls, I shouldn’t only say ‘her’, because there are
two of them. The relationship is very, very close, and I think it’s going to continue to be
that way. I don’t see that changing; I think it’s going to be a very close family
*

relationship with all the kids and I think that it will always be that way.”
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No. 6 father said, “Well, I’m hoping that as they grow, and are raised by us, that
the relationship will be one that allows for us to still be close, so that when she gets to be
a young woman and makes those decisions that affect her life, like who she may choose
to marry, I can be supportive, or maybe she may ask for my advice, but I certainly won't
control that. The best I can hope is that she’ll look to me for advice and, um, allow me to
help her with a decision if she thinks she needs help. I’m hoping that she gets to be that
age and can make these decisions on her own and we’ve done our job well.”
No. 7 father said, “Well, when she’s twenty-one I would hope that she’s still
daddy’s little girl, you know. (Laugh) I’m sure that she will be, but she’ll be an adult. I
still want her to visit and love her mother and father. But I will understand that she’s an
adult and she has her own life. But I would still hope that we would still have the same
relationship as she grew up when she’s, you know, twenty-one or whatever. I still hope
that she comes around and visits, would still hope that she’ll... I think that she’ll still
have a very good relationship with her grandmother and grandfather when she gets older,
because we’re going to try to instill that into her, you know. Not to forget about her
family.”

Expectation that Adopted Child Might Adopt Her Own Child
Some of the parents wish that their adoptive daughter would adopt a child herself
one day. As No. 3 father said, “Maybe they would adopt a child when they get older. I
think that’s wonderful. I think, if I could pass that along to them, show them how
positive that is, that would work out very nicely. It’s a lifelong commitment.”
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In sum, the fourth theme that surfaced from the interviews is concerned with the
adoptive parents’ expectations or wishes for their daughters. The expectations they have
are in the areas of morals and values, future careers, pride in the Chinese and Asian
heritage, marriage, closeness with the extended family, and choosing adoption as a way
to make a family.
All the parents in the study shared high expectations for their daughters. Primary
among them was their wish that the girls would grow up to be happy, self-confident, and
caring individuals who will share with and help others. They also hoped that their
daughters would go to college and have successful careers that they would enjoy. They
specially emphasized that they want their daughters to have pride in their Asian racial
identity and Chinese heritage. The parents hoped that their daughters, when they marry,
will find loving, caring partners who share the same values and goals in life and who will
provide for them, and that they will always have close relationships with their parents,
siblings, and other relatives. Half of the families I interviewed hope that their daughters
will consider adopting children in the future.

Theme 5. The Most Challenging Experiences for the Adoptive Parents
All the adoptive parents in these interviews revealed that they had to face three
basic challenges: being parents, with typical issues of patience and time; being older
parents; and being the “cross-cultural” parents of adopted children in an interracial
family.
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Patience and Time
Like other parents, the adoptive parents in the study all agreed that they need
more patience and time in parenting their children. Some maintained that they feel they
need to be able to deal with their own anger and not yell, etc., when they are with the
children. For those in the study who were first-time parents, every day was seen to be a
new day.
One mother said, “I think children demand so much from you that you never have
a chance to relax. It doesn’t matter whether they’re six months old or two years old or
five years old. It’s always new. It’s always new! It’s always new demands. Like the
older they get, their needs change and you had to learn (inaudible). I don’t think that
one-year is any kind of turning point at all. I think the turning points are constant. Even
today, I still feel always in some kind of new situation that children present and then you
have to figure out, ‘What do I do, because I have never done this before?’ It never goes
away. I can’t imagine myself feeling like, ‘Oh, now I know everything and it’s boring.’
It never happens. (Laugh) My kids keep on challenging me. I sometimes wish that they
would just stay the way that they are. Like, stay, you’re five years old now, stay five.
Now, I know how to deal with a five-year-old, but they don’t stay five. They turn six,
and then they turn seven and, you know. (Laugh) Never ending.”
Some of the adoptive fathers wished they would have more patience with their
children and be able to deal more effectively with their own anger. “I would say the most
challenging thing is not dealing with anger (laugh) and, you know, the — I’d rather be
careful how I say it — how much discipline that you show a child. Dealing with my own,
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you know, difficulties at the same time because, I think, that everything that I do, every
way that I act, my actions, my reactions to things - I’m teaching my daughter, both of
my daughters, and how I interact with them. So, I’m conscious of that, and I want them
to understand why I act the way I act, and sometimes the way I react to the things that
they do which, occasionally, makes you angry. When you’re so close to your family
sometimes you react very strongly. If it’s an outside person to your family that does
something that bothers you, it’s a different sort of interpretation. You can understand that
that person is on the outside and you may not react, but if it’s your own child that’s doing
something that you don’t like, or something that you asked them not to do, then your
reaction is stronger because at the same time you’re teaching them, or disciplining them.
I think of myself as a very patient person, but dealing with my own feelings is a difficult
thing to do when it comes to my children. And I can constantly, dealing with that,
thinking to myself, did I make the right decision? Maybe I should not have been so angry
in dealing at that situation. Finding a better way of explaining myself. So, that’s the kind
of anger I was speaking of. Of course, children challenge you, you know, constantly
challenge you. And this is one of the difficult things about being a parent. (Baby
fussing)
No. 4 mother said, “I think a challenge is to carve out the time for myself, and to,
you know, I think it’s important for me personally to occasionally find time for myself to
pursue things that I’m interested in. Because I think, honestly, first of all it makes me a
happier person, and secondly it makes me a more well-rounded person in my daughter’s
eyes to see that I have interests, and that I have creative things that I want to do. Like I
take a writing class up in Shelburne Falls on Tuesday nights. I thought a long time about
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doing this because it takes me away for four hours. I mean, it takes, basically, the entire
evening. But I don’t want my daughter to think of me just as her mother. I want her to
think of me as her mother and as a woman who has other likes, you know, likes to write,
likes to cook, or likes to do other things. To see me as more than just someone who
cleans the house puts the food on the table and, you know, used to change her diapers, or
picks out her clothes now. And again, that’s a challenge, because, you know, as we all
know children can, you know, you can spend every waking moment of your life with
your child and you could still do more. (Laugh) You could still give them more. But,
you know, the balance. And the balance with my husband too. The balance of family
life versus time for us to be together, which is important too. It doesn’t have to happen
really often, but it has to happen occasionally. And again, I think it just makes for a
happier family.”
No. 9 father said, “I would like to grow in patience, as probably every parent
would. I would like to be a more patient parent. I would like to listen better to my
daughter as she grows older.”
No. 7 father said, “But what has been challenging is to find time for ourselves to
talk and to do our own things around the house and stuff like that. Or if just one of us
wants to go off and do some shopping. That’s the most challenging right now. But we re
working with it, you know. We’re dealing with it.”

Being an Older Parent
Eighteen of the parents had already reached the age of forty when they adopted
their children. They anticipate the challenge of being older parents in the future when
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their daughters become teenagers. They all think that there are two main issues in being
older parents: first, the age difference between the child and themselves, which might
seem more important in the daughter’s later years of childhood and early adulthood; and,
second, the greater patience and enjoyment they have in raising the child than they might
have had when they were younger.
First, the age gap between them and their children is an issue for some of the
parents. No. 4 mother said, “But sometimes it’s hard being an older parent. You tire
more easily. (Laugh) You don’t quite have the energy of a twenty- or a thirty-year-old.
And yet, of course, your children, [my daughter] in a way keep us young. She helps keep
us young, because we had to respond to a seven-year-old. We had to, you know, we want
to engage her as younger parents might. We don’t want her to think that she’s got old
parents. Now, yeah, when she gets a bit older she’s probably going to look around and
think, gee mom, how come you’ve got gray hair and none of my friends’ parents have
gray hair? But, I think, more important than that is the mental attitude and what you try
to bring to your child, rather than the color of your hair or something like that. But, sure,
she’s changed our lives and there are times when we kind of go, whew, how am I going
to feel when I’m sixty and she’s seventeen? (Laugh) But, you know, we’ll deal with that
just like we’ve dealt with the seven previous years. (Crying baby)”
No. 6 father said, “I’m a little bit older but... and I’m a little bit, probably more
tired, but I don’t think it's because I had young children.... The issue around adopting
another child now is no longer a financial one; it’s a matter of, “Okay, I m 56. It would
take me two years, maybe one year if I went for a special needs child, so that means I
would be 57. And I’d like to be able to... I’m hoping that God will permit me to grow
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old with my children so that I can see them get to a point where they can be on their own.
So that’s the kind of thing that’s in the back of my mind now. If I continue to adopt
children, even if I got a child that is three years old, well, I’m 56, I'll be 57. If I do that
with a three-year-old child, so I’ve got to wait another sixteen years, so I’d have to live to
at least 73 for them to be up and out of high school. Those are the things I think about
now. I don’t think about the fact that I don’t have the energy of a thirty-year-old father,
because everybody has different levels of energy, and there are men and women that raise
children that can’t be physically active with them, so I don’t think that’s a key
component. My major concern is, am I going to be around long enough to get them to a
point in their life where they can understand how to live if their parent isn’t around
anymore. That’s the thing that’s kind of in the back of my mind.”
Some of the interviewees felt that the positive side of being older parents is that
they have more patience and more ability to enjoy spending time with their daughters
now than if they were young parents. No. 7 father said, “When I had my son, I was
young. I was only twenty years old. I wasn’t very smart, and I wasn’t very wise. I
didn’t have patience. It was hard being young and dealing with a child that needed to be
fed, and diapers changed and constantly crying. It was hard, you know. When you're
young and there are still a lot of things that you want to do, and you feel like the baby’s
keeping you from doing those things, and you’re young. It’s hard to deal with that. But
being as old as I am now, and having [my daughter], I’m a lot wiser. I’m able to enjoy
every moment instead of looking at it as being a burden. It’s not a burden. It’s
something that I don’t want to miss anything. I have the patience now and the
understanding to not only deal with her, and understand what’s going on in her little
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head, but to be able to enjoy everything too. I know that it’s not going to last. She’s
going to grow up real fast. When I was young I didn’t think in those terms. But now I
want to exhort everything that I can before she grows out of that phase.”

Being Cross-Cultural Adoptive Parents
The parents in the study all face issues about how to be cross-cultural parents that is, parents in an interracial family formed through international adoption. They all
share the three major concerns: the possible effect of racism on their children, how to tell
their daughters about their birth mothers, and how to keep their daughters connected with
their Chinese cultural heritage.
Parents expressed worry about racism hurting their children in society when they
entered school and the community, etc. They wondered if their daughters would come
back home with different racial issues; for example, will they question their parents about
who they are, asking, “Am I Chinese or American?” Here are the No.3 mother’s quotes,
which is a typical answer to this question. She said, “I grew up in a Chinese American
family, you know, for me, my whole life has been about trying to integrate these different
parts of my life into a whole. And not to have to divide things and say that’s Chinese and
that’s American. I have a real problem with that because I believe that this country was
build by Chinese as well. So Chinese culture is part of being an American, (laugh)
When I was growing up, people would say to me things like, “Are you Chinese or are
you American?” And as a kid I didn’t know how to answer that question. I felt so bad
when people would ask me that question. You know, it’s like, I have to choose?! And
*

now, of course, I feel very strongly and I’m trying to help my daughter to understand this.
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And that if you force people to choose then what are we saying it is to be an American?
Americans are only white? No, no. This country has been built on the backs of many,
many people of color, and these people are just as American. So I really take issue with
that. I don’t see Chinese as this one static thing. For me my whole life has always been
trying to struggle with how to bring together different cultural worlds. My father’s
world, my mother’s world, (laugh) my husband’s world. I feel because part of the
worlds, I mean, one of the cultural worlds that we struggle with is the world of China.
China the country is not the only part. It’s a part of who we are. So, as I said to you, I
could raise a child from China because of that connection. But I also don’t see that as the
most important part of who she is. I know that there are some parents who will always
emphasize the child’s Chinese identity. Of course she’s Chinese! (Laugh) Why do I
have to keep telling her she’s Chinese? Of course she’s Chinese. So am I. ... But we are
Chinese in different ways. My father’s Chinese. But we are all very different kinds of
Chinese! You know, there’s not just one Chinese. You know, my father is a different
kind of Chinese than a lot of Chinese in China. He’s adapted to living in this country.
For me it’s very, very important not to try to teach culture in some kind of very narrow
way. I try to break out of those kinds of ways of thinking about Chinese culture.It’s
hard for me to answer that question, but for me, I really want my children to be able to,
not only appreciate difference, but to see their connection to all of those different places.
I don’t want them to see themselves as just one thing. It’s easy to say that, it s harder to
do it. They have very different history’s.”
Some also experienced the fact that their families were singled out because of
the racial difference between parents and child. No.4 father just described his summer
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vacation experience; he said “I don’t even notice that she’s Chinese anymore, really. You
know, she s just our daughter! And you don’t see it in this part of the country. For
example, we just went back to.. .City in the mid-west where my wife is from, and my
daughter will get many more looks there because it’s more unusual to have a Chinese
daughter, an adopted daughter with Caucasian parents. And when that would happen I’d
notice. And when that would happen I’d think, oh yeah, they’re looking at our daughter
because she’s Chinese. But, it was, you know, I think that the people have been kind of
rude about it, you know, in these days. This is a big country and there’s a lot of people
who have no idea, you know, that you can adopt children from China to begin with”
No. 5 father said, “They always looked at you a little bit differently. Because here
was a white person with a Chinese little girl, and they’d always kind of look. You never
knew what they were thinking. Even at the beginning, right? Yes. Yes, they’d always
look. They wouldn’t say anything... maybe they’d smile sometimes. But they’d always
look, because it was different, you know what I mean? It was different. So at the
beginning, it was a little hard at the beginning, because I knew they were looking because
they saw us as being ‘different.’ I’m white, she’s Chinese, and they always looked at us
as being a little different. So that kind of bothered me a little bit. It doesn’t bother me
anymore. They look anyway. And now it’s even more so, because we have two girls.
(Laughs) So now that with two, its... they still look, but the girls are very sweet and
they’re very cute, so they look at the girls as being cute and... it doesn’t have any effect.
They’re like my biological children now; I don’t feel any differently about them than I do
my other kids.”
The second concern that parents had was about the best way to tell their children
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about their birth mothers and how they came to be Available for adoption. They want to
find a way to help their children not to feel sad about being abandoned and to still love
their birth mothers and their heritage country. The families that already had biological
children, had concerns about how to help the adopted children feel secure. They are very
careful in the way they handle the relationship between the adopted children and the birth
children. They want to make sure that the adopted children always feel safe and that they
are treated fairly and the same as the birth children.
No. 6 father said, “I had difficulty, more difficulty dealing with emotional issues.
Like, it’s hard for me to talk with [my adopted daughter] about things like her birth
mother and her birth father, and where are they, and why didn’t they take care of... those
things are tough for me to talk about. They’re very emotional, and I don’t handle that
kind of stuff real well. I end up getting, I get teary-eyed and you know.”
Three of the families in my study had two children, one biological and one
adopted, who were close in age, one to three years apart. One of the mothers said,
“[They are] very close in age, and so there is a lot of competition between them. And I
think that’s normal, right? When siblings are close in age, they compete. But I think the
competition between [them] is not just about age. I think that [my adopted daughter]
feels, I don’t know if I can say what she feels, but she feels her difference. She feels.
She used to say to me, when she was younger, ‘I wish I was bom out of your belly.’
Sometimes I think that the competition between [them] is over me! They’re fighting over
me. Like whenever [my adopted daughter] gets upset about something over [my
biological daughter], you know, so in the back of my mind I’m aware of it.”
The third concern parents had was the difficulty in keeping the children involved
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in their Chinese heritage. For one example, all the parents emphasized learning the
Chinese language; however, it is very hard for them to maintain this. No. 6 father said,
“If I stop thinking about the fact that these girls are from China and that they’re living in
the United States now, if I don’t think about that, it becomes real easy just to kind of like
...Ah, ok, they’re just American and I don’t have to worry because every so often I find
myself thinking, ‘Well, gee, I can't speak Chinese. And I can’t do any of the things that
would really meaningfully keep them in contact with their culture. And so, gees,
wouldn’t it be easier to just kind of like, let it fade, and they’ll grow up as ChineseAmericans. They’ll look different than I am, and that’s okay?’ Well, I keep thinking that
maybe, maybe that’s not okay. Maybe anything that my wife and I can do to keep them
as close to their culture as we can, given that we don’t speak Chinese. And that’s another
issue that I have. I keep thinking about, um, I would like to be able to learn the language,
but for me to learn the language I have to put myself in a place where I have the
opportunity to practice on a regular basis. It's one thing to go to class, but once you
leave the class I do not have anybody to talk to. So that’s something I think about a lot. I
know that when I’m in the country, every time I travel there, I wish I could speak the
language. You know, I take out my little book and I try to say some things in the little
book, just to try to articulate simple things, like asking ‘How much dosh-osch-shen?’
how much does it cost. And, well, you know without practicing a language, you’re not
good. So I would like them to be able to grow up knowing that, not only that they’re
from China, but having some understanding about what that means. But we’re not sure
exactly how to accomplish that. Right now we’re doing this. Um. If, from what I ve
seen so far, if there were a way for them to regularly attend a Chinese class, the three of
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them at home could practice the language off of one another. But right now there isn’t
anything convenient. The closest place I would have to go to learn how to speak Chinese
on a regular business is Hartford, Connecticut. And that’s kind of a haul for me, you
know, every weekend.”
To sum up, the fifth theme, that emerged from the interviews, is about the most
challenging parenting experiences of the adoptive parents. The adoptive parents, just
like biological parents, all needed to make adjustments in their lives after the child’s
arrival, and they felt that they needed more time and patience now that they were
parenting a young child. As older parents, over age forty, some of them felt both that
they had more appreciation of the parenting experience and that they had concerns about
being able to keep meeting their daughters’ needs in the future. Another challenge for the
parents was cross-cultural parenting in an interracial family. They were worried about
potential problems their daughters might encounter with racism, and they had concerns
about how to talk with sensitivity to their girls about their birth families. Finally, they
were challenged by the difficulty in keeping the children and the family connected to the
Chinese heritage, for example, studying and using the Chinese language.

Theme 6. The Meaning of Adoption to the Parents
When I asked the interviewees what meaning adoption had for them now, it
seemed they had not thought of the question before. They all thought about it for a while
before answering, and certain areas emerged as important in the meaning they attributed
to adoption. They felt adoption was the most important decision they had ever made, and
*

that it had added multiculturalism and deeper meaning to their lives. Those who were
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also biological parents found no difference in their feelings for their adoptive and their
birth children. Adoption fostered greater self-esteem among the parents, and they viewed
the experience of adoptive parenting very positively.

Adoption was the Most Important Decision in Their Lives; It was a Turning Point
that Made Their Lives More Meaningful

Adoption itself fostered a new experience of happiness and meaningfulness in the
lives of the parents in this study. No. 2 father said, “I think we’re a lot happier. I’m a lot
happier. It’s less complicated with things outside of my family and more complicated
trying to look at my daughter and figure out what she needs and what’s the right thing to
do. What can we do to help her? What can we do to help her to learn and grow?”
No. 3 father said, “Well, I was very happy to be a parent. I always wanted to be a
parent. So, now that I was a parent I felt very good about that. I always wondered what
or was very interested in hearing what other people thought about my having an adopted
child. That, you know, somewhat worrying in the respect, not my friends, my friends
understood, my family understood, but how do I react with outsiders who question and
wonder why I have an adopted child because I had the capability with my wife to have
children of our own. But we decided this is what we wanted to do, so we do this. Not for
a reason of not being able to have our own children. It was more of a conscious social
decision that we would do that.”
No. 4 mother said, “But we did and I feel that she is just a real treasure to us in
every form. She is a way that I have stretched outside of myself and done something
unselfish and done something of value.”
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No. 6 father said, I feel real good about it. I find myself thinking about, ‘gee
should we have stopped at three?’ The experience of having the girls in the house and
having a family again, even though I’m older, has been great. I spend, I tend to spend
more time thinking about finding more ways to spend time with them as opposed to other
things that I might have done if I were a younger father. I raised four children from my
first marriage, and I think that went well. I think they were raised pretty well, they all
turned out to be good kids, they never had a lot of problems in school, and they didn’t get
into any trouble. Um, but this is different. It's different because these children are
adopted, the thinking that goes on before you take the step to do it, makes this particular
kind of thing... maybe more meaningful? There’s more of a commitment? I think a lot
of times when people get married, and have children, they may not be thinking about the
consequences of what it is that you are doing when you have a child. You know, your
wife gets pregnant and its like, ‘Oh, my wife is pregnant’ and everybody is happy. But I
don’t think people actually sit down and think of what are the ways in which your life is
going to be changed as a result of having a child. I don’t know how many couples do that
before they decide to become pregnant, but when you’re going to become an adopted
parent, I think an awful lot of adoptive parents put a lot of thought into what it is that
they’re about to do before they do it. And I think that makes the experience more
meaningful. More meaningful.”
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The Adoption Added Multiculturalism and Enrichment to Their Lives, Adding even
Deeper Meaning to Families with Biological Children

In families that already had birth children before the adoption, some parents spoke
of how they felt their adopted daughter brought more enrichment to their lives than their
biological children had; her presence made the family become multicultural and their
lives more rich and meaningful than before. One parent stated that when adopting a child
from a foreign country, at the same time one adopts the country and culture of the child’s
birth heritage. This also enriches the lives of the biological children and gives them a
new perspective on what is important.
No. 1 father said, “It’s had a tremendous impact. Aside from the fact that I had a
second child, and a little daughter that I love, that’s a huge impact right there. Just that,
having her as my daughter. We are now a multicultural family. It’s funny to think of us
that way. [My wife] always says we’re just this boring little couple. And yet, it is an
exciting thing to have someone who's totally physically different from your family, and
I’m sure that’s going to be more challenging as time goes by. It hasn’t been a big effect
in that way since then. But certainly the trip to China and the whole process of adopting
has been a really, a large significant part of my life for the last couple of years. It’s had a
big impact. A very positive impact.”
No. 5 mother said, “The adopted children brought so much more to me, because
they brought us a new culture, they brought another country, they brought so much. And
the adoption has brought so many good things to our family. The whole family is now a
trans-racial family, and so everyone in the family has gained so much. The boys, my
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older girls. They have all gained so much. They have gotten closer to people that they
wouldn’t have ever been comfortable with or known. So it’s been a wonderful
experience.”

The Adoptive Parents Do not Feel any Difference Between Their Adoptive Children
and Biological Children
One father said that when he thought of his daughter^ birthday, he could not
remember, suddenly, that she had been bom in China. Many times it is other people’s
questioning eyes that remind them that their daughters were adopted from China.
One father said, “I don’t even notice that she’s Chinese anymore, really. You
know, she’s just our daughter! And you don’t see it in this part of the country. For
example, we just went back to Kansas City in the Midwest where my wife is from, and
my daughter will get many more looks there because it’s more unusual to have a Chinese
daughter, an adopted daughter with Caucasian parents. And when that would happen, I’d
notice. And when that would happen, I’d think, oh yeah, they’re looking at our daughter
because she’s Chinese. But, it was, you know, I think that the people had been kind of
rude about it, you know, in these days. This is a big country and there are a lot of people
who have no idea, you know, that you can adopt children from China to begin with.”
No. 5 father said, “It’s kind of funny, I mean, you see I don’t look at them as my
adopted children anymore, I see them as my children, and I don’t think of them any
different than I do my other kids. So I don’t separate as much. You know what I mean?
I really think of them as just more kids that I have in the family.” He also said, They re
younger than the other kids that we had, so I think that I treat them maybe a little bit
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different. Not because they’re adopted, although maybe a little bit. I try to be more
tolerant of them; I try to let them explore more things. I.. .I’m not sure.”
No. 5 mother put in this way: “No difference in feelings. No difference in
anything at all. In fact, my daughter Rachel, my 27-year-old, asked me, do I love my two
little girls as much as I love them, and I said, ‘Absolutely.’ So there’s no difference at
all. Just a different way the children come to us, and I just find it to be absolutely no
difference whatsoever.”
No. 7 father said, “I couldn’t imagine not having her in my life right now. If
somebody showed up today and said they were going to take her back, they’d be in a lot
of trouble. (Laugh) I wouldn’t give her up. I don’t feel any different about adopting a
child versus having a biological child. I love her probably even more than my biological
son. But I really feel that there is no difference between adoption and biological. It’s just
a matter of blood, you know. Because she means the same in my heart as my son did,
you know. I don’t know. It’s just a very, very warm feeling to have her in my life."

Adoptive Parents Have More Self-esteem Because of the Adoption
No. 4 mother said, “I think the adoption for me, a year later, or seven years later,
has been important to my self-esteem. Has aided me again in my self-value in the world
and how I appear to myself. And I think my mother, too, is now very proud of me that
we did what we did. Although, at first, she wasn’t happy about it at all. She now says,
we just finished a visit with her a few weeks ago, and she now says constantly, ‘Boy,
adopting [my daughter] was the best thing you ever did.’ I mean, I fulfill her idea of
what a woman should do, which is to be a mother, and that’s fine. She sees it as a really
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wonderful thing to do.”
No. 5 mother said, It s another way for me to have my family. Another way to
get a family. It means that there was certainly a break in their natural family that they
weren’t able to stay with them for whatever the reason is. It’s been a wonderful gift
beyond anything. That’s why we did it again when we adopted my daughter_.
Because it was a wonderful gift for [our first adopted daughter] that we decided that we
wanted to have a sister. To have someone else from China that she could relate to. It’s
just been wonderful. It’s gotten us back to being young again, and doing young things,
and doing little girl things again. And we like that. It’s been good. It’s been complete,
and it feels good. It feels like just another way to feel more complete.”
No. 7 father said, “I think it’s changed me. I think it has made me a better person.
I’m able to be a father again, and I’ve always wanted to have a daughter. I had a son.
This is probably horrible to say. I’ve told [my wife] this before, but when my first wife
was pregnant, I wanted a daughter. I didn’t want a boy. I wanted a little girl, and I had a
son, and I was kind of disappointed. I know most people want to have boys. I wanted to
have a little girl. So having [our daughter] is like having a long-time dream come true.”

The Adoptive Parents Have a Positive Attitude about the Adoption and the
Adoptive Parenting Experience

All the families felt strongly that adoption and adoptive parenting were very
positive experiences. After eight years of parenting, No. 4 mother still said, “I would,
without hesitation, and very gratifyingly say to other people who are thinking about it,
absolutely adopt. Adopt from China. The babies are wonderful. You know, because all
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of my experience, our friend s children. Our friend’s Chinese daughter in New York.
They’re great, wonderful kids. It is a wonderful way to make a family. You do hopefully
save a child from a lifetime in [of] an orphanage, or heaven knows what. I’m absolutely
as positive about it now as I was at the beginning, and our experience has been nothing
but positive.”
When I asked, “How about when your daughter becomes twenty-one, what will
be your feelings about the adoption at that time?” they all gave positive answers. No. 6
father said, “I’m going to think that, even if things don’t work out well, I still think it was
important for us to have done what we did, ah, both for our sense of being able to help
any we could. For the growth we experienced as individuals, parents trying to raise
children whether they were adopted children or our own biological children; I think that
is a valuable thing to do. To try to educate kids and bring them up and get them to a
point where they can begin to function on their own in the world and in some way make
their own contribution. And in the case of our daughters, because they were adopted, to
create in their minds the awareness that being adopted is not a ‘bad thing,’ that there are
people that, that there are children that don’t have moms and dads for reasons that we
cannot even understand, and so they need moms and dads, and we need someone to love,
and so we came together. So I think it will be a positive experience, when I look back.”
No. 7 father said, “Even when she turns twenty-one. It’s going to be something.
It’s going to be even more meaningful because we’re going to be able to see the young
girl blossom into a flower, you know. And we’ll be able to reflect back on the adoption
and with her and tell her about it. We’re keeping track of everything too. Books,
pictures and everything. So that she can have those when she gets older. She’ll know,
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you know, that she was adopted and that we’re her mother and father. When she’s
twenty-one, I’m still going to be very thankful for that, and I hope that China keeps doing
their adoption thing, you know, because there are a lot of children over there that need
good homes.”
The sixth them that emerged from the interviews, concerns the meaning of the
adoption to the parents. For all the parents, adoption has been a positive experience and
they have very good feelings about it. They think that the adoption of their daughters has
made their lives more meaningful and has enriched the families with a multicultural
dimension. Adoption fostered feelings of self-esteem in the parents. Those parents who
already had biological children felt that international adoption was equally good as or
even better than having a birth child. The parents all agreed that even when their
daughters become twenty-one, they will still have positive feelings about adoption.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, I will summarize how I carried out my study, the reasons for my
study and the methods I used, and the results of the research. After that, I will discuss my
findings and make suggestions for further research.

Summary of My Study
Comparatively little is known about the scientific, psychological, or social issues
surrounding children adopted from China and their parents. There is a lack studies on the
psychological and behavioral transformations of parents who adopted Chinese children
throughout the various phases of the adoptive parenting experience. Little is known
about how the adoption affects relationships between parents and children or how the
adoption impacts on a parent’s own self-image. Furthermore, there is no study
specifically designed to examine the effect of international adoption from China on
parents’ personal life styles, nor is there one that investigates what meanings adoptive
parents attach to adopting a child from China and to the resulting bi-cultural adoptive
parenting experience.
The goal of this study was to seek out links that might exist between the
background of the adoptive parents, who had adopted children from China, and their
motives in adopting Chinese children and to explore the influence of the parents
childhood backgrounds on the way they parent, the changes in relationships within and
outside the family after the adoption, and the developing importance and meaning of the
adoption to the parents. I have had five objectives in this study: 1. to look at how, and in
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what ways, the parent-child relationship changed over time; 2. to describe the changes in
the adoptive parent’s relationship with other household members and with extended
family, friends, and co-workers; 3. to examine the parents’ relationship with the child's
(Chinese) culture; 4. to describe how the parent's own sense of identity changed over the
route of the adoptive parenting process and 5. to explore what meaning the parents come
to place on their experience of adopting and parenting their Chinese daughters
In order to reach the five goals, I used a qualitative research design to look at the real
experiences of American parents who had adopted children from China. I used a topical
life history method using in-depth interviews. I also used a second interview to follow up
on the questions I still had after the first interview. In addition, I used questionnaires to
get basic background information, such as demographics on adoptive parents, parental
opinions concerning family relationships, parents’ views of family values, and
demographics on adopted children (please see attached Appendix C).
In order to study the changing influence and meaning of interracial, international
adoption on adoptive parents, I have interviewed twenty American parents in ten
families, who had adopted children from China. The condition for inclusion in this study
were:
• The families had a prior, established relationship with me and resided in the
New England area of the U.S.
• The adopted child must be a female from China.
• The child must have resided in the U. S. by the age of 12 months.
• Each family must contain two legal parents.
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At the time of the interviews, these children ranged in age from infancy to middle
childhood.
Analysis of the interviews with the parents yielded six major themes: 1) Parents’
descriptions of their own childhood family structure and childhood experiences; 2)
Parents’ expectations, prior to and during the adoption experience, for the adoption to
improve the family unit; 3) Changes in the parents’ relationships after the adoption; 4)
The adoptive parents’ expectations of the adopted child; 5) The most challenging
experiences of the adoptive parents; and 6) the meaning of the adoption for the parents.
The first theme that came out of the interviews, concerns the childhood family
structure and childhood experiences of the adoptive parents. All the interviewees in the
study grew up in a committed family, with strong family relationships. And 80 percent of
their parents had had a good relationship with each other. Almost all of them had had
one or more siblings, and they described that they had had happy childhoods in which
close relationships with extended family members were emphasized. In addition, most of
them reported that they grew up in church-going families and were taught values of
loving, caring, respectfulness, integrity, and helping others. They had had strict
upbringings and family discipline included a range of types of punishments for
misbehavior, including time-outs, loss of privileges, being yelled at, and spankings. In
nearly all cases, their parents expected them to go to college and have successful careers.
There was also the modeled expectation of marriage and family life with children.
They all maintained that their personal childhood backgrounds had impacted a great
deal on their development and created a basis for the desire to have children and for the
sub-motivation to make the adoption decision. For example, for all the interviewees,
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having more than one sibling and being close to their extended family were integral parts
of their childhood lives. A primary influence on the decision to have children and,
subsequently, to adopt, was the values they learned in their families, including the quality
of love in a marriage and having a family with children.
The second theme is the parents’ expectation, prior to and during the adoptive
parenting experience, that the adoption would improve the family unit. Despite the
emotional struggles some of them had before reaching the adoption decision, they
became more certain as time went on, that adoption was a good way to add children into
the family. The parents’ primary motivation to adopt was to provide a home for a child,
whom they considered unfortunate. The main reason to choose adoption from China was
the limitations of domestic adoption, and discrimination because of the parents’ age or
concerns about birth parent possible disruption of the adoption or the family. Results
also showed that the psychological feelings of the adoptive parents before and after the
adoption moved from excitement and worry to joy and happiness. Finally, from the way
the adoptive parents name the children, we found that they try to combine the children’s
cultural heritage with the adoptive family’s heritage. Each family demonstrated, in the
care with which the parents prepared for and welcomed the daughter and chose names for
her, that she was considered a “treasured” child, who would add happiness to the family.
The third theme that emerged from the interviews with the adoptive parents
concerns the changes perceived by the parents in their various relationships after the
adoption. These include relationships within the family and with their parents, friends,
the community, and Chinese culture. The study found that adopting Chinese children
*

brought a new dimension to the adoptive family that is not based on the biological or
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cultural heritage of the parents.
The adoption served as a major event in the family, making the parents “instant
parents,” bringing them new perspectives, and greatly impacting the family’s former life.
The adoption changed the parents’ self-image in that they felt more loving, more
responsible, and less self-reliant. Also, it increased their self-esteem and made them feel
good about themselves. While the adoption strengthened the partner relationships in this
study, it also changed the family life style. The parents felt that they had less time for
themselves and with their partner. For three families in the study, the economic situation
became harder for them after the adoption, though they were still able to get by.
The adoption also affected the relationships outside the families, including the
adoptive parents’ relationships with their own parents and with friends, coworkers, and
the community. In general, relationships with the adopted child’s grandparents became
closer than before, and in a couple of cases cleared up some misunderstandings between
the different generations.
The adoptions had the greatest effect on the parents’ relationship with Chinese
culture. Before the adoption, 80 percent of the families had no personal relationship with
China. Having gone to China to adopt their daughters, they all had a positive travel
experience and became interested in Chinese culture. All the parents report that they plan
to revisit China with their adopted children. They all now watch news about China, read
about Chinese history and culture, make friends with people from China, and display
Chinese artifacts in their homes. Fifty percent of the families were involved in helping
children inside China to get a better education or better health care. Forty percent of the
families are learning the Chinese language with the whole family. They all feel very
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grateful to China because of their daughters.
The fourth theme concerns the adoptive parents’ expectations or wishes for the
adopted child. The parents’ responses show that they mainly had the following
expectations for their children when they are grown up: they want them to have good
morals and values, success and happiness in a career, pride in their Asian racial identity
and Chinese heritage, marriage with a loving and caring partner, close relationships with
the extended family, and, when they choose to become parents, to consider adopting
children.
All the parents in the study had high expectations for their daughters. Primary
among them was their wish that the girls would grow up to be happy, self-confident, and
caring individuals who would share with and help others. They also hoped that their
daughters would go to college and have successful careers that they would enjoy. They
specially emphasized that they wanted their daughters to have pride in their Asian racial
identity and Chinese heritage. The parents hoped that their daughters, when they
married, would find loving, caring partners who shared the same values and goals in life
and who would provide for them, and that they would always have close relationships
with their parents, siblings, and other relatives. Half of the families interviewed, hoped
that their daughters would consider adopting children in the future.
The fifth theme focuses on the most challenging parenting experiences of the
adoptive parents. The adoptive parents, just like biological parents, all needed to make
major adjustments in their lives after the child’s arrival, and they felt that they needed
more time and patience now that they were parenting a young child. As older parents,
over age forty, some of them felt both that while they had a deep appreciation of the
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parenting experience, they also had concerns about being able to keep meeting their
daughters’ needs in the future. Another challenge for these parents was the task of crosscultural parenting in an interracial family. They were worried about potential problems
their daughters might encounter with racism, and they had concerns about how to talk
with sensitivity to their girls about their birth families. Finally, they were challenged by
the difficulty in keeping the children and the family connected to the Chinese heritage,
for example, studying and using the Chinese language.
The final theme that emerged from the interviews concerns the meaning of the
adoption to the parents. For all the parents, adoption has been a positive experience and
they have very good feelings about it. They think that the adoption of their daughters has
made their lives more meaningful and has enriched the families with a multicultural
dimension. Adoption fostered more feelings of self-esteem in the parents. Those parents
who already had biological children felt that international adoption was equally good as
or even better than having a birth child. The parents all agreed that even when their
daughters become twenty-one, they would still have positive feelings about adoption.

Discussion and Some Further Questions
In this study of ten families that adopted female infants from China, results were
both expected and unexpected in light of the literature on parenting and adoption. As
stated before, little has been known about the scientific, psychological, or social issues
surrounding children adopted from China and their adoptive parents (Kim, 1995).
Research done by Tessler, Gamache and Liu (1999) mainly focused on the bi-cultural
%

socialization of those adoptive families, and a study done by the Rojewskis specifically
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focused on how adoptive parents acknowledge their child’s Chinese heritage. This study
aims to fill a gap in the adoption literature about how adoption affects relationships
between parents and children or how it impacts on a parent’s own self-image.
Furthermore, the study examines the effect of international adoption from China on the
personal life styles of the parents, and investigates what changing meanings adoptive
parents attach to adopting a child from China and to the resulting bi-cultural adoptive
parenting.
In order to examine these themes and their implications, I will now compare the
early childhood experience of the adoptive parents in this study to that of adoptive
parents in Goodman’s study, which was about the adoption of children from Mother
Theresa’s orphanages in India. I will then examine the healthy family life the parents
had even before the adoption took place. Next, I will compare the motivation to adopt of
the parents in this sample with those in Tessler’s and the Rojewskis’ studies. I will then
examine how the adoptive parenting experience of U.S. parents with Chinese children is
similar to that of biological parents, and how it seems to have both additional
responsibilities and challenges and additional meaningful rewards. I also discuss the
particular challenges faced by the parents in this study, i.e. older parents who through
adoption have created interracial, intercultural families. Finally, I have questions for
future research on adoptive parenting and adopted children, including a proposal to
conduct follow-up studies on the Chinese daughters of the parents in this study. I want to
find out how those adopted children turn out in the future, at teenage and at age of 21. To
find out whether they would considered themselves as ordinary people, or well adjusted,
or whether they would be able to achieve the adoptive parents’ expectation.
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People in China have a different understanding about international adoption as
compared to people living in North America. Chinese people tend to describe adoptive
parents as unselfish, kind people who take risks to raise other people’s unwanted
children; on the other hand, some Chinese people think of the adoptive parents as selfish
people who want to raise a future daughter-in-law or a slave or some even think they will
do some experiments on the adopted children in the lab.
From this study, we can see that the parents in my studied neither rich nor poor
share many similarities with the parents who adopted special needs children from India in
Goodman’s study. Goodman found that the 70 families adopting high-risk children from
India could be characterized, to a high degree, as altruistic individuals. These parents
shared salient similarities: the description of their backgrounds and their own life choices
as average people’s choice, the description of early development and early family
relationships as mentally healthy, and the highly ethical orientation of their lives
combined with a lack of specific ideological commitments. The parents came to the
adoptions as well-adjusted, secure people with a strong sense of self. I found that the
parents in this study had the following characteristics:

The Adoptive Parents Came From the Backgrounds Based on These Similarities
The parents described their families of origin as different ethnic groups and
economically homogeneous, not very rich or poor, and urban or rural. Fifty percent of
the parents were raised in middle-income families, 30 percent were raised in low-tomiddle-income families, and 20 percent were raised in upper-middle income families.
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They Experienced a Happy Childhood
All the adoptive parents felt that they had had a happy childhood. In this study,
the parents upbringing was characterized by having many responsibilities as well as
being exposed to clear-cut rules and expectations. Although, even today, some of them
feel upset about the corporal punishment they had as children, at that time, they followed
their parents rules. They all understood what their parents expected of them, and they
tried hard to meet these expectations. The rules and responsibilities and the expectations
that contributed to it being a happy childhood for them. Besides those responsibilities and
expectations, there were other characteristics, like love and kindness and laughter in the
home, which contributed to their experience of childhood as a happy one.

They Showed a Highly Ethical Orientation
From the adoptive parents’ descriptions, we can see that their own parents were
highly ethical and altruistic people who were concerned about social justice and who
fostered their children’s morality and taught them to be caring loving, and helpful to and
respectful of others. Honesty, respectfulness, and compassion were highly valued in the
children’s behavior.
We can see that a highly ethical orientation can lead people to adopt children and
want to provide a home for a child whom they consider to be less fortunate. As we know,
adoptive parents both in this study and in Goodman’s study all were endowed, as
children, with a very high ethical sense of morality. Parents in both studies all felt
grateful for the opportunity they had to have an adopted child - either a Chinese daughter
*

or an Indian special needs child -because the adoption deeply enriched their lives. As
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compared to studies using questionnaires, this qualitative study yielded a richer layer of
information because it provided an in-depth examination of adoptive parents experiences,
their dispositions and their attitudes.
Parents in this study, revealed a deep unqualified appreciation for the opportunity
they were given to raise an adopted child. When people praised them for providing a
happy home for an “unlucky baby”, they all believed that they were the lucky ones, and
they did not need to be thanked for providing a happy home for an “unfortunate” child.

Healthy Family Life
The literature on adoption tends to focus on the deficit rather than enriching status
of adoptive parents - that is, on the fact that many who choose to adopt were unable to
have their own biological child and wish to restore the loss. In this study, only four of the
ten families did not have a biological child, and only one mother in the sample expressed
her feelings of loss in not having a biological child. All the parents in the study reported
having a happy family life before the adoption. The husband and wife described
themselves as having a good relationship with each other; with an average of ten or more
years of marriage at the time of adoption. They all had close relationships with extended
family members when they were growing up, and ninety percent of them still are
exceptionally close to their extended families.
The subjects in this study consider themselves to be in middle-income or uppermiddle-income families. As a group, they represent a number of different types of
occupations, including salesperson, teacher, government worker, manager, social worker,
bus driver, and postal service worker, accountant, stockbroker, singer, and pharmacy
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technician. One mother is a stay-at-home homemaker, and two of the fathers stayed
home when the baby was accepted to pre-school.
In Goodman’s study, the fathers had middle-class jobs, including skilled and
unskilled laborers, farmers, and working in business, sales, or real estate.

Over half of

the mothers in Goodman’s study were full-time homemakers, and teaching was the
primary profession of those who worked outside the home. Do you need this paragraph?
Clearly, the professions and family styles are different in the two studies based on the
difference in eras and the attitudes about family life that have changed over time. In
Goodman’s study, the parents had adopted Indian children in the late 1970s and 1980s,
whereas in this study, the adoption of the Chinese babies took place in the late 1990s and
2000s. In these times, more and more people have come to accept a stay-home father,
and it is more common for the mother to work outside the home.

Motivation of Adoption
Goodman’s results show that the chief motive to adopt was that the respondents
wanted to offer their home to a needy child (53 percent). Although these families were
not deliberately requesting a child with special needs (only one had), neither was they
attempting to avoid such an adoption.
Tessler’s study of U.S. parents who had adopted Chinese children shows that the
most highly rated reasons for adoption were: “wanting to have a baby, wanting to have a
parenting experience, wanting to pass on values to the next generation, and wanting to
provide opportunities for a child that the parent did not have.

(Tessler et al., 1999)

%

Tessler rank-ordered the fifteen reasons parents gave for choosing to adopt from China.
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The highest rating in this rank ordering of reasons why parent adopted was due to the
availability of healthy children in China.
The Rojewskis’ study also reported the reasons for adoption from China. Onefourth of the parents in the study cited a humanitarian reason for deciding on China
(number of children needing home).
In this study, all of the parents expressed that they wanted to have children or
more children. The primary motive to adopt was simply wishing to provide a loving
home for an unfortunate, abandoned child.
The findings reported here are similar to those of Tessler and Rojewshi, although
they studied a wider range of family structures. Tessler’s study and Rojewskis’studies
included single parent families and families headed by homosexual couples. Moreover,
their studies cover adoption of children at ages older than in this study. However, the
desire to have a parenting experience or to have more children and to provide a home for
a “unfortunate” child are the chief reasons cited by parents in all three studies. However,
in this study, the motivation to adopt was primarily to provide a home for an abandoned
child, which was related to the values the parents were taught as children, or to whatever
formed them in that way. They came to feel not as if they were making a sacrifice for
someone else, but that they themselves were being given a gift.
The motivations to adopt found in the three studies will serve to clarify
misunderstandings about adoption motivation that remain among people living in China.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in China the primary reason for female adoption was that an
adopted girl for a childless couple would "bring in" a son to the family - a practice called
“Nexus,” which means, “to bring in a son-in-law.” Another common reason for female
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adoption was to take an infant girl in order to raise her as a future daughter-in-law, in a
practice called “Tongyangxi.” A study by Johnson (1998) showed that the number of
adoptions increased greatly during a war or a bad harvest year, indicating that the
abandonment of girls was strongly associated with poverty.
It is very important to correct the misunderstandings that still exist in China about
the adoption motivation. The information collected in this study hopefully, will get
disseminated throughout China. It will help people, including some birth parents who
abandoned their daughters in China, better understand what typically happens adopted
children who are adopted by parents living in the United States. Those birth parents, who
abandoned their babies, will feel very relieved when they realize their children are now
likely to be living with parents who value them and love them.

The Adoptive Parenting Experience
It is commonly believed that there are huge differences between biological
parents and adoptive parents. These data do not support this assumption. These findings
suggest that the transition to parenthood is quite similar.

Adoptive Parents Share the Same Challenges of Parenting as Birth Parents.
In other words, adding a child into the family through adoption calls on the parents
to face the same developmental tasks as birth parents face. In this study, all the adoptive
parents had to handle the same relational tasks and organizational tasks as birth parents
do. According to Cusinato (1993), there are two different kinds of developmental tasks
*

that each parent has to face: “relational tasks” and “organizational tasks.” The parents in
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this study, had to face the same challenges as birth parents, such as, how to integrate the
child into the family system, how to adjust the relationships with the parents’ family of
origin, how to adjust the ways the couple communicates, and to adjust relationships with
the outside world. Even in the case of the second or third time adoption, parents also
face the same task each time when the new child arrives home. In addition to those tasks,
parents also need to adjust their present life to the presence of the adopted child, and
regulate the new models of shared family responsibility, housework, free time, and
organize a new schedule for work, social life, etc.

Adoptive Parents Have Additional Responsibilities in Taking on Parenthood.
In this study, I have found that there are three basic differences between adoptive
parents and birth parents: 1). Adoptive parents have had to do more planning in order to
become parents, including coordinating relationships with social workers and adoption
agencies, and dealing with the opinions of relatives.2). Parents adopting internationally
also have the challenge of studying and understanding another culture. They need, at the
least, to be open to accepting another cultural system and a family structure that is
different from the typical U.S family of birth parents and biological children. 3). The
adoptive parents in this study also had to face such sensitive issues as the effect of racism
on their children, how to tell their daughters about their birth mothers, and how to keep
their daughters connected with their Chinese cultural heritage and how to deal with the
stereotyped image of Chinese immigrants. All these adopted children come here as
immigrants, they still have to experience the same negative societal reaction that other
Chinese immigrants have to face in this country. Most of the adoptive parents in this
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study, who can be characterized as mid-class Caucasian American, never faced this kind
of racism in their own personal lives before the adoption. It is a new experience for them
and they have to learn to cope with it. All the parents in this study reveal that they will
need to train their adopted daughters to develop the coping skills to face these issues.
Above all, they hope that their daughters will have a very healthy sense of identity while
they are growing up.

This Study Reveals that Adoptive Parenthood can Provide a More Meaningful Fulfilling
Experience for the Adoptive Parents than the Experience of Parenthood for Biological
Parents.
In this study, all the adoptive families had a positive attitude to their parenting
experience. Fifty percent of the parents who already had their own biological children all
mentioned that the adoptive children seem to bring more to the family than their birth
children had in terms of, for example, cultural diversity and a more meaningful life
experience. This is especially true, when they see that their adoption behavior, in some
way, is saving a child’s life. It really strengthens the parents’ self-esteem as human
beings and leads to their feeling good about themselves. For some adoptive parents who
never have been to the other developing countries before, the visit to China to get their
daughter was an especially eye-opening experience and helped them to understand her
and her culture heritage more. The trip becomes a learning experience for the family.
The amazing differences of the other culture make the adoptive parents life richer than
before the adoption. They were practicing an adoptive parenting process that added a
%

rich international and intercultural experience to their families.
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Another important reason why the process of adoption was so fulfilling for the
parents in this study was that they felt that their lives were especially meaningful after the
adoption. I think it might be due the fact that these parents were older and more
economically stable compared to first-time birth parents.
This information will help other adoptive parents and prospective adoptive
parents, as well as people who work with the families to understand them better. It can
also help change society’s view about adoption, which is generally conveyed in a
somewhat negative way.

The Childhood Experiences and Upbringing of the Adoptive Parents Directly Related to
the Parenting Style They Adopted as Adoptive Parents.
They had similar expectations for their children as their own parents had, and they
used the more positive discipline methods that their parents had used in raising them.
For the male interviewees, the expectation from their parents had tended to be that they
go to the college, have success in their careers, be caring, loving people, and have a
happy life. For the female interviewees, 90 percent of the parents had held the above
expectations for them as well. These adoptive parents now expected that their children
would have good morals and values, success and happiness in a career, pride in their
Asian racial identity and Chinese heritage, marriage with a loving and caring partner,
close relationships with the extended family, and, when they choose to become parents,
to consider adopting children.
Concerning child-rearing styles, 80 percent of the parents stated that their way of
%

parenting directly came from the way their parents had raised them. However, they tried

to adopt the positive methods, avoiding the negative ones. For example, they tried not to
use corporal punishment even though most of them grew up with corporal punishment
themselves. Also, they tried very hard to raise their children to have a healthy Asian
identity through such activities as learning the Chinese language, traveling back to China,
making friends with Chinese people, watching news about China, and helping
orphanages inside China

Challenges of Being Adoptive Parents
All the adoptive parents in these interviews had to face three basic challenges: 1.
Being parents, with typical issues of needing patience and time to be successful; 2. Being
older parents and 3. Being “cross-cultural” parents of adopted children in an interracial
family. All parents stated, face the first challenge, the fact of being parents, which I
already have discussed earlier. The second challenge, being older parents, might mean
they would more easily feel tired; however, their financial stability can help them to find
babysitters and other supports. The last, and most difficult, challenge is to be the parents
of an interracial family. I will discus these three challenges the adoptive parents have to
face in the following section.

Adoption Adds New Challenge to Be the Parents.
Adoption, which is a major event in the family life, changes relationships both
inside and outside the family. In this study, adoption primarily changed and actually
enhanced these various relationships, not only within the families, but also with the
extended families, such as grandparents and other relatives, and with friends, coworkers,
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and the community. Two of the adoptive couples were in their second marriages at the
time of the adoption, and several parents already had biological children; however, all of
the adoptive parents believed that the adoption strengthened their current marriage and
made the relationship between the partners closer. In addition, the adoption made
relationships with the extended family closer. For some, the extended families,
especially the grandparents, had been against the upcoming adoption, but after the child
joined the family, the relatives all shared very positive views about the adoption and the
child.
It is important to recognize that relationships changed in a positive way for the
families in the study because of the adoption. It seems that adoption really can make
people who know these interracial families more open-minded. They learn to accept
another person from a totally different cultural, economic, and racial background,
requiring them to have new levels of understanding and support for the family, and this
understanding can then be transferred more globally. This same foundation of acceptance
helps to build close relationships. Broadly speaking, the information gained in the study
tells us we as global citizens need to try to understand one another better, and try to think
of others instead of being self-centered.

Adoptive Parents Because They Tend to Be Older, Face the New Challenge of Being
Older Parents or Second Time Parents.
These findings suggest that older parents or second-time parents (the first time
being as biological parents, and the second time as adoptive parents) may have more
patience than younger ones. Several parents mentioned that they had more patience with

their adoptive daughters than when they were younger parents raising their biological
children. One father said, “It seems that when I was a young parent, and I don’t know,
my memory is vague here, it seems like I did more spanking, but I don’t know if that’s
true or not. That is the way I’m thinking it was. I tend to be a little bit; I tend to be a lot
more, a lot less anxious, a little bit more relaxed. More sure of what it is I want them to
do and how I m going to get them to do it now, than when I was a younger parent.”
As we know, domestic adoption agencies favor younger parents, but this study
shows that this is not necessarily the best criteria to use to place children for adoption.

The Reults Show that Adoption Has a Dramatic Effect on the Parents’ Relationship
with Chinese Culture.
Before the adoption, 80 percent of the families had no personal relationship with
China. However, when they went there to adopt their daughters, they all had a positive
experience in China and became interested in Chinese culture.
During their parenting process, they all feel very grateful to China because they
had received such beautiful children. Love that comes from the adoptive parenting
experience can bring in more cross-cultural understanding.
However, all the parents did express the difficulty they experienced in trying to
understand Chinese language and culture and that they needed to have more support from
the community to facilitate them in their efforts to gain related cultural support. It is
important for the community and society to understand these families better and provide
them more cultural support, such as easy access to learning the Chinese language and
more Chinese and Asian cultural activities in the school and community
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In sum, all the information in this study, presents a profile of the adoptive parent,
and how their family life looked before and after the adoption. It also gives us the
understanding of their adoption motivation and shows us the psychological and behavior
changed of those adoptive parents during their adoption process. This information can
be used to help teachers and community provide effective support to adoptive families,
including the provision of a more diverse curriculum in classroom and more community
service to support those parents who have adopted Chinese children. In other respects,
the above information can be used to help people in China better understand the adoptive
parents, who come from the United States.

Suggestions for Future Research
This study reveals the complexities of the parenting experience of adoptive
parents who had adopted abandoned Chinese baby girls. Several follow-up research
studies would be valuable in order to gain more knowledge about these adoptive families
as the children grow into adulthood.
A longitudinal study on these children will help uncover the conditions involved
in the transition from the initial adoption to the impact of the adoption on the child’s
development.
Another question for future research is to examine if and how these parents
realize their expectations for their daughter regarding morals and values, career,
marriage, pride in their Asian racial identity and Chinese heritage, and close relationships
with the immediate and extended family. It would be particularly useful to study the
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concerns the parents had about the effect of racism on the children’s development and
how they meet these challenges while bringing up their adoptive daughters.
More research is also needed to document how these parents explain to their
adopted daughters their unique history of abandonment by their birth families, while not
destroying the daughters’ reverence for Chinese culture.
Another issue that needs further research is the adoptive parenting experience in
the non-traditional family, including an examination of how to raise “bi-cultural
children.” As one father said, “I know that her, her sense of who she is, is not going to be
easily separated from the fact that she’s Chinese. Ok? So my head knows that. Urn.
How that, how that is developed over time, I’m not sure about that.”
All the adopted children in this study could be describe as having very happy lives
and all of them were the center of their family’s life. The last concern I have relates to
how their self-image will change as they enter society and experience more racial bias. It
would be very interesting to do research on these children ten years from now, as they
enter their adolescent years.
There are three distinct limitations of my study. One is the lack of a control group
of other adoptive parents, as well as of biological parents. Having a control group of the
birth parents would be very useful to reveal more information about the difference of the
adoptive parenting process. The second limitation is that this study deals only with the
traditional family structure; there is no special information in the study about all the other
different families structures in the U.S. The third limitation is that this study deals with
so many issues related to the adoptive parenting process. In fact, each theme could be a
separate chapter, to be studied more deeply in the future.
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APPENDIX A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Title: The Parenting Experience of American Parents who had Adopted Children
from China
Investigator: Nili Luo

Research Subject’s Name _

******************************************************************
Invitation and Introduction: You are invited to participate in a research study
conducted by Nili Luo, an Ed.D. Student at the University of Massachusetts Amherst.
You are asked to volunteer because you are aged 18 and over, and have adopted a child
from China.
Research Purpose: The purpose of this study is to find out about the experiences of
parenting children adopted from China. The result of this study will provide parents like
you, other care providers, and educators with a fuller understanding about the culturally
specific needs to enhance the quality of educating the children adopted from China.
Procedure: The appropriate individuals and review boards at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst have approved the study and its procedures. The interview will
include three parts, focusing on the parents’ life experiences before they adopted the
children, their present life, and their thoughts about the future. The interview will also be
audiotape recorded, and it will take about one and a half-hour to complete. Depending on
your preference, the interview can be completed in one or more sessions.
YOUR RIGHTS:
%

YOUR PARTICIPATION IS ENTIRELY VOLUNTARY.
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YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO SKIP ANY QUESTION IF YOU FEEL
UNCOMFORTABLE TO ANSWER.
YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WITHDRAW FROM THE STUDY AT ANY TIME.
Possible Risks and Discomforts: There are no known risks in this study. You may
become tired while completing the interview. Frequent rest will be allowed.
Benefits: The study may not benefit you directly; but the result will provide us with a
better understanding about how to provide culturally specific education to the other
parents with children from China.
Cost: There is no cost to you for participation in this study.
Confidentiality: All records of the study will be coded so your answers will not be
linked to your name. All study data will be collected by Nili Luo, and stored in a secure
place. I will not share the study data with any other person without your permission,
except for the faculty advisors and the tape transcriber.
Questions: Please feel free to ask any questions you may have about the study or about
your rights as a research subject. If you have other questions after completing the
interview, please call me, Nili Luo, at (413) 546-2041 or email to nili@educ.umass.edu.
Consent Form: I have explained the purpose of the study, the procedures required, and
the possible risks and benefits to the best of my ability.

Signature of Investigator___Date_

I confirm that I,_have been explained the purpose of the study, the procedures
%

that I will undergo and the possible risks and discomforts as well as benefits that I may
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experience. Alternatives to my participation in the study have also been discussed. I
have read and I understand this consent form. Therefore, I agree to give my consent to
take part as a participant in this research study.

Signature of participant

Date

Signature of Witness

Date
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APPENDIX B
COVER SHEET PARTICIPANT INFORMATION FORM

Interviewee’s Name:

Transcript Accession

Audio Tape No:

No:

Age:

Gender:

Married Status:

Current Resident

The length of time

Status:

living in USA:

First Time/ Second Time of
Marriage:
Birthplace:

Religion:

Education:
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRES

Form 1. Demographics of Adoptive Parents

Demographic

Answers

Marital status at Adoption
Current marital status
Respondent’s mother’s education
Respondent’s father’s education
Respondent’s education
Respondent’s mother’s industry and occupation
Respondent’s father’s industry and occupation
Respondent’s industry and occupation
Respondent’s mother’s religious involvement

Very high

Above Average

None
Respondent’s father’s religious involvement

Very high

Above Average

None
Very hi gh

Respondent’s religious involvement

None
Number of children adopted from China
Number of other adopted children
Number of biological children
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Above Average

I did what my parents expected of me
I would describe my childhood as a happy
one
My parents had a good relationship with each
other
I am different from my parents
I had a lot of responsibilities at home
My parents were strict with me
I was different from my siblings
I was independent
I was rebellious
I was more close to my mother
I was more close to my father
I was exceptionally close to my maternal
grandparents
I was exceptionally close to my paternal
grandparents
Name one family member you feel you are
current most close[d] to

•

Form 3. Respondent’s parents’ view of family values

Respondent’s parents’ family values

Answers (Circle one)

Strongly

Some

Not

Agree

what

Agree

Agree
My family fostered my morality
My family was highly ethical
My family members were good citizens
My family members had good relationships with each
other
My family was concerned about loving and sharing
My family was politically conservative
My family was involved in a lot of community
activities
My family placed emphasis on social justice
My family was a joyful family
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Form 4. Demographics of Adopted Children

Demographics
The age of the child when she arrived in orphanage
The age of the child when she arrived in the U.S.
The time of the adoption from the filling in of the
papers
The current name of the adopted child
The place the child came from

Answers
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